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From the Editor

T
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his expanded issue of EIR, with its special re rt on "The Coming
Fall of the House of Windsor," has been rushed 1nto print through a
team effort of EIR' s internationally and nationally based intelligence
staff under the direction of Founding Editor Lyndon H. LaRouche,

Jr. As you will note, it introduces a new level of graphic presentation
of the world's physical and political geography in the series of maps,
which will become the hallmark of future editions of this periodical

as well as books, slide shows, and videotape programs.
The reason our writers, editors, and graphics personnel worked
double-time this week to produce this issue for the Oct. 28 cover
date is that EIR's editors can think of no more timely intervention
into the U.S. midterm elections on Nov. 8, than th.e picture presented
in this 6O-page condensed intelligence packet. The American elector
ate is about to choose the entire House of Representatives and one
third of the Senate. The outcome will have a major impact on the
next two years of Clinton foreign policy.
No voter can choose responsibly in this elec�ion without facing

the fact that the breaking economic and financial crises now gripping
the entirety of this planet reflect the close of an approximately 500year cycle in European history. The fall of the Berlin Wall five years

ago this month, was but the first fissure in an edifice of oligarchical
control which shaped the 20th century as an era pf holocaust, geno
cide, and war. President Clinton's break with the U.S "special rela
tionship" with Britain last summer, marks an inflection point for a
new foreign policy. We must begin by understalnding the who, the
what, and the why of the old, bad policy.
The team of researchers who assisted in preparing material for
this special report included: Joseph Brewda, Mark Burdman, Carlos
Cota Meza, Linda de Hoyos, Allen Douglas, William Engdahl,
Manuel Hidalgo, Ken Kronberg, Hugo Lopez Ochoa, Rogelio Ma
duro, Marcia Merry,Silvia Palacios, Ana Maria Phau, David Ramo

net, Raynald Rouleau, Michael Sharp, John SigeJtson, Dennis Small,
Gretchen Small, Jeffrey Steinberg, Geraldo Teran, Scott Thompson,
Charles Tuttle, and Anthony Wikrent. Project Editor: Susan Welsh.
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Nobel economics prize
given to insanity
by Richard Freeman

On Oct. 1 1 , the Royal Swedish Academy awarded the 1 994
Nobel Memorial Prize in Economic Science to three "pio
neers in the field of game theory ," John Nash of Princeton
University; John Harasanyi , who was born in Hungary and
teaches at the University of California at Berkeley; and Rein
hard Selten of the University of Bonn .
The criteria of the Swedish Academy in awarding the
Economic Prize to various past recipients have been abysmal:
In 1 970, the Swedish Academy awarded the prize to Paul A .
Samuelson, whose advocacy o f "built-in stabilizers ," which
automatically right a faltering economy , was ground into dust
by the 1 973-75 and 1 978-79 global depressions . In 1 976, the
prize went to Milton Friedman , a morally insane person who ,
representing the Mont Pelerin Society , preaches that the
monetized value of anything in the economy , not the power
of man to reproduce himself at rising levels of cultural and
material existence , is the worth of any economy. Friedman
holds up drug-financial trading center Hongkong as the para
digm economy in the world. Last year, the Swedish Academy
granted its prize to Robert Vogel , whose 1 974 book, Time
on the Cross, argues in defense of slavery. It purports to
show through statistics , that brutal slave-based agriculture in
America's antebellum South , had a higher output per dollar
invested than the agriculture of the free , technology-proud
American farmer.
But even by this standard of lunacy , in 1 994 , the academy
outdoes itself. It is granting its prize to systematizers of
"game theory ," which is a demonstrable form of psychosis .
On Oct . 1 2 , U . S . economist Lyndon H. LaRouche , Jr. ,
responding to the announcement of the Nobel Prize for eco
nomics , observed, "The notorious perversity of the Swedish
Royal Academy ' s views on economics are attested by the
fact, that excepting the case of Maurice Allais [ 1 988] , no
economist has been awarded the Nobel Prize for economics
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who has not either personally caused a maj or economic catas
trophe for at least one nation , or concocted a theory in defense
of such a ruinous delusion . No� , it has embraced the 'game
theory ' which supplies the doctrine responsible for the largest
and most deadly speculative financial bubble in history, the
'derivatives ' bubble . With this action , the Swedish Royal
Academy has outdone itself: It has endorsed that particular,
totally irrationalist notion which underlies the imminent dis
integration of existing monetary and financial systems of this
planet . " The doctrine of "game theory , " LaRouche said, is
"clapper, no bell . "

The murky figure of John Von Neumann
The proponents of game theory say that in poker and
other games of chance , the fundaments are at work. In award
ing the 1 994 prize, the Royal Swedish Academy announced,
'
"Everyone knows that in these games , players have to think
ahead to devise a strategy based on expected counter-moves .
Such strategic interaction characterizes many economic situ
ations , and game theory has therefore proved to be very
useful in economic analysis . "
Behind the emergence o f game theory i s th e work of
mathematician John Von Neumann ( 1 903-57). In 1 944 , he
and co-author Oskar Morgenstern released the book, Theory
of Games and Economic Behavior, which laid out the theo
ry' s premises . Next week, EIR will publish the full story
on the philosophic axioms be�ind "game theory." But it is
possible to present here a few ,of the more important points
about the system, and its founder.
John Von Neumann was born and raised in Budapest,
Hungary . He fraudulently inserted the noble "von" in front
of his name . In 1 92 1 , Von Neumann went to the University
of Goettingen in Germany , an<!l came under the influence of
Prof. David Hilbert ( 1 862- 1 943) . Hilbert had set a project to
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reaxiomatize , i.e. , formalize , all of mathematics , including
formalizing the work of George Cantor on the transfinite.
Von Neumann became the epigone of Hilbert on this destruc
tive project, and in 1 923 , Von Neumann wrote a doctoral
thesis, "The Axiomatization of Set Theory."
This work proved a disaster for science. Von Neumann
did not understand Cantor' s work. Being profoundly
blocked, and terrified of his own mental processes , Von Neu
mann sought refuge from real creative scientific thinking.
Hysterically , he elaborated a system of fake objectivity , in
which the subjective inner process of creative thought was
rigorously excluded. This inner process was the real starting
point for the transfinite in Cantor's work. Von Neumann
erected and repeatedly cited, as the authority for his scientific
work, three of the most destructive figures in the history of
mankind: Aristotle, Galileo Galilei , and Isaac Newton.
By the 1 950s , an unbalanced Von Neumann could
little
difference between the computer and the h
mind. In his
1944 book , Theory of Games, Von Neu
rejects all real
economic processes. He states , "In economics . . . it is of
utmost importance to know how to stabilize employment, how
to increase the national income, or how to distribute it adequate
ly." Nonetheless, "Nobody
really answer these questions,
and we need not concern ourselves with the pretension that
there can be scientific answers at present."
Man is viewed as a Robinson Crusoe , a never-existing
primary barter trader, but placed in a social setting. Man is
viewed as an atomized bundle of savage wants , which can
be satisfied through some "commodities." Von Neumann
writes, man ' s "task is to combine and apply [commodities
and wants] in such a fashion as to obtain a maximum resulting
satisfaction." But everyone else wants to maximize his or her
"satisfaction ," he says , and although Von Neumann claims
he knew and constructed other systems , he relies upon what
he fundamentally discovered: "a zero-sum game." In the
zero-sum game , for someone to gain something , someone
else must lose. This is not economics.
This reductionist concept of man, and economics, is then
worked out in the axiomatics of a mathematical optimization
model. In a two-person model, the wants and commodity-needs
of each person
represented by a "partial set of variables."
But, each person must also take account of the other person's
wants and actions. In a two-person system, there
two per
sons and two partial sets of variables, which together constitute
all the variables in a system. Thus, there is a four-set matrix.
Von Ne
' s only real concern, is how to maximize each
person's partial set of variables through a matrix model, the
maximization of an n-body problem.
Every physicist knew that the hoax called Newtonian
physics breaks down when it attempts to explain the after
math trajectory of
or more bodies after near impact.
Even Von Neumann knew this. Thus his attempt to first
psychotically define each individual as an isolated, savage
hard-ball and then to pretend to optimize a "combinatory"
solution for the assumed conflicting interests of n-number of
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bodies is an insane fraud.
The model for this alleged solution in Von Neumann's
system is the linearized probability theory of games. Poker
is chosen as an exemplar. To compete against a competitor,
one has to know how to count cards !and to bluff, especially
when one has a losing hand. This is carr ied over to the finan
cial world, which is viewed as a game , decorticated from
the physical economy. In the deadly world of derivatives
speculation, where a trader "optimizes" multiple piles of
fictitious financial claims , through the practice of lying,
bluffing , and bullying , and where he competes against others
who
trying simultaneously to do the same thing, game
theory reigns supreme. Super-fast, number-crunching com
puters are used.
The conceit of derivatives traders , taken from Von Neu
mann , is that if one ' s computer is big enough, a) one will
have more information than, and be able to defeat , the next
guy-everything becomes a product of "information theory";
and b) one can attain complete knowlL!dge of all that happens
in the market, which will allegedly enable one to spot, and
to halt, the collapse of the derivatives market. Thus , the
derivatives market will never collapse . This latter point,
which is believed by the London financial elite, is refuted by
Kurt GOdel' s unassailable 1 93 1 proof. GOdel showed that it
is impossible for an axiomatic system to be both "complete"
and "consistent" at the same time, W:hich shattered Bertrand
Russell ' s and Von Neumann' s system .
Ironically and lawfully , one of the biographers of Von
Neumann reports that Von Neumann , who had worked out a
fool-proof, mathematical system for poker, and upon which
his economics rests , lost often at pokier. Von Neumann went
certifiably mad before his death .
Also derived from "game theory'�
conflict resolution,
and the modeling for thermonuclear war.
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Game theory destroys the �d
But necessarily , any person who degrades his or her mind
to the level of Aristotelian logical positivism necessary to be
a "game theorist" will be, or will soon go, mad. The biogra
phy on the first of the trio of this year' s Nobel laureates,
John Nash , reports the following: fMr. Nash went to the
Massachusetts Institute of Technoi4)gy as an instructor in
1 95 1 , later being promoted to associate professor. Struck
down by mental illness in the late 1 950s , he resigned from
MIT , and since then has spent most of his years at Princeton .
. . . For most of the last quarter-centpry, he has been associ
ated with Princeton as a ' visiting iresearch collaborator, '
without formal obligations . "
The sketch continues , "He i s s�d to lead a quiet life in
the community, nurtured by friendS and associates on the
faculty. In deference to his wish for privacy, no details of his
family life have been made available . " Thus, for the last
quarter of a century , since his "breakithroughs" for which the
Nobel Prize was awarded , Nash has ibeen mentally dysfunc
tional. Madness runs in the "game ttieory" family.
Economics
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Deregulation = theft:
We told you so
by Harley Schlanger
On Oct. 4, the readers of the Wall Street Journal were in
fonned about something that subscribers to EIR already
know: that the commodities trade , and the trading of the so
called exotic instruments known as "derivatives," are rife
with fraud, thanks to the deregulation policies and the loosen
ing of enforcement measures of the Reagan-Bush years. In
reality , the slogans of "free enterprise" and "get the govern
ment off our backs ," so popular with much of the U. S. elec
torate in the 1 980s , were used to justify dismantling the
already-weak agencies designed to protect the investments,
savings , and pensions of millions of Americans.
What the American people voted for was nothing less than
an invitation to thieves to loot the U. S. economy. While the
looters got rich , a debt bubble has ballooned. It has not popped
yet only due to the asset -stripping of what remains of the pro
ductive economies of the so-called Third World and , increas
ingly , the advanced sector-asset-stripping which is required
to maintain an income stream into bankrupt financial institu
tions. As the bubble' s demands grow , there is less to loot, thus
threatening the breakdown of the present monetary system.
Of course, the Wall Street Journal did not tell the real
story ! The Journal story focuses on a commodities trader in
Illinois, Thomas Collins, who was trusted with more than
$40 million from 500 investors. For over five years , while
under investigation by enforcement agents of the Commodi
ties Future Trading Corp. (CFTC) , who were looking into
minor tax violations , Collins ran a classic "Ponzi" scam in
volving derivatives. He bought futures contracts in which he
bet on both sides , that the price would go up, and down.
While telling his original investors they were making up to
50% on their investments , he was using funds from newer
investors to keep the game going. He hid his losses by keep
ing two accounts. He transferred the profits into one account,
while putting all the losses in the other.
On June 2 , 1 994 , Collins disappeared , with his girl
friend-after cleaning out his bank accounts. The bankruptcy
trustee told the Journal that the 500 or so investors "will get
back only a tiny fraction of their investments. "
CFTC officials say that this was a special case of a slick
operator, "a case where people got seduced by this guy." But
even the Journal, which has been campaigning for years to
reduce enforcement to "free up the markets ," had to admit that
the failure in the Collins case was not an exception. Instead,
"people familiar with the agency insist it isn't. At a time when
6
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the futures industry it regulates is growing explosively and is
becoming more entwined with;the controversial , ill-under
stood private derivatives market, the CFTC remains un
dennanned and beholden to the interests it is supposed to
police."

Bush and the Gramms
It is no accident that the CFTC is incapable of monitoring
the commodities markets and protecting against fraud. The
Reagan administration was conunitted to deregulating the
securities and commodities markets , and diminishing the en
forcement powers of the regulatory agencies. It was George
Bush who did the dirty work.
Bush chaired the President!s Task Force on Regulatory
Relief, a "blue-ribbon commission" assigned to "free" the
markets. Bush described its rale as "to eliminate or revise
hundreds of unnecessary federal rules and regulations . " The
son of an investment banker and a close ally of Wall Street
bluebloods , Bush knew what to do.
The first target was the Securities and Exchange Commis
sion. Under chainnan John Shad, the SEC was staffed with
free market radicals from the University of Chicago . Guided
by Milton Friedman' s vision of completely unfettered mar
kets , they shredded regulationsiimposed to protect investors.
Among the beliefs of the Chicago School were that insider
trading benefits the economy , and that anti-trust laws should
be eliminated. Their actions opened the door to thieves and
looters such as Michael Milken and Kohlberg Kravis Rob
erts , whose junk bonds and leveraged buyouts (LBOs) loaded
the economy with debt and pumped up the debt bubble, while
snatching assets from savings and loans , pension funds , and
insurance companies.
When the junk bond/LBO bubble burst after the $26 bil
lion RJR-Nabisco LBO , the Chicago School trained its sights
on the commodities markets. Bush appointed Wendy Gramm
to chair the CFTC in 1 989. Gramm, wife of free trade wind
bag Sen. Phil Gramm (R) of Texas , did a hatchet job on the
CFTC , deregulating all phases of the commodities business,
with two immediate effects. First , derivatives trading , which
had played a minor role befote deregulation, less than $4
trillion in 1 989, exploded to more than $20 trillion today.
Secondly, as the Wall Street Journal story on Collins shows,
CFTC enforcement did not expand to keep up with market
growth , as its agents were for¢ed to operate on a budget of
around $ 1 2 million per year!
Phil Gramm is not done yet. In the congressional session
which just ended, Gramm perscmally killed a bill designed to
provide funds to hire more staff to examine the credentials of
the more than 20 ,000 people licensed as investment advisers
entrusted with the savings of the American people . Despite
a unanimous vote in the Housle , and support of the mutual
fund industry , Gramm defeate4 the measure. His spokesman
justified his action saying , "TIle SEC has tons of money for
I
that purpose."
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a free fall, a currency crisis unm�ched currently perhaps
anywhere else in the world. The coupon had enjoyed a "sta
ble" rate of 45,000 to the dollar from May till Sept. 1. By

Will Ukraine survive
the coming winter?
by Konstantin George

mid-September, however, it had fallen to about 50,000. In
early October, it hit about 75,000 to the dollar. A new round
of killer inflation was on.
Aside from certain state-controlled exceptions, prices for
meat, milk, milk products, fruits, vegetables, etc. began
rising on a daily basis. Those who had spare cash bought
what necessities they could as fast as possible. As a rule, the
shopping day began by first seeing. or learning by word of
mouth, what that day's dollar-coupon rate was. The object

After independence was attained in August 1991, the situa

was to find, amid the general downward trend of the coupon,

tion in Ukraine, catastrophic for quite some time, by early
autumn had become a shambles. Three years of rule by net
works of "former" communist nomenklatura and nouveaux

tage of the brief, relative increase in purchasing power.

which day it was temporarily rebounding, so as to take advan
In October, as the collapse of the Russian ruble gathered

riches, working in conjunction with those forces in Moscow

speed, the coupon collapsed accordingly. By Oct. 14, in Lviv

and the International Monetary Fund (IMF) who are commit
ted to destabilizing Ukraine, have turned what was once the

Worse, to buy a dollar, one had to pay 110,000 coupons.

most promising of the post-Soviet independent states into a
disaster. The author was in the western Ukraine city of Lviv
in late September and early October, when the situation took
a decided tum for the worse. By mid-September, the deterio
ration had accelerated, with no end in sight as winter ap
proaches. It can already be said, unfortunately, that, barring a
miracle, this winter will be by far the worst for the Ukrainian
population since independence, and for many the worst in
many decades.
For 1994, so far, production is as much as 40% below
what it was in 1993-itself a year of a double-digit fall in
production. The collapse in living standards mirrors this dis
integration of the physical economy. Up until 1994, the col
lapse in living standards, as a rule, was engineered by shock
therapy-induced hyperinflation outstripping wages. Then,
through the first half of 1994, inflation was brought "under
control," which in effect stabilized the level of misery. How
ever, the anti-inflation "success" of the previous Kravchuk
regime, and the resulting so-called stability given to
Ukraine's ersatz currency, the karbovanets, or "coupon" as
it is universally called, was achieved by cutting off credit
to state enterprises. As a result, industrial and other state
enterprises were rendered unable to meet payments for deliv
ery of goods and materials or to pay their workforce.
Production plummeted, and by June at the latest, industri
al and other state enterprises stopped wage payments. During
the summer in the Lviv region, a situation not atypical of the
country as a whole, all plants were closed and the workers
told to report back to work on Sept. 1. In the best cases,
industrial and other state sector workers still have not been
paid since June.

New hyperinfiation

In September, a new round of inflation hit. In tandem
with the Russian ruble, the Ukrainian "coupon" went into
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it had reached a new record low of 93,000 to the dollar.
This spread of 17,000 coupons between the buy and sell rates
was an all-time record. Worse still, unlike the Russian ruble,
which, after reaching its record low of 3,926 to the dollar on
Oct. 11 ("Black T�esday") rebounded to 3,000, the coupon
stayed low. The net effect of this was the worst coupon-ruble
rate in history, at 31 to 1, compared to about 22 to 1 in early
September. This means a huge price increase for essential
Russian imports, such as oil and gas, which Ukraine must
import to survive.

The cholera epidemic
In late September and early October, a cholera epidemic
that had started in the Crimea in August reached its peak,
affecting at least 15 Ukrainian cities in the south, center, and
west of the country. According to official figures, 20 people
died in the epidemic and more than 800 were hospitalized.
In Crimea and parts of south Ukraine, schools were closed.
In Lviv, strong measures were taken, including the closure
of the city's private cooperative markets, called "bazaars,"
where meat and produce are sold. Those who had come down
with cholera were brought to a clinic and quarantined. For
some days, it was not clear whetber the spread of cholera

could be nipped in the bud. This unqertainty was underscored
when, on Sept. 27, Poland would not let anyone from
Ukraine enter or transit the country without a medical docu
ment stating the person to be free :of the disease. By early
October, the situation was under control.
What has not been resolved are the appalling infrastruc
ture problems which allowed the cpolera to spread rapidly.
One of the biggest problems is runtling water. Forget about
the water being pleasant to drink; it ranges in quality from
semi-potable to unpotable. One ha � to have a suicidal streak

to even think about drinking it. Thej problem goes to running
water in general. In Lviv, most apartments have running
water only for three hours in the m�rning and three hours in
Economics
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the evening. Water is stored every morning in buckets for
use during the day. Lviv is not the worst case. In Simferopol,
for example, the capital of Crimea, apartments have running
water for a few hours every other day. The water pipes of
cities

are many decades old. Nothing has been done to im

prove or modernize them since the early postwar period,
when it was done as part of repairing war damage. In a city

Currency Rates
The dollar in deutschemarks
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such as Lviv, which was almost undamaged in the war (this

1.80

has fortunately preserved the city as an architectural jewel,
one of the most beautiful in Europe), it is coasting on a water

1.70

system installed before WorId War I by Hapsburg Austria,
or from the interwar period of Polish rule.
The health service, if one wants to call it that, is even
more deplorable. The standard answer to the question, what
does one do if one gets ill, is, "don't get ill." Hospitals do
not even have the most basic medicines, equipment and,
in many cases, even basic furniture. Doctors, like almost
everyone else, have been unpaid for months and will not treat
a patient unless the patient pays; it is not uncommon that
payment is demanded in dollars. What is also striking is that
while those who have dollars can buy almost anything, the
main exception tends to be medicines. In Lviv, for example,
a city of about I million, simple things such as aspirin or
other common over-the-counter medicines are almost un
available in pharmacies, even for hard currency.

l.so
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workers, miners, craftsmen, engineers, scientists, and tech
nicians. Such workers remit money to their families back in
Ukraine. There is no flow of Russians going the other way.
Till recently, this flow of workers to Russia was mostly from
eastern and central Ukraine. Now, it has begun also from
western Ukraine, something unthinkable even a short time
ago, given the tremendous national pride of the region.
There is now a significant shift in mood in the population,
including in western Ukraine. There is widespread yearning
for economic stability; if this can be done with Russia, though
not at the price of a return to Russian rule, in general people
will accept it. The economy is the issue, and rightly so. In
this sense, the winter may also result in new hope. The near
mortal scale of the crisis is causing many important individu
als in institutions to seek to have the state adopt programs
that will begin to rebuild the nation's economy. It is also
becoming clear to many that failure to do so is courting
social explosions with unpredictable consequences. Popular
patience has been remarkable, indeed almost saintly, till
now, in the face of the most appalling conditions of life.
There
however, limits to such patience.
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worse than in Russia. This may come as a surprise based on
what one sees on the street. In Ukraine, the crime rate, though
rising, is still far lower than in Russia, and one sees far
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Report from Rio

by Geraldo Lino

Greenpeace not welcome in Brazil
The wealthy multinational was shaken by its cold reception in
Amazonia and the sabotage of its plans for "direct action. "

I

t was not exactly what Greenpeace
expected. In an action planned some
time ago, the notorious multinational
environmentalist group sent its ship,
the MV Greenpeace, to travel in Bra
zilian waters during October and No
vember. Its first target was Amazonia,
where the ship intended to navigate
close to 2,000 nautical miles of the
region's rivers as part of its campaign
to "fight for the rainforests of Siberia
and Amazonia." However, an unex
pected reaction from Brazilian author
ities forced the group to abandon its
aggressive strategy of "direct action,"
including deploying its "green com
mandos" against selected targets, in
favor of demonstrations typical of
well-behaved high school students.
As they left the port of Belem in
the state of Para on Oct. 9, the occu
pants of the MV Greenpeace, includ
ing activists and reporters from Bra
zil, the United States, Germany,
Holland, England, and Argentina,
were informed that throughout their
journey, the ship would be escorted
by a Brazilian Navy corvette. The
next day, in the straits of Breves 120
nautical miles from Belem, the envi
ronmentalists had their first direct
contact with the military in an incident
that underscored that they were not
exaetly being accompanied by an
"honor guard." Deciding to board the
Navy ship for a "courtesy visit," activ
ists on a launch and on the MV
Greenpeace helicopter approached
the corvette and tried to deliver pres
ents to the captain. But when the heli
copter flew over the ship so that pho
tographers could take pictures, the
Navy crew immediately and ostenta-
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tiously moved to combat positions. In
reciprocating by presenting the envi
ronmentalists with teeshirts and caps
with the Navy insignia, the ship's cap
tain remarked "God willing, every
thing will tum out all right."
In the days that followed, every
attempt by Greenpeace to land was
met with similar actions by the Navy,
which closely tracked the group with
combat groups in launches and heli
copters. On Oct. 12, exasperated by
the close surveillance, Greenpeace's
Brazilian director sent a letter of pro
test to the Navy minister and also
questioned the cost of the Navy oper
ation.
At the port of Santarem, where it
arrived on Oct. 13, the MV
Greenpeace ironically docked next to
a ship carrying hardwood destined for
Holland, Greenpeace's world head
quarters. Under other conditions, the
environmentalists would have at
tempted to take "direct action" against
the shipment, but under the Navy's
watchful eyes, they were reduced to
merely issuing a press release in pro
test. Although claiming to have evi
dence that the wood originated with
"predatory actions," Greenpeace's
Brazilian director Jose Augusto Padua
cautioned that the environmentalists
would have to be patient and "do
things at the appropriate time."
Greenpeace's only public demon
stration in Santarem shows what its
objectives are. It targeted U.S. and
European firms which sell mercury to
Brazil, a large part of which, ac
cording to the greenies, is sold to the
gold prospectors in Amazonia and
pollutes the region's rivers. Right next

to the protest, which was limited to a
picket line and ,press release on the
matter, the exis nce of an open sewer
demonstrated one of the region's big
gest problems, which is ignored en
tirely by Greenpeace: lack of basic
sanitation, which leads to frequent
outbreaks of such epidemic diseases
as cholera and hepatitis.
Also in Santarem, the environ
mentalists were greeted with criticism
from where they least expected it.
During a visit tq a development proj
ect including 19 rural communities,
the project coordinator Eugenio Scan
navino Netto sUfPrised them when he
said that "environmental groups make
loud denunciations about the Amazon
but they never present practical solu
tions."
An even harsher condemnation
came from Manoel Quintas Ferreira,
secretary Of env�nment, science and
technology of the state of Amazonas.
Referring to Greenpeace's first action
in Amazonia two years ago when its
activists threw buckets of black ink
on lumber-cutting machines causing
serious damage, Ferreira said that
"when it comes'to the use of Brazil's
natural resources, we reject the inter
ference of a foreign group of vandals
and unemployed who, sailing around
the world, provoke disturbances and
prevent the development of private
companies and ponest work for Bra
zilians." Acco ing to Ferreira, the
preservation of' natural resources, of
flora and fauna,! and of the Amazon's
genetic potential
the joint obliga
tion and responsibility of the people
and the government because "the pri
ority, whatever; the cost, is man and
the improvement of his quality of
life."
The Brazilian chapter of the Ibero
American Solidarity Movement also
protested Gree
ace's activities with
a press release accusing it of carrying
out "irregular
in Brazil.
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Business Briefs
Environmentalism
Pan-American Highway
completion held up
A United Nations-sponsored "biodiversity
project " (dubbed "Biopacifico ") is stalling
work on an 8 5-mile stretch of the Pan-Ameri
can Highway in the Darien Gap jungle be
tween Colombia and Panama. The construc
tion of this segment would complete the
highway, a 70-year dream to unite the hemi
sphere with a highway from Alaska to Ar
gentina.
Biopacifico was set up under the auspices
of the Colombian Environment Ministry,
which in mid-October issued its report claim
ing that the completed link would lead to "inev
itable " colonization, deforestation, pollution,
and other environmental damage to the nation
al parks on both sides of the border. The report
urges that alternate routes be considered, pos
sibly the use of a ferry service between the Pan
amanian and Colombian coasts that would by
pass the parkJands.
Colombians pushing the project argue that
the completion of the road would help preserve
the sovereignty of the two nations, benefit
trade and tourism, and enable the Colombian
Armed Forces to better control drug traffick
ing,anns smuggling,and banditry which cur
rently flourish in the currently unpatrolled
region.

China
Modern superhighway to
receive outside funding
Hongkong construction baron Gordon Wu in
early October announced a $17. 5 billion,five
year plan to invest in China, centered on con
struction of a modern superhighway to connect
Guangzhou (Canton) with the Yangtze River
in Hunan Province. The 75 0-kilometer road
has already been approved by the Chinese gov
ernment,according to theHongkong Standard
on Sept. 20.
"By linking up the Yangtze with Hong
kong through a transportation artery on land,
Hongkong will actually be connected with

10
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Shanghai,which is at the estuary of the river,"
Wu said.
Wu built the 123-km highway connecting
Guangzhou with Shenzhen and Hongkong.
Wu has also built power plants in China, but
earlier this year announced the cancellation of
plans to build several more. The current an
nouncement may include revival of those pow
er plant plans,but details are not yet available.

A law on AIDS is about to be passed by the
Duma (Parliament),however,and proponents
of the WHO line want to stop mandatory test
ing. Kozlov argues that testing is not an in
fringement of personal liberty, and rejects de
mands that such a program is too expensive.
"Let the governme nt itself decide what price
it can afford to pay for the health of its citi
zens," he said.

Russia

Credit

Public health measures

Israeli minister pushes

demanded against AIDS

development bank

A group of academicians and doctors has sent
a letter to Russian President Boris Yeltsin call
ing for a serious policy to deal with the threat
of AIDS,Moscow News reported in its Sept.
25-Oct. 2 issue. The group met in St. Peters
burg recently, and has been accused of being
" 'proponents of repressive measures' who are
proposing to forcibly examine 'the whole pop
ulation of Russia and to intern all HIV-infected
individuals,' " the paper said.
The group, headed by Academician Ed
ward Karamov and biologist Andrei Kozlov,
who is credited with being the first to come up
with AIDS diagnostic techniques in Russia,
considers the growth of AIDS to fall into the
sphere of the "strategic interests of Russia. "
To fight AIDS will require a national medi
cal infrastructure, Kozlov stressed. "In every
country an epidemic takes its own course. . . .
Because of this the methods of struggle must
also be different. We say intensive testing de
mands a great capital investment development
of infrastructure, qualified medical workers.
. . . In Africa such a thing was scarcely possi
ble [sic]. But we have . . . a very strong tradi
tion of military field medicine. . . . In Russia
an excellent anti-plague system was created. "
Russia could help the world, he said.
The paper reported that a war may have
begun between Russia's state apparatus,
which adheres to the World Health Organiza
tion policy that the spread of AIDS should be
contained by relying on the promotion of "safe
sex," and the Karamov-Kozlov group. Ac
cording to Kozlov, Russia has tested 25 mil
lion people a year for AIDS in the past two
years, and continues a huge testing program.

The deputy director general for economic af
fairs of the Israeli Foreign Ministry reiterated
the need for a regional development bank, in
an interview withElR inJerusalem on Oct. 14.
The official Said that the key element of the
upcoming Casablanca conference will be the
establishment of a regional development bank
to finance Mtddle East development.
'The Warld Bank is not in a position to do
this effectively," he said. Therefore,the coun
tries in the region must take the initiative.
Although the United States has opposed
such a bank, the official indicated that the Is
raeli government will continue to push for its
establishment.

Nuclear Energy
Vatican: backs use
for peaceful purposes
Those who oppose the Vatican support for nu
clear energy lack "sufficient information or
professional competence," Mons. Mario Zen
ari, perman ent representative of the Holy See
at the International Agency for Atomic Ener
gy, said at the 38th general conference of the
IAEA in Vienna on Sept. 19- 23. The full text
of his speech was distributed on Oct. 10 to the
press by the Vatican press office in Rome and
was covered widely in the Italian press. The
German daily Bildzeitung headlined its front
page coverage, 'The Pope Is for Nuclear
Energy. "
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B rilifly
• TAIWAN plans to set up an aero

space zone in 19 98 to boost an indus

try that could! post sales of $ 2. 9 bil
In his speech, Monsignor Zenaro said:

''The Holy See in its past statements at the Gen
eral Conference has always striven to be objec
tive regarding the use of nuclear energy for
peaceful purposes as the international commu
nity has doubtlessly benefitted from the activi
ties of the agency. However,some statements
of the Holy See dealing with the application of
nuclear techniques for peaceful purposes have
been met occasionally with heavy criticismbe
cause of, in most cases, a lack of sufficient
information or professional competence. "
Citing the "enormous progress" made in
nuclear research "in practically all fields, not
only in the field of energy supply, but also in
agriculture,in hydrologic research,and,espe
cially, in the field of medicine," the Vatican
representative quoted the pope at the end of his
speech: "All these efforts should be directed
to the service of the human family,as His Holi
ness Pope John Paul n pointed out in his ad
dress to the Pontifical Academy of Sciences,
underlining the leading role of men and wom
en of science in the 'joint effort demanded of
our generations to make the earth more habit
able, more fertile, and more fraternal , ' and
stressing the 'great challenge of integral devel
opment, which demands skill and qualities
which are both intellectual and technical,mor
al as well as spiritual. ' "

Infrastructure
'Sahara pipeline'
construction

begins

The construction of the "Sahara pipeline" has
started,and was characterized by government
representatives from Spain,Morocco,and Al
geria as an historic event "for the Maghreb and
for Europe. " The pipeline is one of the energy
infrastructure projects listed in November
19 9 3 in the White Book of recommended in
frastructure projects of European Commission
President Jacques Delors.
In 1996, the Sahara pipeline is supposed
to begin delivering up to 20 billion cubic me
ters of gas per year from the Hassi R'Mel gas
fields in the Algerian desert,to Tangiers inMo
rocco,a route of 1,100 kilometers,and further
on, through a 40 km underwater pipeline, to
Gibraltar.
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In Europe, the pipeline will be extended
throughout Spain and Portugal,and will reach
France in the year 2000 . Participants in the
DM 2billion ($1. 25 billion) project on the Eu
ropean side are several Spanish construction
companies and Siemens and Mannesmann
from Germany. The Italian firm Saipem will
build the underwater pipeline. The two biggest
Spanish gas companies,the private Gas Natu
ral SDG SA and the state-owned Empresa
Nacionale de Gas SA (Enagas), will merge in
order to form one of Europe's leading gas de
livery firms .
The project has the full backing of Spanish
Minister for Industry Juan Manuel Eguiagar
ay, and will be supported by the European In
vestment Bank , with Beu 440 million in
credits.

lion by 200 3,the Industrial Develop
ment Bureau said on Oct. 9. Taipei
will invite firms to set up plants in the
zone, seek subcontracting deals with
foreign firms, or jointly develop new

aircraft .

• PERU is threatened with an epi

demic of bubonic plague, according
to Si magazine. Eighteen states have
suffered "rat invasions," and the in
crease in the rat population is "explo
sive," it said. Bubonic plague has
broken out in the states of Lambay
eque and Piura where it is endemic.
Three deputies have asked the gov
ernment to declare a state of emer
gency in three states.

• AFRICAN nations in war zones

are suffering food production losses,

Economic Policy
Allais dates economic
crisis back to 1974
The ongoing economic crisis can be dated back
to 19 74,NobeI Prize-winningeconomistMau
rice Allais wrote in the Paris daily Le Figaro
on Oct. 10. The two main causes of this state
of affairs , he said, are the growing liberaliza
tion of trade and the dislocation of the world
monetary system combined with floating ex
change rates.
"Since the massive growth of unemploy
ment and the lowering of the rate of growth
of the Gross National Product per capita, it is
impossible to pretend that the globalist, free
trade policy of the European Community has
favored growth and developed employment,"
he said.
The year 19 74 is key, said Allais, whose
charts for France on 1) employment in indus
try, 2) real GNP per capita, 3) unemployment,
and 4) underemployment are quite convinc
ing. The chart on industrial employment, for
instance, shows that between 19 5 0 and 19 74,
France went from 5 million jobs to over 6. 2
million; it then dropped down to some 4. 5 mil
lion from 19 74 to 19 9 3.
A similar tendency occurred in real GNP
growth,which remained at an average of 3. 9%
per year until 19 74, and then decreased to
1. 8% through 19 9 1.

according to Africa Recovery. Ango
la is producing 78% of its normal
crop; Liberia, 4 3% ; Malawi, 60%;
Somalia, 3 5% ; Burundi, 73% ; and
Swaziland,63%. Roughly 3 2million
people are affected.

• INDONESIA hosted the World
Infrastructure Forum, sponsored by
the Asian Development Bank, in Ja
karta on Oct. 17- 21. "We expect bil
lions of dollars worth of infrastructure
projects to be announced, particularly
in the trans� and telecommunication
sectors," said Andrew Way of Devel
opment Forwn Administrators, a con
ference organizer.
• THE MAiGELLAN spacecraft on

Oct. 12 ende4 a successful five-and-a
half-year misSion to map the surface
'
of Venus and measure its gravitational
variations. It mapped 98% of the plan
et's surface to an average resolution of
better than 300 meters, and compiled a
high-resoluti<)n gravity field map for
9 5% of the surface.

• OLIVETTI Corp. , controlled by

the De Beneclletti family, is the num
ber one Italiap loser in the derivatives
market,Coririere della Sera reported
on Oct. 10. �livetti reported losses
of over $8 0 qullion so far this year.
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�TIillSpecial Report

The coming
fall of the
House of Windsor
by Lyndon H . LaRouche . Jr.

"In the event that I am reincarnated, I would like to return as a deadly virus, in
order to contribute something to solve overpopulatidn . "
-Prince Philip , Duke of Edinburgh 1

During the recent five years , approximately , the British press and book-publishing
businesses have been occupied by an increasing intensity of scandals directed
against the Royal Family . the House of Windsor.
The most recent of these appeals to the prurient interest of the gossiping public .
former cavalry officer James Hewitt's contributions to the authorship of Princess in
Love, 2 has carried this mounting scandal above the threshold of certain influential
Britons' reluctance to speak out. Exemplary is the statement early this month by
I . As reported by Deutsche Press Agentur (DPA) , August 1 938 . Compare this statement with the
Prince ' s 1 986 Foreword to IfI Were An Animal: "I just wonder what it would be like to be reincarnated
in an animal whose species had been so reduced in numbers than it was in danger of extinction. What
would be its feelings toward the human species whose population explosion had denied it somewhere
to exist. . . . I must confess that I am tempted to ask for reincarnation as a particularly deadly virus."
Fleur Cowles, People as Animals, Foreword by HRH Prince Philip, (United Kingdom: Robin Clark
Ltd. , 1 986) . Compare the opinion of that really high-minded Prince with the words of his intellectual
forerunner, Bertrand Russell: "But bad times, you say, are exceptional , and can be dealt with by
exceptional methods. This has been more or less true during the 1Il0neymoon period of industrialism,
but it will not remain true unless the increase of population of tbe world is enormously diminished.
. . . War, so far, has had no very great effect on this increase , which continued through each of the
world wars. [War] has been disappointing in this respect . . . but perhaps bacteriological war may
prove more effective. If a Black Death could spread through tbe world once in every generation,
survivors could procreate freely without making the world too full. . . . The state of affairs may be
somewhat unpleasant, but what of it? Really high-minded people ate indifferent to happiness, especial
ly other people ' s." Bertrand Russell, The Impact of Science Vppn Society (New York: Simon and
Schuster, 1 953), pp. 1 02- 1 04 .

2 . Anna Pasternak, Princess in Love (London: Bloomsbury Publishing, Ltd., 1 994) .
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Sexual scandals do not topple thrones. or
members qfthe U.S. Congress ; however.
like assassinations. they are qften
dredged up. or. likejudicial "railroads " qf
targetted publicfigures. concocted as
pretexts employed in service qf dynastic
or other purely political motives. lifter the
facts presented in this Special Report are
considered. the British establishment's
strategic. historical motivesfor dumping
the Windsors should become obvious.

Harold Brooks-Baker, the publishing director of Burke's
Peerage: "We are extremely close to the end of the House

of Windsor," adding that, among Britain' s "educated upper
classes ," the view of the House of Windsor has become
"negative . " Brooks-Baker foresaw the likelihood that the
Windsors might be ousted by no later than sometime early
during the next century .
It is only in low-grade fiction , or in worse precincts , such
as today' s major news-media, that an intimate affair with a
lady (or, with a man less than a gentleman) is presented as
the reason for the toppling of a throne . In fact, how little
concern the general public has for either the incompetence or
outrageously perverse behavior of its preferred celebrities , is
shown by such disgusting phenomena as the existence of
Hollywood stars' fan clubs, by the Soviet Central Commit
tee ' s selection of a man virtually dead to succeed General
Secretary Yuri Andropov , or by the all-too-frequent behavior
shown by a majority of American voters almost any election
night. The sexual scandals do not topple thrones , or members
of the U . S . Congress; however, like assassinations , they are
often dredged up, or, like judicial "railroads" of targetted
public figures , concocted as pretexts employed in service of
dynastic or other purely political motives .
After the facts presented in this Special Report are consid
ered, the British establishment' s strategic , historical motives
for dumping the Windsors should become obvious .
This report documents the fact, that for more than thirty
years , Prince Philip has personally directed his World WildEIR
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life Fund in genocide against the population of sub-saharan
Africa . For most of us, that Hitler�like behavior would be
grounds to convict the monarchy . However, the relevant
strata of the British oligarchy are not: like us; they are typified,
as an institution, by the common inhumanity otherwise seen
among the leading London , Geneva, and Wall Street bank
ers , financial houses , and the London Economist of today;
for reasons to be supplied in the closing section of this report,
most such persons probably would not consider genocide
directed against darker-complexioned peoples of sub-sahar
an Africa sufficient grounds for annoying the Royal Family.
let alone toppling it.
This report documents also the facts which do affright
even the calloused consciences of London oligarchs . The
Windsors continue to spread that same mass-murderous,
New Age policy which we witness in the World Wildlife
Fund operations against Africans , also into the Americas.
Europe , Asia, and Australia. This threatens the imminent
downfall of a global civilization already racked by the worst
financial instability which Europe has seen since the middle
of the 1 4th Century. A continuation of the policies of the
Windsors , and also of the corruption-soaked former Prime
Minister, Baroness Margaret Thatcher, 3 under such present
3 . A much-publicized, brewing legal !action against her son, Mark
Thatcher, in Texas courts, has put the former Prime Minister into the London
press limelight as a foolishly doting mother who resorted to the highest
degree of corruption in office for the pu�se of elevating her peculiarly
unsuitable son to millionaire status. In addition to this disgusting example
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financial and economic circumstances, can bring on a planet
wide plunge into chaos, taking the London-led international
oligarchy down with the rest of us.
Think of the Windsors as like the bus driver of a vehicle,
today 's remains of the British Empire. Ordinarily, the specta
cle of the terrified passengers in a public conveyance being
operated by a besotted clown, would merely amuse those sa
dists of globalist financier oligarchy, were they themselves
not among the passengers. In that view, one might better un 
derstand why, during the past five-odd years, the relevant por
tions of the British establishment at large have oozed into the

the evidence, that he, by the word of his own hand and mouth,
and with shameless braggadocio, has adopted publicly many
of those programs which the World Wildlife Fund and its
affiliates have deployed to bring about against Africans, and
also others, that genocide which was the Prince 's explicit
standing instruction and documpnted intent.
This evidence will show tha f he is personally responsible
for this ongoing and attempted enocide against the peoples

�

of sub-saharan Africa, and, als �, of other parts of this planet.
The evidence shows that this Royal Consort is guilty of

opinion that that decadent dynasty, the Windsors, must go.

this crime not only in his own person, but in his capacity as
the designated princely "kingpin" of this horrible undertak

The charges against the Royals

ing. There are many other culpable parties: the House of
Windsor as an institution; many individual accomplices, sim

Ladies and gentlemen of the readership 's international

jury, we have brought you to this court to hear charges arising
from one of the most monstrous crimes committed in all
known human history, a crime perpetrated on a vast scale.
We present to you here the evidence, that for the past thirty
four years, since its founding in 1 96 1 , a wicked organization,

r

ply on their own account; officials of governments such as
the Major government 's British verseas Development Min
ister, Lady Lynda Chalker; we�lthy families, in addition to
his own; powerful financier and other corporate interests;
highly paid officials of well-fin ced and complicit charitable

�

and other private organization�; and many others: the list

�
�

calling itself by such names as the World Wildlife Fund, has
engaged in willful genocide against the nations and peoples

reads, as it should, like a summ
of the Nuremberg Trials '
categories of criminals under e rubric of crimes against

of the sub-Sahara regions of East, West, and South Africa.
We shall prove to you, that throughout all of this period, the

humanity.

"kingpin" of this criminal conspiracy has been Prince Philip,
also known as the Duke of Edinburgh, and as Consort to the
reigning Queen of the United Kingdom.
We show you here, from his own public utterances, that
not only has Prince Philip been the titular head of this criminal
conspiracy. You will discover that he has played this role
with full consciousness of the criminal intent of his organiza
tion 's policies. We show you here, that he has repeatedly
stated his desire to bring about the deaths of countless mil
lions of people, to which monstrous crime he has professed
to have been driven by the same quality of motive which
impelled the Conservative Revolution 's Adolf Hitler:4 to the
purpose of drastically reducing certain human populations of
this planet. We show you here the evidence, that he has
advocated the policies by means of which this genocide,
including that ongoing in Rwanda, has been brought about,
In Her Majesty 's Service, through concerted action of the

.

To catalog the number and variety of each and all of the
accomplices known to us would require many volumes of
documentation. The authors and editors of this Special Re
port have limited ourselves to presenting sufficient evidence
to demonstrate the global enolfI11ity of the ongoing crimes
being committed by this Londom-directed cabal, and to bring
to the bar of the public conscience 's justice those principal
perpetrators and their leading accomplices whose assured
complicity in this crime is shown beyond doubt by the evi
dence at hand.
In the earlier portion, the evidence presented to you will
focus upon the manner in which genocide was planned and
executed against the nations anji populations of sub-saharan
Africa. Thereafter, the focus of the evidence is shifted, to
bring in facts which show that the Prince and his accomplices
have used their genocide in Africa as a model for deploying
the same roster of international institutions and policies in
presently on-going operations against most of the world 's

World Wildlife Fund and British Crown. We present to you

nations and peoples of this planet.
You will see the evidence � World Wildlife Fund 's key

of nepotism, Thatcher is vulnerable to the airing of many other unpleasant
truths, should their muster be required. The bringing down of Thatcher's
influence, and, therefore , that of her former U.S. toady, George Bush,
accords with the same strategic motives prompting a faction of the oligarchy
to topple the decadent Royals.

role in the efforts to ravish the sovereign existence of the

4. Cf. Armin Mohler, Die Konservative Revolution in Deutschland.
1918-1932 (Darmstadt: 1 972). The Nazi Party , like Adolf Hitler a �reation
of the imperial princedom's Thule Society, was but one variety of a populous
species known as the "Conservative Revolution ." This includes a leading
Nazi ideologue of the 1 933-45 interval, Martin Heidegger, also Friedrich
von Hayek of Mont Pelerin Society notoriety, and also many who fit into
the ideological category of Universal Fascism - advocate Michael Ledeen's
"neo-conservative" fans of radical "free trade" and socio-economic "chaos
theory" today.
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world 's leading power, the United States of America, and
the implicitly treasonous role of the Prince 's co-thinkers and
other accomplices, as persons �d as organizations, inside
the United States. You will see the impact of these same
operations in other parts of the J\mericas, operations intended
to destroy Canada, Mexico, Venezuela, Brazil, Peru, Boliv
ia, and Argentina, all as part of the same global operation
tested in genocide against Afriqans. You will see the virtual
obliteration of the industrial culture, the national sovereign
ty, and even the mortal existenqe of the nation called Austra
lia. You will see exemplary evipence of the same operations
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being conducted against countries of Asia and continental
Europe .
It is readily and fairly calculated, that the policy-mea
sures which the Prince and his accomplices have adopted,
and are implementing currently would , if allowed , reduce
the population of this planet from a current level of about 5.3
billions persons, to much less than 1 billion within about two
generations, chiefly through the hyperbolically self-acceler
ating impact of famine and epidemic diseases of persons ,
animals , and plants . Under conditions produced as a by
product of such concentrated shock to the collective immune
system of all higher forms of life , it is by no means assured
that any human beings would exist at the close of the coming
century , if the Prince and his accomplices were not stopped,
and the policies reversed, now . We might hope such a holo
caust were not certain , but we dare not risk that wish; in any
case , the Prince , his accomplices , and their evil policies must
be stopped now .
One must not overestimate the morality of those sections
of the oligarchy which are working toward the ouster of the
Windsors , of the Thatcherites , or both . From the standpoint
of such factions of the oligarchy , the essential crime of the
Windsors and the Thatcherites (like the Bush-leaguers in the
U . S . A . ) is not that the oligarchy has strong objections to the
Hitler-like immorality of the Windsors' genocidal practices ,
but rather only the Windsors ' manifest fanatical stupidity,
their decadence . No doubt, many of the eugenicists of the
oligarchy view this "fanatical stupidity" as the result of some
thing like a flaw in the family ' s genes , whether from Philip ' s
side o f the family , o r to b e found already among Victoria' s
brood.
Put summarily , the world seems headed toward Hell in
the proverbial wheelbarrow , and the Windsors (and Thatch
erites) won't get off the track of their failed New Age experi
ments. They appear as a degenerate stage of a species , which
is no longer capable of presenting , or tolerating new ideas ,
at a time that valid new conceptions of policy are desperately
wanted .
In brief, if our adversary recognizes that his recent strate
gic reverses are caused by the fact that several of his generals
are fanatically stupid commanders , one should acknowledge
the fact that this probably correct perception has arisen, but
should not fear that our reporting that truth renders EIR in
any sense well-wishers of the adversary' s cause .
Rather, such developments on the adversary' s side as the
recognition that the current basket of Windsors or Thatcher
ites may be the proverbial "runts of the litter," should warn
us not to be misled into any self-deluding scapegoating of
Prince Philip . He has been but the defective instrument of a
policy-interest which was defined millennia before he was
born, and will be a continuing danger for at least the several
decades immediately before us, after he is departed.
The crime documented in this report is by far the greatest
crime perpetrated in all human history: the assured destruc
tion of all civilized human life on this planet, and perhaps ,
EIR
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possibly , also a set of wicked actions leading to the extinction
of the human species . Since 1 96 1 , Prince Philip has supplied
a crucial leading role in heading up .his global criminal con
spiracy, but he did not originate the iunderlying policy. That
policy we trace immediately to the nineteenth-century Dar
win-Huxley circles and their role in creating the Eugenics
network which, among its other productions , sponsored the
Hitler dictatorship in Germany , and �Iso its satellite, Marga
ret Sanger's Planned Parenthood organization . Prince Phil
ip ' s role should be seen as continuing that same tradition

It is readily andJairly calculated,
that the policy-measures which the
Prince and his accomplices are
implementing would, if allowed,
reduce the population qf this planet
Jrom a level qf about 5.3 billion
persons, to much less than 1 billion
within about two generations, chifdly
through the hyperbolically self
accelerating impact qfJamine and
epidemic diseases.
which produced Hitler earlier, and to carry that criminal
tradition to new extremes , of whiqh some television fans
might say , ''To boldly go where no man has gone before. "

Then, if you find them guilty . . .
Following our presentation of the evidence against the
culpable Prince and his more notable accomplices , we have
appended an appropriate "sentencing report. " That conclud
ing section will provide you jurors a summary of what known
human history has to tell us about the origins and nature of
the specific quality of criminality which the Prince , the World
Wildlife Fund, and their accomplices represent. When you
decide how you must judge the perpetrators charged here,
we ask that you not lose sight of the !letting in which this case
is being heard .
The evil permeating the criminality of the Prince and his
accomplices is very old, as old as the dimly lit fringes of earli
est known history. The ultimate enemy is not this unfortunate
Prince, but rather that specific tradi�ion of criminality fairly
described as "oligarchism. " That oligarchism is the specific
infectious agent responsible for the moral and mental sickness
shown by the accused Prince and his accomplices . In selecting
a just and prudent course of action in .he matter of the ongoing
criminality documented here , we ml$t rise above the prevail
ing decadence of most current intemational legal and related
practice , to cure the problem, rather! than, as the victors perSpecial Report
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verted the post-World War II Nuremberg Trials , seeking to
hide our own earlier negligence behind some conspicuous suf
fering imposed upon inculpated scapegoats .
It is shown to us , respecting the character of this moment
of history , that the world has tolerated for more than three
decades a criminal conspiracy of an enormity already vastly
exceeding , in its toll upon humanity to date , the memorable
atrocities of Hitler' s crew . We do not go so far as to suggest
that this signals the onset of an Apocalypse; but, it does
symptomize a crisis fairly seen as permeated with an apoca
lyptical quality . This case expresses the threatened onset of
a "new dark age ," global in scope , echoing , and exceeding
in intensity the "new dark ages" attending the collapse of the
Roman Empire in western Europe , and the so-called "New
Dark Age" of Europe' s 1 4th Century .
In brief, the enormity of the Prince's crime , presently
coinciding with the threatened imminent disintegration of the
global monetary and financial systems , bespeaks the close
of a five-hundred-odd-year cycle in the history of european
civilization. To the historian , such a spectacle is to be com
pared only with the numerous earlier, analogous cases of
closing periods of dynastic collapse which have characterized
the known history of every culture on this planet, prior to the
Renaissance advent of modem European Christian civiliza
tion. No dynasty , however ancient or powerful , of whatever
culture, has ever survived the end of such a dynastic cycle .
The Windsors show no talent for becoming an exception to
that rule .
Such evidence helps the jurors assembled better to under
stand that this Windsor dynasty were almost certainly turned
into a pitied relic very soon , whatever we do or fail to do
in this proceeding . Our task is not to punish the Windsors
(although we may be hastening their retirement) , but rather
to act with greater prudence than any ruling culture has shown
at the close of any earlier time or place of apocalyptical crisis .
Our work here will be rightly judged not by some silly
"Nuremberg-style" sentence we might recommend for the
Prince and his accomplices . It is relevant to this admonition,
to recognize , from considering how many millions of onlook
ers have tolerated the nature and scope of the crimes which
the Prince has conducted openly , how little enduring good
was done , or personal political courage shown by the Nurem
berg courts after World War II . The nominally exonerated
Schacht, and Auschwitz' s von Knierem had but recently de
parted the stage , and the benches at Nuremberg had scarcely
grown cold, in 1 96 1 , when the Prince and his accomplices
launched a scheme vaster and more evil than any yet known
to have been conducted or conceived by Hitler's crew .
The crimes of the House of Windsor must be seen rightly
by this jury , by borrowing the eyes of history. The Prince' s
i s a most monstrous crime , but yet, more significantly , the
symptom of the terminal sickness of a civilization which has
tolerated the conspicuous promotion of such evil policies and
agencies . The essence of the matter is that this Prince has
16
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Man" in 1 989, a film which exposed the global empire
of Hongkong' s most notorious ivory dealer, T . H .
Poon. The film was "pivotal , l ' said the WWF ' s Sadrud
din Aga Khan , in campaigns to save the elephant.
WWF Director General Charles de Haes called it "a
model of conservation journalism . "
However, while making that film, Dowling un
earthed some of the sordid reality of what the WWF
was really doing , leading to his next film, "Tenpence
in the Panda," an explosive I expose of the WWF. In
a campaign called "unprecedented" in the history of
Britain' s Independent Broadcasting Authority (IBA) ,
the WWF spent a reported $360,000 , and exerted enor
mous political muscle on thdBA, in an attempt to kill
or censor the film. An enraged Prince Philip falsely
accused Dowling of stealing his top-secret memos,
which demonstrated Philip' s attempts to cover up an
internal WWF audit, the Phillipson Report. Parts of
that suppressed report, which was devastatingly criti
cal of WWF policies and programs , are excerpted here
for the first time anywhere.
Despite the pressure , "Tenpence in the Panda"
aired on the widely watched British TV investigative
series "The Cook Report," in July 1 990 . Dowling is
currently writing what he describes as "a sensational
new history of the conservation industry . "

been a cat' s-paw of the decadence of our age , and , in that
way , a marker for the onrushing doom of ruling global institu
tions bereft of the moral fitness to survive . It is that latter
sickness , not the mere symptom, to which our justice must
address its curative powers .
We conclude these opening remarks thus : The challenge
posed by the evidence set before you, is:

Can you, the jurors, be provoked by the horror of thefact
that no solution for the collapse of this civilization exists
under the presently generally accepted rules of conduct, into
discovering the needed radical changes in axioms of poli
cymaking, those changes which might enable humanity to
rebuild a ruined society immediately from the ruins of the
collapsed dynasty, without living through the intervening
nightmare ofyet another "New Oark Age" ?
To a summary of that purpose , we shall return in the
concluding epilogue of this proteeding today.
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The Trial Begins

Prince Philip 's Allgemeine S$
by Jeffrey Steinberg
But the power of the House of Windsor also derives from
Queen Elizabeth II' s status as the �'chief executive officer"
of an informal body known to some as the Club of the Isles,
which combine s the political and financial clout of a far
more extensive combine of intermarried European royal and
princely families that extends from Scandinavia to Greece .
The estimated combined financial worth of the Club of the

Most citizens of the Americas believe that Queen Elizabeth II
is a figurehead with virtually no political or financial power.
Nothing could be further from the truth . As the present head
of the Windsor Dynasty, she is the sole sovereign head of
state of the United Kingdom and 1 6 other states , and also
exerts more subtle but equally deadly authority over the other
33 nations of the British Commonwealth.
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FIGURE 2

Prince Philip's AHgemeine SS
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Isles is greater than $ 1 trillion and the holdings in which the
club has controlling interest are believed to exceed $9 trillion.
The world petroleum supply is dominated by the British royal
household , as is much of the world' s supply of precious
metals and raw materials , through such "Crown jewels" as
Rio Tinto Zinc , Lonrho, and DeBeers Anglo American Corp .
The Royal Consort, Prince Philip Mountbatten, Duke
of Edinburgh , plays a similar role in his capacity as "chief
operations officer" for the Club of the Isles , and as the head
of the World Wide Fund for Nature . What's more, Prince
18

Shell
Unilever
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J
Lynx

I

I

,

1 5 Survival Infl.

Rainforest Action Network

Philip is the principal public spokesman for the number one
priority policy of the club: to reduce the population of the
world to below 1 billion people 'Within several generations .
T o accomplish this require genocide o n a global scale
exceeding the slaughter that has! been unleashed against Afri
ca over the past 35 years . To accomplish this, the executive
agency directed by Prince Philip has created a powerful appa
ratus , an S S , made up of Royal Chartered trusts and corpora
tions, propaganda fronts , assa�ination and terror agencies,
etc . -the world' s most efficien Murder, Inc .

�

t
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Who's who in Prince
Philip's Allgemeine 88
The numbers below refer to Figure 2:
1 . Club of the IsleslHouse of Windsor: Through the
Club of the Isles (see p. 1 7 ) , the Windsor Dynasty functions
as primus inter pares for an extended royal family that claims
the thrones of Russia, Prussia, Denmark, Sweden , Belgium,
Greece , the Netherlands , Yugoslavia, and scores of smaller
principalities .
2 . Prince Philip o f Greece and Denmark, Baron
Greenwich, Earl of Merioneth, Duke of Edinburgh: Roy
al Consort to Queen Elizabeth II , Prince Philip founded the
World Wildlife Fund in 1 96 1 , became its International Presi
dent in 1 98 1 . Former president, Zoological Society London
(ZSL) . See p. 28 for selected quotes from his writings .
3 . Zoological Society of London: Founded in 1 826 by
Sir Stamford Raffles , former Viceroy of India and founder of
Singapore . Inspired the New York and Frankfurt Zoological
Societies . Mother organization of the London Zoo . Royal
Geographical Society (RGS). Founded in 1 830 as the Geo
graphical Society of London; Royal Charter in 1 85 9 . Spon
sored major colonial expeditions such as Livingstone' s and
Sir Richard Burton' s into Africa. The boards of the ZSL and
RGS are almost indistinguishable from that of the WWF;
Prince Philip was president of the ZSL in the 1 970s .
The ZSL and RGS stand at the pinnacle of the British
intelligence establishment. The ZSL' s recent chief execu
tives: Julian Huxley, 1 935-42; Field Marshal Lord Alan
brooke, Senior Chief of Staff for the U . K . , 1 950-54; Lord
Solly Zuckerman , U . K . Government Chief Scientific Advis
er, 1 955-84; Sir Frank Chappell , the former General Com
manding Officer (GOC) of the British Army , present direc
tor, member of WWF-U . K . The ZSL and RGS share the
WWF's eugenics ideology , and the Darwin-Huxley tribe is
omnipresent in both. Eugenics "founder" Sir Francis Galton
was a major mid- 1 9th century power in the RGS . Michael
Huxley, Julian' s cousin , founded its Geographical Maga
zine . RGS officials together with the WWF's Sir Peter Scott
founded Survival International .
4. RTZ, Shell, Lonrho, ICI, Unilever, DeBeers, AAC:
See pp. 23-24 .
5 . The Fauna and Flora Preservation Society: Found
ed in 1 903 as the Society for the Preservation of the Wild
Fauna of the Empire . Second oldest British conservation
organization after the Royal Society for the Protection of
Birds ( 1 889) . Has a panel of 1 08 "honorary overseas consul
tants" in 70 countries . Maintains liaisons with most other key
conservation bodies . Mother organization , with the Eugenics
EIR
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Society , of the IUCN and the WWF. Housed since its found
ing in the London Zoo. Patron: Her Majesty the Queen .
"The Fauna" was founded as an arm of British imperial
policy under the guise of "conservation. " Its founding vice
presidents , Lords Milner, Grey , Cromer, Curzon, and Minto,
were all imperial proconsuls, chiefly in India and Africa. As
Sir Peter Scott, FFPS chairman for most of the three decades
from the 1 960s until his death in 1 989 , noted in his history of
the Fauna: "Since the Empire at that time covered about a
quarter of the surface of the globe , it was a fair start on interna
tionalizing the infant wildlife conservation movement. "
Chief aim ofFFPS was to expand the national park system
worldwide . It convened international conferences in 1 933 ,
1 9 3 8 , and 1953 to plan new national parks . Its secretary,
Colonel Stevenson-Hamilton, established the Kruger Na
tional Park in South Africa. The architect of the Kenyan
National Park system, Col . Mervyn Cowie , is still an FFPS
board member today .
FFPS personnel have dominated the WWF and the IUCN
since their founding , frequently chairing the IUCN' s two key
committees , the Commission on National Parks and Protect
ed Areas; and the Survival Service Commission , concerned
with WWF-style "species preservation," chaired for almost
two decades starting in 1 963 by Peter Scott.
6. The Nature Conservancy: Founded by Royal charter
in 1 949 . One of the U . K . ' s four official research bodies under
the Privy Council . Known as the "world' s first statutory con
servation body ," it became one of the most powerful postwar
covert operations of the Crown. From his influential post as
permanent secretary to the Lord President of the Council (the
deputy prime minister) , Max Nicholson wrote the legislation
for the Conservancy , then left his government post to head
it, 1 952-66 . Nicholson personally developed most of the
major strategies and tactics of the world environmentalist
movement for the next decades. He started the campaign
against DDT later popularized by Rachel Carson in The Silent
Spring; drafted the constitution fot the IUCN; set up and
chaired the committee which established the WWF in 1 96 1 ;
and chose Sir Peter Scott as the WWF ' s first chairman, who
held the post for over two decades . The subtitle to his 1 970
history of the postwar environmental movement is "A Guide
for the New Masters of the Earth . "
7 . IUCN, Unesco, UNEP:
IUCN: The Swiss-based International Union for the Con
servation of Nature was formed in 1 948 by Sir Julian Huxley;
its constitution was written by the British Foreign Office.
Bringing together 68 nations , 1 03 government agencies , and
640 non-governmental organizations , the IUCN is nominally
tied to the United Nations , but is outSide of its oversight. The
WWF was originally formed to fund the IUCN; many of the
IUCN ' s key commissions are run by the Fauna Preservation
Society . Together with the UNEP and the World Resources
Institute , the IUCN launched the "Glbbal Biodiversity Strate
gy ," which guides the conservation planning of many nations.
Special Report
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Its staff directly plan the conservation strategies and adminis
ter the national parks systems of many former colonies today .
It sees the preservation of "biodiversity" as its main mission .
The IUCN president is Sir Shridath Ramphal , the former Sec
retary General of the British Commonwealth 1 975 -90; its di
rector general , Martin Holdgate , was a senior offical of the
United Kingdom ' s Department of the Environment .

Unesco: The United Nations Education , Scientific , and
Cultural Organization , is a Paris-based specialized U . N . or
ganization that was designed by Sir Julian Huxley , who also
was its first director general . In his founding 1 946 document ,
Huxley defines Unesco ' s two main aims as popularizing the
need for eugenics , and protecting wildlife through the cre
ation of national parks , especially in Africa. With a $550
million annual budget , Unesco funds a vast network of con
servation groups ; it defines protection of the environment as
one of its three main goal s .
UNEP: The United Nations Environment Program was
formed at the 1 972 U . N . Conference on the Environment ,
which was organized by WWF founder Maurice Strong .
Based in Kenya, the UNEP works closely with Unesco , the
IUCN , and the WWF in diverse ventures . Its World Conser
vation Monitoring Center in Cambridge , England , jointly
sponsored with the IUCN and the WWF , is the central intelli
gence agency of the conservation movement .
8 . World Wildlife Fund (Since 1987 , World Wide
Fund for Nature) : See p. 26.
9 . 1001 Club : See p . 25 .
1 0 . World Resources Institute: Founded in 1 982 under
the guidance of WWF U . S . A . president Russell E. Train
with generous grants from the Rockefeller Brothers Fund
and the MacArthur Foundation . James Gustave Speth was
appointed president . Speth was a cofounder of the Natural
Resources Defense Council and formerly the chairman of the
U . S . Council on Environmental Quality and the director of
the Global 2000 project. After 1 1 years at WRI Speth was
made head of the United Nations Development Program
(UNDP) in 1 993 . WRI is the main think-tank for U . S . envi
ronmental groups , putting forward study after study promot
ing the new world order and the global biodiversity strategy .
WRI is affiliated with the International Institute for Environ
ment and Development in London , formerly headed by Lady
Jackson (Barbara Ward) .
1 1 . Goldsmith/The Ecologist: S ir James Goldsmith and
his older brother Edward are leading financiers of the WWF
apparatus globally . Along with John Aspinall , major funders
of Survival International and Friends of the Earth . In 1 970,
Edward Goldsmith founded The Ecologist, magazine of the
radical wing of the green movement . Edward also launched
the Green Party movement in the U . K . which spawned Green
parties in every European Community state .
1 2 . Sierra Club : The Sierra Club was founded in 1 892
by preservationist John Muir with funding from the famous
robber baron E . H . Harriman . Mostly an outing club until
20
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No figurehead: Queen Elizabeth II, the sovereign of the United
Kingdom and 16 other states, exercises deadly authority over the
50 nations of the British Commonwealth .

the 1 950s , the Sierra Club became a radical environmental
lobbying organization under the leadership of David Brower.
In 1 969 , Brower left Sierra Club to create the more radical
Friends of the Earth . Later on he also founded the Earth
Island Institute . Michael McCloskey replaced Brower and
proceeded to refocus the S ierra Club into an organization
dedicated to preventing all commercial uses of public lands
in the United States . In 1 97 1 , leaders of the S ierra Club in
Canada created Greenpeac e . In 1 979 , the S ierra Club and the
Wilderness Society gave David Foreman a l. O -year contract
to create and lead an overtly terrorist environmental organiza
tion . That organization became Earth First !
1 3 . Greenpeace: Founded in 1 97 1 out of the Don 't Make
a Wave Committee , to coopt drug-rock-sex counterculture
victims into WWF-sponsored "direct action . " Now has
branches in 24 countries , with headquarters in The Nether
lands and an annual budget of $ 1 57 million . Spawned eco
terrorist groups Sea Shepherd , Lynx , Animal Liberation
Front , and Earth First ! Current director is Lord Peter Mel
chett , heir to the Imperial Chemical Industries fortune . Be
hind-the-scenes operator from early years is David McTag
gart , Canadian confidence man , who received funding from
WWF Executive Director S ir Peter Scott to purchase ships to
assault nuclear test ranges , whaling fleets , and seal hunters .
1 4 . Friends of the Earth : Founded in 1 969 by David
Ross Brower, former executive director of S ierra Club . In
1 990 , merged with Environmental Policy Institute and Oce
anic Society and obtained tax-exempt status from the U . S .
Internal Revenue Service . Moved into England i n 1 970, with
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financing from the Goldsmith and Rothschild interests and
John Aspinall . Engages in direct action and other activities
particularly targeting nuclear power plants . Director of FOE
U . K . during the 1 980s was Jonathan Porritt, son of ex-gover
nor general of New Zealand . Founder of FOE France , Brice
LaLonde was later appointed President Franc;ois Mitterrand' s
environmental minister. FOE, like Greenpeace , deployed
personnel to found Earth First !
1 5 . Survival International: Founded in London in 1 969
with sponsorship ofWWF chairman Sir Peter Scott to provide
funding to "help tribal peoples protect their lands , environ
ment and way of life . " Originally named Primitive Peoples
Fund. Continues close collaboration with WWF and the Royal
Geographic Society . Other founding members include: EdEIR
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ward Goldsmith , John Aspinall , icolas Guppy, Francis
Huxley , and Royal Geographic S04 iety director John Hem
ming . South American Indians , part ularly Yanomami, were
initial targets ofSI operations . In 1 9 2 , spawned Cultural Sur
vival , headed by British anthro logist David Maybury
Lewis and chaired by Queen Marg the of Denmark.
1 6 . Environmental Investig�tive Agency: London
headquartered private eye unit spafned out of Greenpeace
U . K . Founder is Allan Thomt� , an early leader of
Greenpeace . Financed by Animal elfare Institute and other
WWF fronts to conduct "muckr ing" investigations into
environmental abuses .
I
1 7 . Sea Shepherd, Lynx, Ea
First ! , Rainforest Action Network. See p . 63 .
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MAP 2

WWF's g lobal outreach
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WWF International Advisory Council (1 993-94)
Chairman:

HRH The Prince Philip, Duke of Edinburgh

Members (partial list) :

HRH Prince Bernhard of the Netherlands
Sir Kenneth Kleinwort, director, Kleinwort,
Benson Lonsdale pic
Sir Edmund Hillary, former New Zealand
High Commissioner in India
Rt. Hon. Sir Geoffrey Palmer, KCMG , PC,
former prime minister, New Zealand
Javier Perez de Cuellar, former secretary
general , United Nations, president of

International Commission for Culture and
Development, UN ESCO
Lily Safra, wife of Edmond Safra, chairman ,
Safra Bank and Republic National Bank of
New York
Dr. Giancarlo Ligabue, president of Museum
of Natural History of Venice
George P. Livanos, president, Seres
Shipping and Ceres Hellenic Shipping
Dr. Anis Mouasher, president, Royal Society
for the Conservation of Nature, Jordan
Alhaji Chief S . L . Edu, Nigerian , chairman

African Alliance Insurance Co.
Leo Tindem�ns, former prime minister of
Belgium
Baroness Mildred von Platen, Sweden
Norman G. James, chairman, Canadian
Nationa
ortsmen's Shows
Patricia K
hlin-Smythe, president, British
Show Ju ping Association
Prof. Sumitrql Djojohadikusumo, chairman of
PT IndOCOl"lsult, I ndonesia
Jacques Pa ot, former president, Velux
France
,

�
�
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Prince Philip '8
Corporate 55
by Anthony K. Wikrent and Allen Douglas
The modem multinationals typified by Royal Dutch Shell, Uni
lever, and RlZ, which have done so much to strangle Africa
and the rest of the world in the postwar period, are merely
the modem, slightly disguised form of the Crown-chartered
"merchant adventurer" companies of Elizabethan England and
later. Like their often Venetian-sponsored Elizabethan prede
cessors , some of which merged to become the British East India
Company in the late sixteenth century, they are granted a "royal
charter" to operate globally on behalf of the Crown and its
associated families. The Anglo-Dutch firm Royal Dutch Shell,
for instance, so prominent in Africa and in the World Wide
Fund for Nature, dates from the financial arrangements estab
lished when William of the Dutch house of Orange took the
British throne in 1688 , with Venetian backing .
When Africa was colonized by the European powers in
the 1 880s and 1 890s , that process, too , was under charter
from the Crown, to such companies as the Royal Niger Com
pany , the British East Africa Company, and Cecil Rhodes ' s
British South Africa Company. Today's WWF backers , par
ticularly its "Africa division" listed below , as well as those
in the flow chart on the following page , are the direct descen
dants of these late-nineteenth-century Crown companies , if
not earlier ones, like Shell . Tiny Rowland' s Lonrho Corp. is
typical: As of 1 990 the employer of over 1 00 ,000 people in
Africa, it is the continent' s major private food producer, and
a powerhouse in precious metals .
I n 1 96 1 , at the time Lonrho was vastly upgraded i n order
to subvert and destroy the emerging independent African
nations , it was a subsidiary of Cecil Rhodes ' s still-existing
British South Africa Company. And , as EIR has documented
in its 1 992 book, Tiny Rowland: The Ugly Face ofNeocolo
nialism in Africa, the money and connections to launch this
new British East India Co. for Africa came from City of
London financier Harley Drayton and his 1 1 7 Old Broad
Street Group , Crown Agents for the colonies and the manag
ers of the private fortune of the queen . Drayton' s longtime
personal assistant was the Scottish aristocrat Angus OgiIvy ,
whose wife , Princess Alexandra of Kent, is presently the
head of WWF-U . K .
From 1 96 1 on , Rowland was the chief financier for the
gangs whose genocidal wars have devastated Africa. He of
ten financed both sides of a struggle at the same time , begin
ning with the Ian Smith regime in Rhodesia and its black
opposition around Joshua Nkomo and Robert Mugabe , conEIR
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tinuing into his financing both the Frelimo government and
its Renamo opposition in Mozamb,que , and both the MPLA
government and its Unita oppositiQn in Angola.
The queen is the world' s wealthiest woman , with an ac
knowledged fortune of $ 1 3 billion (Harpers and Queen mag
azine , January 1 99 1 ) . In reality i � is far greater, but she is
exempt from having to disclose het holdings . The following
entities , with major assets particularly in Africa, are political
ly directed by , and often substantia/lly owned by , the Crown:
RTZ Corp. PLC . Second-latgest mining firm in the
world . Established in 1 873 by Hugh Matheson of the Jardine
Matheson opium-trading firm. RTZ ' s third chairman , Sir
Auckland Geddes , worked with Sir Ernest Oppenheimer to
reorganize control of raw materials production in Africa in
the 1 920s and 1 930s .
Anglo.American Corp. of South Africa, Ltd. Largest
mining firm in the world; dominates the economy of South
Africa. Constitutes, together with Ute two De Beers compa
nies , the Oppenheimer empire . 'The RothschiIds and J . P .
Morgan and Co . provided Sir Ernest Oppenheimer the fi
nancing to cartelize diamond and gold production in South
Africa between 1 902 and 1 929 .
De Beers Consolidated Mind Ltd. (South Africa) and
De Beers Centenary AG (Switzerland) . Control world dia
mond production . Established by Cecil Rhodes in 1 880; by
1 88 8 , with Rothschild backing, ' controlled 90% of the
world' s diamond production .
Barclays PLC . Major bankin� power in Africa. Tightly
controlled by the Barclay, Freame , .Bevan , and Buxton fami
lies , the latter of which co-founded the WWF.
Shell Trading & Transport PLC and Shell U.K. Ltd.
World' s largest petrochemical producer. ST&T, a British
holding company , owns 40% of the Royal Dutch Shell group
of over 2 ,000 companies worldwi� (the other 60% is owned
by Royal Dutch Petroleum Co . ) ; forged by Sir Henri Deterd
ing in 1 903 with the French Rothschilds .
N.M. Rothschild & Sons Ltd. Founded in 1 803 with
the assistance of the Thurn und Taxis family , one of the
"princely families" of the Hapsbutg Empire , originally the
Venetian Torre e Tasso family . "NMR&S historically fi
nanced the expansion of the Venetian-modeled British Em
pire , as they did by bankrolling Cecil Rhodes's gold and
diamonds empire .
Imperial Chemical Industries PLC . Key part of world
chemical cartel . Formed in 1 926 by Lord Melchett and others
by merging the four largest British chemical firms . The pres
ent Lord Melchett, grandson of ICI' s founder, is head of
Greenpeace , United Kingdom.
Unilever. Owns vast plantatiorls in Africa and the conti
nent's largest trading company (Umted Africa Co. ) ; key part
of the world food cartel, particularly in fats and edible oils .
Formed by 1 930s strategic merger <IIf English Lever Brothers
firm, which owned the West African heirs to the Royal Niger
Co, with a Dutch company .
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FIGURE 4

Prince Philip's Corporate SS

World Wide Fund for Nature, U.K.
Prince Philip, The Duke of Edinburgh (International President)
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The ' 100 1 Club ':
a nature trust
by Scott Thompson
Membership in the " 1 00 1 Club ," founded in 1 97 1 by Prince
Bernhard of The Netherlands , consort to Queen Juliana of
the House of Orange , is restricted to 1 ,00 1 persons at any
given time and is by invitation only . All members pay a
$ 1 0 ,000 initiation fee which goes toward a $ 1 0 million trust
to bankroll World Wildlife Fund operations . The club do
nated an office building in Gland, Switzerland, which cur
rently houses the international headquarters of the WWF
and the International Union for the Conservation of Nature .
Initial members were handpicked by Prince Bernhard and
Prince Philip , Duke of Edinburgh. Membership includes rep
resentatives of the royal houses of Europe , officials of British
Crown corporations , and prominent figures in international
organized crime . Below is a sample of current and past mem
bers with brief biographical data.
Prince Bernhard of the Netherlands. Born in 1 9 1 2 ,
Bernhard i s cousin-in-Iaw of Kaiser Wilhelm' s sister, Prin
cess Victoria of Hohenzollern . In 1 934, at the University
of Berlin , Bernhard was recruited to Nazi intelligence and
eventually assigned to IG Farben (the chemical giant which
maintained business links to Britain 's Imperial Chemical In
dustries throughout the war and produced Zyklon-B gas for
the gas chambers) . Because of his Nazi links , Bernhard's
marriage to Queen Juliana of the House of Orange created a
scandal in the Netherlands .
Bernhard founded the Bilderberg Society i n 1 95 3 . Bild
erberg sponsors annual secret meeting of North American
and European "one world" elites . Bernhard co-founded the
WWF in 1 96 1 . In 1 976, he was caught taking a $ 1 . 1 million
bribe from Lockheed Corp. He resigned as head of Bilder
berg , and from the WWF-International and 1 00 1 Club . But
he remains a dominant behind-the-scenes figure in all three .
Prince Henrik. President of WWF-Denmark.
Prince Juan Carlos. Founder and president of honor of
WWF-Spain . He later became King Juan Carlos .
Prince Sadruddin Aga Khan. Given the title of His High
ness by Queen Elizabeth II in 1 957 when editor ofParis Review,
a publication co-founded by John Train (see box p. 27) .
Prince Johannes von Thurn und Taxis (deceased) .
Self-proclaimed "head of Venetian intelligence" and heir to
one of the most powerful "princely families" of the Holy
Roman Empire . The family has extensive land holdings in
Bavaria, Portugal , Italy , and Brazil , derived from its role as
EIR
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postmaster of the Hapsburg Empire. His father, Max , found
ed Hitler's Allgemeine SS and headquartered it at the fami
ly' s Regensburg Castle in Bavaria. ·
Bertolt Beitz. Director of the Alfred Krupp von Bohlen
und Halbach Foundation. Beitz raIt a successful takeover of
Krupp Industries in 1 95 3 .
Conrad Black. Chairman and CEO of the Hollinger
Corp . , a media conglomerate with major newspapers in Brit
ain , Canada, the United States, Israel, and Australia. Origi
nally called Argus Corp . , a postwar restructuring of the war
time British intelligence front company War Supplies, Ltd. ,
Hollinger is the leading press organ of the House of Windsor
and recently led the propaganda campaign against U. S . Presi
dent Bill Clinton .
Baron Aubrey Buxton of Alsa. Life Peer. Vice presi
dent of the World Wildlife Fund-U . K . under Prince Philip.
The Buxton family has run Barclays B ank.
Peter Cadbury. Chairman , Preston Publications Ltd. ;
chairman , George Cadbury Trust . Family' s chocolate inter
ests dominate the economies of West Africa .
Dr. Luc Hoffman. Vice president of WWF-Internation
al and of the IUCN ( 1 966-69) ; director of Hoffman-LaRoche,
the Swiss pharmaceutical firm.
Alexander King. Co-founder: in 1 968 of the Club of
Rome with Aurelio Peccei. Responsible for the club' s book
Limits to Growth, which led a revival of the malthusian argu
ment for drastic reduction of world population.
Jonkheer John H. Loudon. Knighthoods from the Brit
ish and Dutch royal families . Bernhard ' s handpicked succes
sor in 1 977 to become international president of the World
Wide Fund for Nature . Former CEO of the Royal Dutch Shell
Group; chairman of Shell Oil Co. until 1 976.
Sir Peter Scott. Knight of the British Empire (deceased) .
Chairman, World Wide Fund for Nature since its inception
as the WWF-I in 1 96 1 ; chairman , Survival Service Commis
sion of the IUCN since 1 963 ; founder of the Wildfowl Trust
at Slimbridge , Gloucestershire in 1964 .

1

TABLE

1 001 Club members h ip
(by country)

Country
U.S.A.
U . K.

Netherlands

Canada

Switzerland

South Africa
Germany
France

Other (42 countries)
•

As of

Number of members 1 001 Club"

1 56
1 29
1 01
64
61
59
53
34
344

1 987 membership roster
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Maurice Strong. Vice president WWF-I until 1 975 .
First executive director of the U . N . Environment Program
until 1 975 , having previously served for two years as secre
tary general of the U . N . Conference on the Human Environ
ment. Chairman , Bureau of the IUCN . Undersecretary gen
eral , United Nations ( 1 985-87) . Was charged by the secretary
general to run the U. N . -sponsored Earth Summit held in Rio
de Janeiro, Brazil in June 1 992 . Appointed by the Canadian
government as chairman , Petro-Canada ( 1 976-78); currently
chairman of Ontario Hydro.
Gustavo Cisneros. Venezuelan billionaire and Rocke
feller family hanger-on , linked to drug money-laundering
circles . In early- 1 994 , the family ' S Banco Latino collapsed
and was seized by the Venezuelan government. Brother Ri
cardo Cisneros, a director of Banco Latino, is a fugitive from
justice . Ran BIOMA , a leading Venezuelan "environmental
ist group" shut down after caught faking dolphin killings .
D.K. Ludwig (deceased) . Businessman who made a for
tune destroying the Amazon rainforests and later helped orga
nized crime syndicate boss Meyer Lansky to establish his
drug money-laundering empire in the Bahamas .
Fred Meuser. The bagman for the $ 1 . 1 million bribe to
Prince Bernhard from Lockheed Corp.
Tibor Rosenbaum (deceased) . First Mossad logistics
chief. His Geneva-based Banque du Credit International was
identified by Life magazine in 1 967 as a money laundry for
Meyer Lansky . Together with 1 00 1 member Maj . Louis
Mortimer Bloomfield (deceased) , Rosenbaum' s network
financed Permindex , the corporate entity which New Orleans
District Attorney Jim Garrison charged was a vehicle for
the Kennedy assassination . French intelligence established
that Permindex laundered $200 ,000 through BCI , to finance
several aborted assassination attempts against Charles de
Gaulle .
Robert Vesco, international fugitive , alleged "American
Connection" to the Medellin Cartel . Initially sponsored by
the Swiss branch of the Rothschild family to take over the
Lansky-affiliated Investors Overseas Service (lOS) . Last
known address: Havana, Cuba.
Anton Rupert, co-founder of the 1 00 1 Club and chair
man of the WWF-South Africa . Rupert is owner of Rem
brandt tobacco interests and a protege of World War II chief
of British MI-6 Sir Stewart Menzies .
Sir Kenneth Kleinwort, owner of Kleinwort Benson ,
one of Britain' s oldest banks .
Henry Keswick, chairman of Jardine Matheson , the
British trading company created by Lord Palmerston to ser
vice the Far East opium trade during the 1 9th-century . Broth
er John Keswick is chairman of Hambros Bank, a backer of
WWF , and a director of the Bank of England .
Edmond Safra, chairman of Safra Bank, one-time own
er of American Express Bank, and target of U. S . and Swiss
government investigations as a drug money launderer.
Sir Francis de Guingand, former head of British Mili
tary Intelligence , now residing in South Africa.
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The WWF: race science
and world government
by Allen Douglas
The World Wildlife Fund (WWF, now the World Wide Fund
for Nature) , was founded in 1 96 1 for one stated purpose:
to raise money to drastically expand the operations of the
International Union for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN) .
Established in Gland, Switzerland in 1 948 on a British For
eign Office-drafted constitution , l the IUCN today boasts that
it is the largest "professional" international conservation or
ganization-as of 1 994 comprising 68 states , 103 govern
mental agencies , and over 640 non-governmental organiza
tions, "many of global reach . "
Under the cover of "conserving nature ," the WWF-IUCN
has in fact dedicated itself to l ) :reduce the world' s popula
tion , particularly in the developing sector, and 2) ensure that
control of the world' s raw materials remains in the hands of
a tiny handful of largely British, (or Anglo-Dutch) multina
tionals. These two goals , WWF�IUCN spokesmen have re
peatedly stated, require a world government.
The WWF has been headed since its inception in 1 96 1 by
Prince Philip , the first head of the most important national
sector branch , the WWF-UK , wtio recruited Prince Bernhard
of the Netherlands to be the first head of the WWF-Interna
tional . After the Lockheed scandals of the mid- 1 970s , in
which Prince Bernhard was caught taking million-dollar
bribes to sell airplanes , Philip replaced Bernhard as head of
WWF-1 . Philip was later replaced as WWF-UK head by
Princess Alexandra, first cousin to the queen.
That the Crown has directly run the WWF from the outset
is lawful . The WWF-IUCN is a .spin-off of two of Britain' s
leading imperial institutions: the Society for the Preservation
of the Wild Fauna of the Empire (now the Fauna and Flora
Preservation Society , FFPS , whose patron is the queen) ,
which laid the groundwork for the game parks throughout
Africa; and the Eugenics Society.
The co-founder of both the , IUCN and the WWF, Sir
Julian Huxley , personally embodied these two currents . He
was obsessed with population control , which he called "the
problem of our age . " He served on the British government' s
Population Investigation Commission between World War I
and World War II , was vice president of the Eugenics Society
from 1 937-44, and was its president when he founded the
WWF in 1 96 1 . He also served as a vice president of "the
Fauna," as its aristocratic members still fondly call it.
The ideology of both institutions , and of their WWF
spawn , dates in its modem fonp. from Sir Francis Galton,
who coined the term "eugenics ,"land his first cousin, Charles
EIR
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Darwin , who in 1 859 authored his infamous Origin of the
Species by Means of Natural Selection, or the Preservation
of Favored Races in the Struggle for Life . Galton aimed
to propagate the pseudo-scientific humbug of Darwinism's
"survival of the fittest" in the human arena, and so defined
the aims of his "Race Betterment Movement" as : "To create
a new and superior race through eugenics ," which would
require the human race to be "culled . " The Darwin-Huxley
tribe and its cousins have propagated this doctrine unceas
ingly over the past century and a half.
What became the WWF took shape in the pre-World War
II period in the Political and Economic Planning satellite of
a Rhodes-descended Foreign Office think-tank, the Royal
Institute of International Affairs . Its "planning" focused on
eugenics , raw materials control , and world-government; its
two top officials , Max Nicholson and Julian Huxley , later
founded both the IUCN and the WWF .
Huxley continued his eugenics fixation after the war as
the first head of the U.N. Educational, Social, and Cultural
Organization (Unesco) . As he said in its founding document,
"Thus even though it is quite true that any radical eugenic
policy will be for many years politically and psychologically
impossible, it will be important for Unesco to see that the . .
.

Prince Philip's friends
ran ' Get LaRouche' plot
When Henry Kissinger, an asset of London ' s Chatham
House (Royal Institute for International Affairs) and self
described British agent, successfully lobbied officials of
the Reagan Department of Justice and the FBI to launch a
politically motivated witchhunt against U. S . economist
Lyndon LaRouche and his political movement in early
1 983 , it was a longtime activist in the Prince Philip orbit
who was given the job of running a global media propa
ganda campaign to set the stage for the railroad prosecu
tion and possible assassination of LaRouche .
John Train, a Wall Street banker and cousin of WWF
U . S . A . President Russell Train, convened a series of
meetings beginning in April 1 983 which drew together a
score of journalists , government agents , and officials of
the Anti-Defamation League of B ' nai B ' rith (ADL) . Out
of the meetings came a barrage of slanders which appeared
in such divergent news outlets as NBC-TV , the Wall Street
Journal, Reader' s Digest, and the Soviet magazine Li

teraturnaya Gazeta .
The Train-led propaganda effort, which was run on
behalf of the George Bush-led "secret government" team
that financed the narco-terrorist Nicaraguan Contras and
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public mind is informed of the issues at stake so that much that
now is unthinkable may at least become thinkable. "
World government was the answer, Huxley and Nichol
son emphasized, and "wildlife conservation" was a pathway
to this goal . Huxley said that "the spread of man must take
second place to the conservation M other species . " His co
worker Nicholson, permanent secretary to five postwar Brit
ish foreign ministers and one of Britain' s most powerful civil
servants , said in his 1 970 history of the world environmental
movement, The Environmental Revolution: A Guide for the
New Masters of the World, which he and Huxley had largely
founded , that, given the migratory patterns of the world' s
birds , "the lesson has been learnt and unreservedly accepted
that Ducks Unlimited means Sovereignty Superseded. There
are many subjects besides ducks where the same lesson ap
plies , but few where it has been mastered . "
I n 1 960, as much o f Africa was preparing for indepen
dence , the 74-year-old Huxley took an arduous three-month
tour of Africa, preaching that the mewly independent states
could not be trusted to "conserve �ildlife . " Under that cover,
and with the aim of subverting and destroying independence,
Huxley and Nicholson linked up the following year with their
royal soulmate Prince Philip. The WWF was born .

sold arms to Ayatollah Khomeini , was instrumental in
the December 1988 prosecution of LaRouche and a half
dozen associates . Evidence of the: role of the Train salon
was systematically suppressed during and after the trial .
This evidence should have resulted in overturning the case
altogether.
Train runs a New York investment counseling firm,
Smith Train, which has been owned by Anglo-Swedish
interests since the early 1 980s . Two members of the Roth
schild family sit on the board of the holding company that
owns 50% of Smith Train , and Train' s chief associate
in London is Steven Keynes , nephew of John Maynard
Keynes , the British economist.
But Train' s deepest ties to Prince Philip come through
his 45-year intimate collaboration with Teddy Goldsmith ,
the older brother of "green" indusCrialist Sir Jimmy Gold
smith and the publisher of the Ecologist, the house organ
of the radical wing of the WWF apparatus . Train and
Teddy Goldsmith first hooked up in Paris in the early
1 950s , along with "Children of the Sun" literatus Stephen
Spender, a "radical" asset of British royal intelligence , to
co-found Paris Review. Teddy Goldsmith was the founder
of such key WWF instruments as Survival International
and the green parties in Europe . . Sir James, along with
Britain' s casino czar and leading environmentalist John
Aspinall, bankrolled Friends of the Earth-U . K . when the
group was first setting up shop in England , and have been
consistent champions of Prince PQilip' s WWF ventures .
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Prince Philip 's murderous
world view, in his own words
We need to 'cull' the surplus
Press conference at the National Press Club in Washington,
D . C . on the occasion of the "Caring for Creation" confer
ence of the North American Conference on Religion and
Ecology, May 18, 1 990.
It is now apparent that the ecological pragmatism of the
so-called pagan religions , such as that of the American Indi
ans , the Polynesians , and the Australian Aborigines , was a
great deal more realistic in terms of conservation ethics than
the more intellectual monotheistic philosophies of the re
vealed religions .

Address on Receiving Honorary Degree from the University
of Western Ontario, Canada, July 1 , 1 983 .
For example, the World Health Organization Project,
designed to eradicate malaria from Sri Lanka in the postwar
years , achieved its purpose . But the problem today is that Sri
Lanka must feed three times as many mouths , find three
times as many jobs , provide three times the housing , energy ,
schools , hospitals and land for settlement in order to maintain
the same standards . Little wonder the natural environment
and wildlife in Sri Lanka has suffered . The fact [is] . . .
that the best-intentioned aid programs are at least partially
responsible for the problems .

Preface to Down to Earth by HRH Prince Philip, Duke of
Edinburgh, 1 988, p . 8 .
I don 't claim to have any special interest i n natural histo
ry , but as a boy I was made aware of the annual fluctuations
in the number of game animals and the need to adjust the
"cull" to the size of the surplus population.

Lecture to the European Council of International Schools .
Montreaux, Switzerland, Nov. 14, 1 986.
The great difficulty about "life" is that we humans are
part of it, and it is therefore almost impossible to study objec
tively . . . . It therefore tends to be anthropocentric and gives
scant attention to the welfare of all the other life-forms which
share this planet with us .
. . . When the Bible says that man shall have "dominion"
over God's creation , the choice is between understanding
dominion as in "having power over," or dominion as "having
responsibility for. "
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A farmer . . . is respecting the natural system and practic
ing what ecologists refer to as maintaining a sustainable
yield . This is the basis of the economics of nature . It is just
as important as the economics · of money, since no human
activity can be considered in isolation from the natural world
which is our life support system.
In other words , once you ha'te interfered with the balance
of nature it becomes necessary: to maintain the balance by
artificial means . This means that some animals have to be
killed in the interest of maintaining the health and viability
of the species as a whole as well as the benefit of other more
vulnerable species. Unfortunately there are many people who
object to that sort of thing .
Ecology is not concerned with the fate of individual ani
mals . It accepts the concept of the exploitation of surplus
natural resources because that is in the way the natural system
works , but it must always be dqne on the principle of main
taining a sustainable yield . . . . The inexorable rule of nature
is that if you mess up your environment you will have to pay
a heavy price sooner or later . . . . Just look around the globe
today and you cannot fail to notice areas which at one time
supported highly successful and civilized populations are
either deserts or they have reverted to jungle . The reason is
quite simple: they over-exploited their natural resources and
they paid the price . It is naive to think that we can escape the
same fate for very much longer. We are only managing to
put off the evil hour by frantically digging up and using
mineral resources that can never be renewed. As if that were
not enough , we are polluting the atmosphere , the land and
the waters with every kind of noxious substance . The "green
house effect" alone could weB have devastating conse
quences for all life on earth .
This is a reflection of the duality of man ' s brain. The
left brain produces the reasonable answers after objective
scientific research , while the right brain prefers the accept
able and the emotionally satisfa4tory answers . How often do
people say , "That may be so , but I prefer to 'believe' or I like
to believe . . . this , that or the oUter"?
The duality of the brain has created great problems for
modem man . . . . It is . . . significant that successful engi
neering makes money . This is in stark contrast to the super-
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natural , whether it is religious or mythological . In the latter
cases the truth may be equally certain , but it is not verifiable ,
and the outcome of following rules is seldom predictable .
It is, of course , possible to exploit magic and mythology
commercially , but it could hardly be described as a manufac
turing industry . . . .
There is an understandable public pressure for schools
and colleges to concentrate on utilitarian subjects to the ex
clusion of cultural and aesthetic development . In other
words , the development of the left brain is given a great deal
more attention than that of the right brain . . . . The trouble
is that neglect of the development of the right brain leaves it
in a state of vacuum . . . . This means that the right brain is
ready to absorb the first plausible ideas it happens across .
The occult, obscure religious rites, parapsychology , astrolo
gy and similar attractive but irrational notions are sucked
into the vacant space without any discrimination or critical
faculty . . . . I also suspect that the use of drugs might be seen
as a substitute , or short cut, to filling the vacuum of the right
brain . . . .
I mention all this because man ' s attitude to nature is partly
a function of the left brain and partly a function of the right
brain . It is easy enough to encourage an emotional concern
for nature and the living world . . . . Everyone can compre
hend the idea of cruelty , very few can comprehend the extinc
tion of a specie s .

' Conflict between instinct and reason '
Fawley Foundation Lecture . Southampton University, Nov .
24 , 1967.

Prince Philip , founder and international president of the World
Wildlife Fund, pagan and mass murdeJer.

properly fed , human life must be p eserved and human exis
tence must be made safer and more comfortable . All these
I
things are obviously highly desirable , but if their achievement means putting the survival of future generations at risk ,
then there is a pressing obligation on present generations to
apply some measure of self-restrai t .

The conflict between instinct and reason has reached a
critical stage in man ' s affairs , largely because the explosion
of facts has revealed the instincts for what they are and at the
same time it has undermined traditional philosophies and
ideologies. The explosion of facts has effectively altered
mankind ' s physical and intellectual environment and when
any environment changes, the process of natural selection is
brutal and merciless. "Adapt or die" is as true today as it was
in the beginning .

Address to Edinburgh University qnion, Nov . 2 4 1 969 .

Introduction to "Exploitation of the Natural System " section
of Down to Earth by HRH Prince Philip, Duke ofEdinburgh ,
1988 .

The Fairfield Osborne Lecture , New York, Oct. 1 1980.

It took about three and a half billion years for life on
earth to reach the state of complexity and diversity that our
ancestors knew as recently as 200 years ago . It has only taken
industrial and scientific man those 200 years to put at risk the
whole of the world ' s natural system . It has been estimated
that by the year 2000 , some 300 , 000 species of plants and
animals will have become extinct, and that the natural econo
my , upon which all life depends , will have been seriously
disrupted .
The paradox is that this will have been achieved with
the best possible intentions . The human population must be
EIR
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We talk about over- and underdeveloped countries; I
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industry and more waste and the more sewage there is , and
therefore the more pollution .
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If the world pollution situatiod is not critical at the mo
ment , it is as certain as anything can be that the situation will
become increasingly intolerable within a very short time .
The situation can be controlled , and even reversed; but it
demands cooperation on a scale and intensity beyond any
thing achieved so far.
I realize that there are vital causes to be fought for, and I
sympathize with people who work up a passionate concern
about the all too many examples of inhumanity , injustice ,
l
and unfairness ; but behind all this �angs a deadly cloud . Still
largely unnoticed and unrecognizetl , the process of destroy
l
ing our natural environment is gathering speed and momenSpecial Report
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tum. If we fail to cope with the challenge , the other problems
will pale into insignificance .

Introduction to "The Population Factor" section of Down to
Earth by HRH Prince Philip, Duke of Edinburgh, 1 988 .
What has been described as the "balance of nature" is sim
ply nature ' s system of self-limitation . Fertility and breeding

Nicky Arundel and the
'Get LaRouche' task force

'

'

The Hunt Country of Middleburg , Virginia is the
home-away-from-home for many of the British elite .
Modeled on the mansions of the English countryside ,
the huge estates are home to some of the wealthiest and
most powerful American families . Middleburg resi
dents welcomed the Duke and Duchess of Windsor in
1 94 1 , after he was forced to abdicate the throne for
their unswerving allegiance to Adolf Hitler. Support
for the Windsors ' genocidal population policy is main
tained today by numerous American members and fi
nancial activists in the 1 00 1 Club and the World Wide
Fund for Nature (WWF) who make Middleburg and
the surrounding countryside their home .
Prominent .in this apparatus is Arthur Windsor
"Nicky" Arundel, a newspaper publisher and key
member of the task force that railroaded Lyndon
LaRou�he into prison on trumped-up charges . Trained
as a propaganda specialist for the CIA in Vietnam in
the 1 950s , Arundel used the Loudoun Times-Mirror,
one of several Hunt Country weeklies owned by him,
to retail phony "evidence" against LaRouche and to
propagandize for his prosecution.
Arundel founded the African Wildlife Leadership
Foundation , of Nairobi , Kenya and Washington , D . C .
along with former OSS and CIA hand Kermit Roose
velt and WWF Chairman Russell Train, whose cousin ,
investment banker John Train, ran the New York salon
that targeted LaRouche for prosecution .
The Arundel family ' s Wildcat Foundation funds
the World Wide Fund for Nature and the International
Union for the Conservation of Nature and Natural Re
sources . Arundel ' s sister Jocelyn Arundel Sladen, who
was the mCN liaison to the United States and an inti
mate of Sir Julian Huxley in the 1 950s , is a member of
its board of directors . Marjorie S . Arundel , the mother
of Arthur and Jocelyn , was a member of the National
Council of the World Wildlife Fund, according to its
1 993 report.
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success create the surpluses afte� allowing for the replacement
of the losses . Predation , climatic variation, disease , starva
tion-and in the case of the inappropriately named Homo sa
piens, wars and terrorism-are the principal means by which
population numbers are kept under some sort of control .
Viewed dispassionately , it must be obvious that the
world ' s human population has grown to such a size that it is
threatening its own habitat; and it has already succeeded in
causing the extinction of large: numbers of wild plant and
animal species. Some have sillilply been killed off. Others
have quietly disappeared, as their habitats have been taken
over or disturbed by human activities .

Humans are the greatest threat to survival
Interview with HRH Prince Philip, Duke of Edinburgh, in
People Dec . 2 I , 1 981 titled "Vanishing Breeds Worry Prince
Philip, But Not as Much as Overpopulation . "

Q : What do you consider tbe leading threat to the envi
ronment?
A: Human population growth is probably the single most
serious long-term threat to survival . We 're in for a major
disaster if it isn 't curbed-not j,st for the natural world, but
for the human world . The more people there are , the more
resources they ' ll consume , the qtore pollution they ' ll create ,
the more fighting they will do . We have no option . If it isn 't
controlled voluntarily , it will be controlled involuntarily by
an increase in disease , starvation and war.

Address to the Joint Meeting ofthe All-Party Group on Popu
lation and Development and the All-Party Conservation
Committee in London, March 1 J , 1 987.
I do believe . . . that human population pressure-the
sheer number of people on thi$ planet-is the single most
important cause of the degrad�tion of the natural environ
ment, of the progressive extinction of wild species of plants
and animals , and of the destabilization of the world' s climatic
and atmospheric systems .
The simple fact is that the human population of the world
is consuming natural renewable resources faster than it can
regenerate , and the process of exploitation is causing even
further damage . If this is already' happening with a population
of 4 billion , I ask you to imagine what things will be like
when the population reaches 6 and then 10 billion. . . . All
this has been made possible by the industrial revolution and
the scientific explosion and it is, spread around the world by
the new economic religion of dflvelopment.

Address at the Salford Univer!(ity Degree Ceremony, July
16, 1973 .
There may be disagreements about the time scale , but in
principle there can be little doubt that the population cannot
go on increasing indefinitely . R�sources presently being used
will not last for ever and pollution in its broadest sense ,
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unless severely checked , is bound to increase with population
and industrial activity.

Speech at the Margaret Pyke M emIJrial Trust Dinner in Lon
don, Dec . 14 1 983 .

Address to All-Party Conservation Committee in London,
Feb . 18, 1 981 .

So long as they [birth control] . . . remained taboo sub
jects the chances of making any impression on the human
population explosion were that muth more remote .

I suspect that the single most important gift of progress
to conservation has been the development of human contra
ception techniques .

The survival of the 'most important'
Interview with HRH Prince Philip, Duke of Edinburgh, in
People magazine, Dec . 2 1 , 1 981 titled "Vanishing Breeds
Worry Prince Philip, But Not as Much as Overpopulation .

Q: Is birth control part of the solution?
A: Yes , but you can't legislate these problems away .
You' ve got to get people to understand the need for it: the
more important people, the ones who have responsibilities
have got to do it because they're at the receiving end. They ' ve
got to accept the measures .
The Chancellor' s Lecture, Salford University, June 4, 1 982 .
As long ago as 1 798, Malthus explained what happens
when the factors limiting the increase in any population are
removed . One of the factors noticed by Darwin was that all
species are capable of producing vastly greater populations
than can be sustained by existing resources ; populations did
not increase at the rate at which they are capable was the
basis for his theory of Evolution by Natural Selection .
The relevance to natural selection of this capacity for
overproduction is that as each individual is slightly different
to all the others it is probable that under natural conditions
those individuals which happen to be best adapted to the
prevailing circumstances have a better chance of survival .
Well, so what? Well , take a look at the figures for the human
population of this world . One hundred fifty years ago it stood
at about 1 ,000 million or in common parlance today , 1 bil
lion . It then took about a 100 years to double to 2 billion . It
took 30 years to add the third billion and 15 years to reach
today ' s total of 4.4 billion. With a present world average rate
of growth of 1 . 8 % , the total population by the year 2000 will
have increased to an estimated 6 billion and in that and in
subsequent years 100 million people will be added to the
world population each year. In fact it could be as much as 1 6
billion b y 2045 . A s a consequence the demand o n resources
of land alone will mean a third less farm land available and the
destruction of half of the present area of productive tropical
forest. Bearing in mind the constant reduction of non-renew
able resources , there is a strong possibility of growing scarci
ty and reduction of standards . More people consume more
resources . It is as simple as that; and transferring resources
and standards from the richer to the poorer countries can only
have a marginal effect in the face of this massive increase in
the world population .
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In the introduction to the meN Red Data Books which
list all animals and plants under
eat of extinction, it says
that virtually everywhere the majdr threat to a wild species
is loss of habitat to a rapidly increasing human population
requiring more space in order to build villages and cities
and grow more food . But starvation and poverty cannot be
eradicated solely by increased food and resources at the ex
pense of what remains of the natural world. Any increase in
the provision of food and resources must be accompanied
by a drastic reduction in the rate of increase in the human
population .

ttt

Address on Receiving Honorary Degreefrom the University
of Western Ontario, Canada, July I , 1 983 .
The industrial revolution sparked the scientific revolution
and brought in its wake better public hygiene, better medical
care and yet more efficient agriculture . The consequence was
a popUlation explosion which still continues today.
The sad fact is that, instead of the same number of people
being very much better off, more than twice as many people
are just as badly off as they were before . Unfortunately all this
well-intentioned development has ,resulted in an ecological
disaster of immense proportions .

The Chancellor' s Lecture, Salford University, June 4,
1 982 .
The object of the WWF is to "¢onserve" the system as a
whole; not to prevent the killing of individual animals . Those
who are concerned about their conservation of nature accept
that all species are prey to some other species . They accept
that most species produce a surplus that is capable of being
culled without in any way threatening the survival of the
species as a whole .
A Question of B alance by HRH Prince Philip, Duke ofEdin

burgh, Michael Russel (Publishing) Ltd. , 1 982 .
It is curious how many philosophers from Plato to
Keynes ' time have believed in and advocated the control of
society by "philosopher kings . " According to Plato , "its
kings must be those who have shown the greatest ability in
philosophy ," but-realistically-he added, "and the greatest
aptitude for war . " Such people may exist in the imagination
and occasionally someone with th¢ necessary qualities may
briefly dominate the stage of histo , but it is a naive appreci
ation of human nature to imagine that such processed para
gons can be invested with the nec ssary powers and not be
tempted to take advantage of their situation .
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Capital Offenses

World Wide Fund for Nature
commits genocide in Mrica
by Linda de Hoyos
On Aug . 3 1 , as U . S . troops and relief workers were fighting
a losing battle against cholera, dysentery , and starvation
among 1 million Rwandan refugees-one half of them chil
dren-in eastern Zaire , the New York Times editorial called
upon Americans to ponder the fate of Rwanda' s gorilla popu
lation: "For the moment . . . Rwanda' s gorillas have escaped
harm , which is splendid news. Still , the widespread sigh of
relief will be muted . Amid so ghastly a human catastrophe in
Rwanda, one may feel an uneasy twinge of gUilt in worrying

about the fate of non-humans. In truth , " says the Times,
striking a Darwinian posture , "all living things are bound
together in this calamity, and gorillas are a small evolutionary
link away from Homo sapiens . . . . . Fortunately , a census
has accounted for all but two of the creatures whose passing
would now be almost like a death in the family . "
This concern for 650 gorillas i s one indication o f the
extent to which Prince Philip' s psychotic confusion of ani
mals with human beings has permeated society .

TABLE 2

Estimated protected areas, sub-Saharan Africa

Country
Angola
Benin

Botswana

Burkina Faso
Burundi

Cameroon

Central African

Protected Protected
Total land
areas as
areas'
area
Population (thousands (thousands % of total
km�
km�
land area
(millions)

8.5
4.7
1 .3
8.7
5.5
1 1 .1
2.9

1 ,247
1 13
582
274
28
475
623

5
2.2
.4
.4
51 .7
1 .2
.9
15
7.3
.96
1 2. 1
24
1 .8
2.6

1 ,271
342
223
28
1 ,222
268
11
239
244
36
323
580
30
111

80
14
1 00
26
1
20
64

6.4
1 2.8
1 7. 1
9.6
3.2
4.3
1 0.2

Chad

Djibouti

Equatorial Guinea
Ethiopia

Gabon

Gambia
Ghana

Guinea

Guinea-Bissau

Ivory Coast
Kenya

Lesotho
Liberia

Country
Malawi
Mali

Mauritania

Mozambique

Namibia
N iger

Nigeria

Rwanda

Republic

Congo

,

1 14
13
.1

9
. 3.9
.05

Senegal

Sierra Leone
Somalia

South Africa

na

na

25
17
.2
38
2

2.1
6.4
1 .6
16
.7

Tanzania

na

na

Zaire

45
45
.07
1

14
7.8
.2
1 .1

Sudan

Swaziland

Togo

Uganda

Zambia

Zimbabwe

TOTAL

T_l land
Protected Protected
areas'
areaS 88
...
Population (tho�sandS (thousands % of total
(millions)
km�
land area
1Gn�

8.8
8. 1
2
1 5.7
1 .8
7.9
89
7
7.4
4.2
7.5
39.6
25.2
.78
26
3.7
18
36.6
8.1
9.7
495.4

,

1 19
1,240
1,025
: 799
849
1 ,,267
, 924
26
' 1 97
' 72
638
1 ,221
2 ,509
17
945
57
, 237
2l,435
753
391

23,990

11
57
17
70
1 12
97
30
4
22
2
5
64

12
.6
378
6
48

1 70
224
50
1 ,988

8.9
4.6
1 .7
8.7
1 3. 1
7.6
3.2
17
1 1 .4
2. 1
.8
5.2
4.7
3.5
40
1 1 .4
20.5
7
29.7
1 2.7

8.2

In all the maps and tables which follow, 'protected areas' designates what various legal conventions define as 'strict nature resellVes,' "national parks,· "special reserves,' "game reserves' and 'sanctuaries,' where hunting, agriculture, or other forms of human economic activity are forbidden . ., some cases , human entry into protected areas is forbidden or restricted. Because of incomplete data "national forests: where logging, but not other forms of human !8COnomic activity are forbidden, is
not here included as a protected area. Statistics in some cases may not be reflected in some maps, owing to the failure of the IUCN Jo fully display the information reportI
ed in their statistical tabulations. In some cases, the IUCN fails to report substantial protected areas.
Primary generai source: International Union for the Conservation of Nature, 'Protected Areas of the World,' 1 989 and 1 99 1 editions.
•
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I.

MAP 3

Protected areas of Africa
• See page 32 for definitions of

protected areas and sources.

The Times editorial failed to mention that the gorilla
home , Virunga Mountain Park, also gave refuge to the guer
rillas of the Rwandan Patriotic Front (RPF) , who have been
waging war on Rwanda since October 1 990 , with full financ
ing and backing of U gandan President Yoweri Museveni and
his puppet-mistress , Lady Lynda Chalker, British Minister
of Overseas Development.
The double-use of the park as wild animal reserve and as
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Protected areas

I

sanctuary to a British-owned in�rgency goes to the heart
of the British royal family ' s gnu� strategy for Africa. The
segregation of large tracts of land �s "national parks ," "game
reserves," "ecological reserves , " as led to untold slaughter
of humans and animals througho Africa.
Today , game reserves and natiqnaI parks occupy 1 ,988 , 168
square IQIometers of sub-Saharan I Africa-8 .2% of the land
area, an extent five times the size <f California and eight times

�
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the size of the United Kingdom. Although some countries , like
Mauritania, have been relatively unscathed by the park plague,
Tanzania has 40% of its land locked in "parks" (not all shown
on map) . As in Rwanda, the parks have multiple purposes:
• Taking huge tracts of land out of circulation for eco
nomic productive purposes . Although the United Nations
magazine Choices predicts that "by the year 2000 nearly
half the country of Zimbabwe will be raising its cash from
wildlife," the creation of such parks is one of the biggest land
clearing operations since Genghis Khan leveled Central Asia
in the thirteenth century . As one British source put it: "When
the British wished to keep people out of an area, they tended
to make it into a game reserve , which gave them a raison
d'etre . 'This is a game reserve , so you can't be here . ' " Over
1 7 % of the land of tiny Rwanda is locked up in such reserves .
• While taking land out of circulation for development,
the reserves often squat on land that has potentially wealthy
yields of strategic resources . For example, the border-area
parks of Niger cover an undeveloped uranium field .
• Park administration by extra-national agencies such as
the World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF) is a direct assault on
national sovereignty . Under the guise of fighting poachers ,
administration often involves paramilitary forces . "The func
tion of the national park is to keep control of that land out of
the hands of the local government," one expert informed
EIR . "The national park is governed by a board of trustees ,
at least they originally were . . . . These were autarchies
controlled by white' conservationists , all of whom were mili
tary people . " In five countries in Africa-Cameroon, Zaire ,
the Ivory Coast , Kenya, and Zambia-the WWF administers
at least one park . In five other countries , the parks are admin
istered by agencies such as the U . N . Development Program ,
the U . N . Food and Agriculture Organization, or the Interna
tional Union for the Conservation of Nature .
• The parks are safe havens and staging grounds for
insurgencies of all stripes . As documented below , many re
serves and parks straddle borders , with the parks functioning
as "militarized zones . " Prince Philip' s WWF was administer
ing the gorilla program in the Virunga park, while the RPF
was using the Virunga to maraud Rwanda. In fact , RPF
sponsor Uganda has been profiting from the dislocation of the
gorillas caused by the RPF operations . According to Africa
Analysis, the RPF invasion had sent Rwanda' s gorillas run
ning to Uganda, giving Museveni the opportunity to launch
his own "eco-tourism program . " Without the safe havens ,
provided by the royal family ' s park system, the protracted
civil and border wars afflicting Africa since the 1 970s would
have been impossible .

Mourning the tsetse fly
The parks have wreaked havoc with the economies and
ecologies of Africa. The park system decreased the total
energy throughput in the entire ecological system, l�ading to
the proliferation of parasites and disease . This degradation
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of the human environment has aided in causing the conditions
under which new diseases-such as AIDS-are now coursing through a depleted population .
The case of the tsetse fly proves the point . African tribes
men had long kept the tsetse fly---w hich carries the deadly
disease Trypanosomiasis , or sleeping sickness-in check
through extensive cultivation and bush clearance. The tribes
men understood that the fly lived off wild game , particularly
antelope . For this reason , many tribal chiefs opposed the
creation of the parks , and the related ban on hunting, as a
threat to their herds .
In 1 892, the Zulu protested that the rise of cattle sleeping
sickness was due to the increase of large game under the
protection afforded by the government. This theory was
proven in 1 894 by Dr. David Bruce , who then fought for a
change in policy, with limited success . In the area run by the
British South Africa Company , colonial authorities suspend
ed game laws and began the elimination of game in an effort
to stop the disease . The change brought howls of protest from
the Society for the Preservation of Fauna of the Empire .
Dr. George Prentice , a medical �issionary , denounced the
conservation movement to the �ritish Colonial Office: "I
hold that those who are responsible for the game laws are
responsible for the presence of the tsetse , and that victims of
Trypanosomiasis are martyrs to �e foolish policy of game
protection . Any official , high or 'ow , or any member of the
Society for the Preservation of fauna who , in the face of
known facts , asserts the contrary � may prove the sincerity of
his assertion by allowing us to experiment upon him with our
local forms of tsetse . "
B y 1 925 , some 22,000 square miles o f southern Rhodesia
were fly-infested. Panic forced a policy of game control in
areas near colonial activity . In African-inhabited areas , the
ban against hunting was enforced .
Today, according to the admissions of Lee and Gerry
Durrell , writing for the Conservation Monitoring Center at
Cambridge , England, an entity financed by the WWF,
"blood-sucking tsetse flies inhabil l 0 million square kilome
ters of tropical Africa, in a wide band across the continent
�!\t,iakes in �4 countries . " The al1thors bemoan modem-day
spraying methods which have ren�ered new areas tsetse-free.
In fact, "the tsetse-free areas all growing so fast that . . .
there is a real possibility that tHe spread of livestock onto
marginal land will become a tqreat to wildlife . . . . The
eradication of the tsetse fly may Qe Africa' s misfortune . "
Or, a s Bruce Kinloch, chief park ranger for Tanzania,
Malawi, and Uganda, mourns the decline of the tstse: "The
tsetse had long discouraged the , often destructive and fre
quently wasteful use by humans of extensive regions of sceni
cally beautiful, unspoilt wilderness , the natural home of the
great game herds . "
Vector spraying in the national parks is strictly forbidden.
Trypanosomiasis has been on th� rise since the mid- 1 980s ,
especially in Lady Lynda Chalker's Uganda.
!
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The Mrican parks were created
as a cover for destabilization
by Joseph Brewda
Examining a map of Africa which outlines the national park
systems, is a most instructive experience . The sheer size of
these parks and park complexes is striking . South Africa's
Kruger park, for example , is the size of the state of Massa
chusetts , while the vast park complex of Zambia is larger
than Great Britain. What is also striking is the fact that a
high percentage of Africa's parks and reserves are sited on
national borders . In many cases , these parks corne together
to form binational and trinational parks that straddle these
borders .
These parks are not located in such border regions for
aesthetic purposes . Unlike Europe , for example , where most
borders are naturally demarcated by often beautiful mountain
ranges and rivers , the boundaries of Africa' s states were
arbitrarily drawn by the European powers at their imperial
conferences . There is nothing particularly singular on the
borders of these states that might not be found in the interior.
The placement of parks in such regions has a different pur
pose: mass murder and the destabilization of Africa.

Who set up the park movement?
There were two distinct phases in the national park and
game reserve movement in imperial Africa . In the first phase ,
the preservation phase, access to hunting was restricted to the
white colonial elite , allegedly to preserve dwindling stocks
of favored game . Colonial authorities often evicted native
populations from their forest and pasture lands , in order to
establish "game reserves , " while restricting the native popu
lations from hunting . This policy was a parody of wharhlid
been the practice in medieval Europe. As far back as 1 1 30,
the Norman lords of England had classified certain lands as
forest reserves , where only the king and his delegated officers
could hunt.
The second phase , which took off after World War II ,
was the conservation phase, in which hunting was increasing
ly forbidden to everyone and the ritualized hunting obsession
of the colonial elite was gradually replaced by a Gaia-wor
shipping "ecological consciousness . " The "national park"
replaced the "game reserve ," and the camera largely replaced
the carbine.
There were various regulations restricting access to game
in Africa dating as far back as the Dutch colonial decrees in
the Cape in 1 657 . But the movement to lock up vast tracts of
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land as reserves only began in earnest in 1 896 under the
leadership of British Foreign Secretary and Prime Minister
the Marquess of Salisbury , when he called for the introduc
tion of checks on hunting throughout British Africa. In 1 900 ,
Salisbury convened a conference o f the European imperial
powers on the issue in London .
The conference ' s agreements virtually eliminated the na
tive ability to hunt, even outside the reserves, by outlawing
the use of traditional snares and pitfalls as "inhumane . " At
the same time , it reaffirmed an earlier joint agreement among
the British , French , German, and Portuguese colonies' au
thorities banning the native use of the firearm.
The Society for the Preservation of Fauna in the Empire,
which later spawned the World W ildlife Fund , was formed
to ensure that the 1 900 convention was implemented . From
the beginning , the society, affectionately known as "the Fau
na," was associated with the Britil>h Museum , specifically
the Natural History division that had been created by Charles
Darwin ' s "bulldog ," Thomas H. Huxley .
In 1 9 3 3 , another conference , fOllowing up the 1 900 con
ference , was convened in LondoIlj . The British delegation
was led by the Earl of Onslow , whO was also the head of the
Fauna. The most important result of the conference was a
provision for the establishment of national parks in Africa.
The enabling legislation of most 'tountries ' game parks in
Africa today , dates back to colonial decrees enacted in the
aftermath of the 1933 conference .
The national parks and reserve$ constituted by the 1 900
and 1933 agreements legally established internal frontiers
within the African colonies that COUld not be crossed by the
native population , on the.pretext of Jlrotecting wildlife . These
internal frontiers , forming coloni� enclaves, continued in
effect after the colonies gained indqpendence .

The Kruger precedent
I
The first reserves in Africa pq:dated the 1 900 London
conference . They were created by South African President
Paul Kruger in 1 889. One of the t1eserves was the Sabi re
serve , now Kruger park , which wa$ created along the border
with the Portuguese colony of Moz/lIIlbique .
Kruger created the parks , but th� Boer War between Brit
ain and the Afrikaners intervened . In the process , the park
region was subjected to a brutal c�paign by Lord Kitchener
Special Report
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KEY TO MAP 4

Southern Africa
protected areas
zambia: Zambia was the forward base of operations and
safe haven for all the "liberation movements" operating in
southern Africa contesting white minority or colonial rule in the
1 960s, '70s, and '80s.
The Angolan UN ITA (National Union for the Total lndepen
dence of Angola) and the MPLA (Popular Movement of the
Liberation of Angola) were both based in the huge Zambian
park complex that borders Angola, specifically the West Zam
bezi game management area 1 , in the 1 960s and 1 970s. The
park was used as a safe-haven and point of infiltration of
Angola. After the abandonment of colonial rule in 1 975 and
the coming to power of the MPLA, U N ITA continued to use
the park as the base for its 1 7-year civil war with the MPLA
government.
The Namibian SWAPO was based in the Sioma Ngwezi
national park 2, contiguous with the West Zambezi game man
agement area.
The ANC of South Africa was based just east of the Sioma
Ngwezi national park 3. There was another ANC base
just east of the Mosi-pa-Tunya national park 4, on the bor36
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der with Rhodesia.
The ZAN U and ZAPU (Zimbabwean liberation move
ments) were also based just eas. of the Mosi-pa-Tunya park
in the same area as the ANC 4. ZA N U later set up a base over
the border in Mozambique, opposite Zambia's Lower Zambezi
park 6.
The Frelimo (of Mozambique) had a base of operations in
Zambia's Luana and West Petaule park, contiguous with the
Lower Zambezi park 5.

Rhodesia/Zimbabwe: During the period of white minori
ty rule, Rhodesia's Ghonarezhou! Game Reserve, which bor
ders Mozambique 7, was the base from which the Selous
Scouts, an irregular formation put together by the top ecologist
of the Rhodesian park system, launched raids into Zambia
and Mozambique.
Following the creation of Zimbabwe in 1 980, the park con
tinued to be used as a military base, but this time to block
Renamo's raids. Renamo is an insurgent movement operating
primarily against Mozambique th at was created by the former
head of Rhodesian intelligence. '
In 1 984, the Zimbabwe parks ldepartment created Opera
tion Stronghold (with WWF fund ing) , allegedly to stop rhino
poaching. A least 1 45 "poachers" were killed , reportedly in
cluding officers of the ANC militarY wing.
South Africa: Renamo saf,-haven; reportedly trained
EIR
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in which crops were destroyed, cattle butchered , and wildlife
killed, in order to deny the Boers food . This "ecological
warfare" left the region devastated.
In 1 902, the park was reestablished by Britain' s Lord
Milner, an associate of African empire-builder Cecil Rhodes ,
after South Africa became a British colony . The park ' s first
warden , Maj . James Stevenson-Hamilton, had seen active
duty in the Boer War in 6th Dragoon guards . Lord Milner
instructed him to clean up the park of "kaffirs" and white
shareholders , and to "make himself thoroughly unpleasant to
everyone . "
Over the next 4 5 years , until his retirement i n 1 946,
Stevenson-Hamilton carried out these instructions ruthlessly ,
clearing 1 1 ,000 square miles of countryside of its original
inhabitants and implementing a military "anti-poaching cam
paign . " Even those natives who were not evicted had to
leave , as hunting had been their major source of meat; they
poured into the cities and mines , where they became virtual
slave labor for the new British regime . As a result of this
policy , the major earned the epithet "skukuza" ("he who
sweeps clean") . The headquarters , Skukuza, of Kruger park
today is named in his honor.
Stevenson-Hamilton ' s system of warfare against the na
tive population , in the guise of wildlife protection , in which

he and his game wardens consti/:Uted themselves as virtual
dictators , was explicitly cited as ; the basis of all subsequent
national parks policy in Britain ' $ African colonies by Col .
Mervyn Cowie , who created the lfirst colonial park in Kenya
in 1 946 . Cowie ran the parks sY$tem there for 20 years . On
his retirement, he reported how I he had confiscated tens of
thousands of square miles of land from the native inhabitants,
implemented a mass-resettlement scheme , and turned native
property into 30 parks . "I copiejj every idea in Stevenson
Hamilton ' s book South African Eden, " which lays out his
system, he reported.

there by the World Wildlife Fund's Operation Lock. Similar
training is being used to create a civil war in South Africa
through "black on black" terrorism.
Renamo's HQ is at Phalambora, one mile from the gate of
Kruger national park, which borders Mozambique 8. The park
is also Renamo's training area.
Kruger is bordered by several privately administered game
parks which have also reportedly been used for Renamo train
ing and safe-haven , including the Bongani Mountain Lodge,
the Kapama Game reserve, the Timbavati Nature reserve,
and the Sabi-Sand reserve.
Renamo also has a base in Ndumu park on the border with
Mozambique 9 ; in the Muzuli reserve in Natal ; and in the parks
of the former KaNgwane homeland .
Reportedly, the Maputoland game reserve 1 0 and the
Mkuze game park 1 1 in Kwazulu, have also been used as
bases for launching "black on black," so-called ''Third force"
terrorism, intended to provoke tribal war throughout South
Africa.

forces. The East Germans also trained the West German
Baader Meinhof terrorists there. I

Namibia: The "Koevoet," "crowbar squad," allegedly
trained to counter poaching in Namibia's Etosha park 1 2, was
later used to run black-on-black killings in South Africa.
Angola: The East Germans trained the Cubans at the
Bicuan and Mupa national parks during the late 1 960s and
early 1 970s 1 3, to help the MPLA government counter UN ITA
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The Mau Mau model for genocide
From 1 95 2 to 1 960 , the British colonial authorities in
Kenya, led by park warden Colqnel Cowie , oversaw a state
of emergency allegedly dedicated to combatting a native rev
olution. The methods employed · against the Kenyan people
under the guise of combatting thi� alleged revolution became
the model for all subsequent British efforts to destabilize
the continent, and , as in Kenya , these destabilization efforts
continue to be run out of the g� parks.
The supposed focus of this J<.enyan revolutionary con
spiracy was the Mau Mau , an alleged secret society within
the Kikuyu tribe , the largest and then dominant tribe of the

Ex pansion p lans

The vast complex of parks str�ddling the borders of south
ern African countries is growing. According to understated
IUCN figures, already 30% of aambia; 1 3% of Zimbabwe;
1 7% of Botswana; 6% of Ango'a; 1 3% of Namibia; 9% of
Mozambique; and 5% of South Mrica is locked up in national
parks and game reserves. These existing parks are arrayed
in large complexes which often cross several borders, consti
tuting huge transnational park cqmplexes outside the control
of any government. The total I$nd area of the contiguous
park system of Zambia, Namibia, Botswana, Zimbabwe, and
Angola is 259,000 sq km, sliglUly larger than the United
Kingdom.
Farther south we see the KrJ,Jger national park of South
Africa bordering Mozambique, 20,000 sq km by itself, about
the size of Massachusetts.
There are two vast new adcljtions to this overall system
being planned : a huge complex! in Mozambique across the
border from South Africa Krug$r's park A, and a massive
expansion of Botswana's park system B. The Republic of
South Africa is now negotiating �ith Mozambique to integrate
their border park systems into � single binational authOrity.
The WWF is negotiating with Moaambique to privatize its park
system , making this South Africap takeover easier.
Special Report
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colony. The existence of the Mau Mau had been discovered
by anthropologist and British agent Louis Leakey . As far
back as the 1 930s , Leakey had done a 1 million-word study
of the Kikuyu for British intelligence .
Allegedly to combat this conspiracy , the colonial authori
ties forced the mass resettlement of Kikuyu and other peoples
from their lands and , in their efforts to crush the conspiracy ,
burnt down whole forests . This assault was largely led by the
paramilitary personnel of the game park system established
by Cowie .
The Mau Mau conspiracy proved to be a strange one .
Whereas only 22 whites were killed in the insurrection , an
estimated 1 8-30,000 natives were killed , primarily in fight
ing among Kikuyu factions and with other tribes . Agriculture
in the white regions was untouched, and the Mau Mau failed
to even attack the vulnerable transportation network or any
key facility in the cities.
Col . Frank Kitson , in his 1 960 book Gangs and Counter
gangs, revealed that the British were leading large-scale Mau
Mau units , and that many (if not all) Mau Mau units were
synthetically created by the colonial authorities . Through
orchestrating violence between their "gangs" and "counter
gangs ," the British ensured that only native slaughter, and
not revolution , would result.
The Mau Mau gangs and countergangs were directed
by Gen . Sir George Erskine , who had been responsible for
civilian food distribution in occupied postwar Germany. Er
skine was aided by Colonel Cowie , the manager of the parks
system, and Bill Woodley , his intelligence chief who largely
developed the gang-countergang doctrine described by Kit
son and later systematically applied throughout Africa .
Cowie , Woodley, and Leakey were veterans of the World
War II Kenya regiment, whose top intelligence officer,
Charles Pittman , was the chief warden of the Ugandan park
system. The Kenyan regiment was an elite unit within the
British Commonwealth Armies in Africa , commanded by
Gen . Jan Smuts, who was also the President of the British
Union of South Africa. Smuts had once called for creating a
single park system stretching from Kenya to South Africa .
Several of Woodley ' s subordinates later found work in
Kenya' s game parks after the emergency, including Stan
Bleazard, who took over the Marsabit National Reserve , and
Maj . Temple Boreham, who became chief warden at Masai
Mara park . David Sheldrick, a former Kenyan regiment intel
ligence officer who had served directly under Pittman , took
over "anti-poaching" operations in Tsavo elephant park.
Woodley himself became chief warden at Aberdares Moun
tain park, while Cowie remained in charge of the entire Ke
nya park system until the 1 960s .

Guerrillas in the mist
In the 1 960s , the British initiated their "winds of change"
policy, whereby the peoples of Africa achieved nominal in
dependence . "The wind of change is blowing throughout the
38
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continent," visiting Prime Minister Harold Macmillan said
in Cape Town, South Africa in 1 960 . "Whether we like it or
not this growth of national consci�usness is a political fact.
Our national policies must take ac¢ount of it . "
Within five years , most o f British Africa was nominally
decolonized, and an often bewildered native comprador class
was elevated to become the new governing elite . But while
the British flag was lowered in one colony after another,
much of the old colonial apparatusl remained, with key posts
in the ministries continuing to be staffed by British nationals .
Nowhere was this more evident than i n the parks system,
which , by the time of independence , locked up upwards of
20% of the African colonies ' lands . The chief game wardens ,
park police chiefs , and the parks department staff largely
continued to be British nationals . Moreover, in a malicious
innovation, increasingly large numbers of these parks , and
in some cases the entire parks system, were put under the
control of private non-governmental organizations, managed
by international boards of trustees outside the oversight of
the government. Today , the parks systems of Kenya, Tanza
nia, and Zaire are privately managed by international boards
of trustees . U ntil 1 992, Louis Leakey' s son , Richard Leakey ,
was the chairman of the private " Kenya Wildlife Services"
which runs Kenya' s parks .
When Tanzanian President Julius Nyerere proclaimed in
his 1 96 1 "Arusha Declaration" that the peoples of Africa
would preserve the national parks bequeathed to them in
perpetuity , he was admitting that tlhe existence of these colo
nial enclaves would go unchallenged . Some 40% of the land
area of Tanzania today is locked Up in its national park sys
tem, administered by the "Tanzania National Parks" non
governmental organization .
These parks , following the Mali Mau precedent, continue
to be the headquarters , training sites , and safe havens of the
gang-countergangs. On the one hand , these parks have been
the centers of nominally "anti-western" Warsaw Pact-linked
subversion targeting white minority or colonial rule . On the
other hand , they have been the center of "pro-western" efforts
to overthrow alleged Soviet client states radiating revolution
throughout the continent. For example:
Rhodesia-Zimbabwe. Beginning in 1 96 1 , the Zimbab
we Peoples Union (ZAPU) , and two years later, the rival
Zimbabwe African National Union (ZANU) , conducted a
guerrilla war to overthrow the white minority-ruled Rhode
sian regime . The Rhodesian effoct to crush the insurgency
was carried out by the Rhodesian Army , and its irregular
guerrilla formation , the Selous Scouts .
ZANU and ZAPU cadre were: trained by Russian KGB
instructors at the British-created Q.>ueen Elizabeth park and
Gorilla park in Uganda. ZAPU was also trained by Chinese
military instructors at the Serengeti and Ruana national parks
of Tanzania. The ZANU and ZAPU forward bases of opera
tion against Rhodesia were in Zambia, just outside the Mosi
pa-Tunya park, and also in the Lpwer Zambezi park. The
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East African protected areas
Uganda/Sudan : The only remaining stronghold of the
Sudanese People's Liberation Army (SPLA) in Sudan is in the
town of Nimuli, on the border with Uganda. This stronghold is
supplied out of adjacent Nimuli national park 1 on the Suda
nese border with Uganda. It is also supplied out of the Kidepo
valley national park 2 in nearby northern Uganda. Kidepo park
is also the SPLA command and training center. Ugandan army
personnel often serve as officers of the SPLA.
Since at least the 1 960s, several Uganda governments
have used Kidepo park as a base for subversive operations in
southern Sudan .
The park was created in 1 962, over the protests of local
conservationists who argued that the siting of the park was
unreasonable; some claim that the only reason the park was
created was to aid British subversion of Sudan which became
independent in 1 956. World Wildlife Fund founder Peter Scott
was also the long-time chairman of the Ugandan National
Parks department.
Uganda and Zaire: During the late 1 960s and 1 970s, the
Soviet KGB trained various of the "liberation movements" of
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southern Africa in national parks ih Uganda and Zaire. Among
the movements were Zimbabwe People's Union (ZAPU), and
it split-away, the Zimbabwe AfriCan N ational Union (ZANU ) ;
the South African National Congress (ANC), a n d its split-away,
the Pan-Africanist Congress (PAC) .
The parks used for Soviet trailhing were part of the complex
of contiguous national parks in �estern Uganda and eastern
Zaire including the Virunga park iin Zaire 3, the Queen Eliza
beth park complex 4 in Uganda, and the nearby Gorilla park 5
in Uganda-parks which were later used in the Uganda inva
sion of Rwanda in 1 990 and 1 994.

Tanzania: The Chinese military carried out extensive ter
rorist training projects in Tanzania in the 1 960s and '70s, in
cluding training of the ZAPU , ANC, and PAC. Training was
conducted in the British-administered Serengeti National
Park, particu larly in the Ngorongoro Crater area 6 which is
also a major site of World Wildlife Fund operations. These
same groups were also trained at the British-administered
Ruana National Park 8.
Kenya: The Rhodesian, and then South African-based,
Mozambique National Resistance (known as Renamo) had
rest and training camps in the Galana area which abuts Tsavo
park 7. Renamo had originally b�n created by the Rhodesian
intelligence service, after Portug�1 achieved its independence.
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waterhole at Kruger
National Park in South
Africa . The park is the
size of the state of
Massachusetts; in 1 902 .
it was brutally cleared of
its non-white inhabitants
to turn it into a game
preserve for the
oligarchy . That policy is
being continued by
Prince Philip ' s
.. conservation" . groups
today .

decades-long President of Zambia, Kenneth Kaunda , has
been one of the more important British agents in southern
Africa .
The Selous Scouts , the Rhodesian opponents of ZANU
and ZAPU , were mustered by the chief ecologist of the
Rhodesian park system .
In 1 980, ZANU chief Robert Mugabe became head of
state of the newly created Zimbabwe (formerly Rhodesia) .
But even after black majority rule was established , the civil
war continued . The fleeing Rhodesian elite largely emigrated
to neighboring South Africa.
The Mozambique National Resistance (Renamo) , which
had earlier been created by Rhodesian intelligence to destabi
lize Mozambique after its independence from Portugal , was
now deployed against Zimbabwe . The headquarters of Rena
mo is one mile from South Africa ' s Kruger park; it was
trained in South African regional parks in Natal , and in the
parks of the nearby KaNgwane homeland .
In 1 984, the Zimbabwe Department of National Parks
and Wildlife Management began an anti-poaching campaign
with WWF support, which has killed at least 1 45 "poachers"
since that time . At least some of these poachers are said to
have been leaders of the rival African National Congress
military wing .
Angola. In 1 956, the Popular Movement for the Libera
tion of Angola (MPLA) was formed to overthrow Portuguese
colonial rule . In 1 966 , its rival , the National Union for the
Total Independence of Angola (UNITA) , was also formed .
40
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A civil war against foreign rule began . Following the evacua
tion of Portuguese forces in 1 975 , the conflict continued , but
this time between the new MPLA government and UNITA .
The civil war continued for another 1 7 years .
The MPLA and UNITA were headquartered in the West
Zambezi game management area in Kaunda' s Zambia during
the period of Portuguese Angolan rule .
After the MPLA took over the Angolan government,
UNITA continued to be based in the same park . Meanwhile ,
Cuban troops were invited into Angola to defend Angola
from UNIT A. These Cuban troops , and the MPLA , were
trained by the East German Stasi at B icuan and Mupa national
parks . (The West German B aader-Meinhof gang was also
trained in the same parks . )
Mozambique . The Mozambique Liberation Front (Freli
mo) was formed in 1 962 to overthrow Portuguese rule in
Mozambique . It was headquartered in Luana and West Pet
auke national parks in Zambia; it also received training from
Russian instructors in the park systems of Uganda. In 1 975 ,
the Portuguese left and Frelimo formed a government . But
the civil war continued , this time under the guise of a struggle
between the Frelimo government and Renamo , now based in
South Africa ' s Kruger park . Reportedl y , at least one of the
major factions of Renamo has been trained by WWF person
nel with the aid of British Special Air Services founder Col .
David Stirling , who had been a close associate of Mau Mau
controller and Kenyan Parks department director Col . Mer
vyn Cowie since the 1 940s .
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The oligarchs ' real game is ,
killing animals and killing people
by Allen Douglas

"Crack! The rifle shot hits its target, and a mother rhino
dies. Its little caif, now abandoned, is also condemned to
death . As another ofour endangered species is pushed nearer
to extinction, the poachers' blood-lust grows . " -World
Wildlife Fund circular of July 1 7 , 1 987 condemning the
"proud men of the Middle East" for their "criminal ignorant
waste" of the rhino , because they use its carved hom as
handles for their ceremonial knives .
In January 1 96 1 , a few months before he would launch the
new "Noah' s Ark," the World Wildlife Fund (WWF) , to
save the world' s endangered animal species, Prince Philip
accompanied Queen Elizabeth on a royal tour of India.
Among the attractions that one of his hosts , a local Raj ah in
Jaipur, put on for the royal party was a tiger hunt. From a
platform high in the trees out of all danger, Philip shot one
of the famed Indian tigers , which had been lured by the
tethered goats which the rajah had staked out. The photo of
Philip standing proudly by his victim, nearly 10 feet long
from nose to tail , caused a worldwide outcry.
Shaken, the royal consort continued his tour, arriving in
Kathmandu with a conspicuous bandage on his trigger finger,
explaining that an injury would prevent his participation in
the king' s "traditional hunt," which he would , nevertheless ,
accompany . Philip and Elizabeth rode perched atop some of
the 300 elephants which were used to flush the game , as the
Queen whirred away with her camera. Several tigers were
killed that day , none officially attributed to Philip . Nor did
Philip receive official credit for another animal killed that
day , an exceedingly rare Indian rhinoceros . Only 250 were
then left in the world, after British tea planters had finished
slaughtering them to make way for their crop.
As the elephants lumbered on , a female rhino with an
infant calf became trapped within their closing circle . One of
the royal party , Lord Alex Douglas-Home , known as one of
the finest shots in England, fired near the animal in an attempt
to scare it away . But the rhino blundered on , into Philip' s
path. "To everyone' s horror, Philip shot it," Ian MacPhail ,
the WWF ' s first international appeals director, later told a
British film crew . The dead rhino' s terrified calf escaped by
darting away through the elephants ' legs . Said MacPhail , "It
must have died as well . It was far too young to have managed
on its own . "
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The whole business was covered up , MacPhail ex
plained , for plans were already afoot to found the World
Wildlife Fund . "I was a party to :the cover-up ," he told the
film crew in 1 990 , believing that the greater good was to save
various animal species as a whole . Reflecting on the WWF ' s
utter failure to d o s o over the three previous decades, he
concluded: "But with a heavy he� I have to report to you
that I was wrong . The rhino , the elephant , and the panda
missed the boat, and the new Noah ' s Ark sailed on without
them . "
Philip' s personal behavior h ¥ characterized that of his
World Wildlife Fund as a whole . Rrom 1 96 1 until the present,
the WWF has presided over, and iJil many cases organized and
financed , including the purchase of weapons , the systematic
slaughter and near extinction of the most prominent species
under its self-appointed control . And , under cover of concern
for the animals, it used substantial portions of the several
hundred million dollars it has raised to date, to finance the
slaughter of human beings, in :particular in sub-Saharan
Africa .
I n the account t o follow , i t ntust be understood that the
WWF was , from the outset, the personal fiefdom of Philip,
who oversaw its operations almo�t down to the smallest de
tail . Sir Peter Scott, a WWF founder and longtime chairman,
explained to EIR in an interview cpnducted in the early 1 980s
why Prince Bernhard, rather than Philip , became the WWF
International ' s first president: "When we started WWF, a
British president would have looked too colonial . " But , Scott
emphasized , it was Philip , not �is friend Prince Bernhard ,
who was the driving force-testimony echoed by others in
the WWF hierarchy . Longtime Qirector General Charles de
Haes told a journalist, "Prince :Philip is brilliant, he has a
remarkable knowledge . He' s beeJll involved with WWF since
its founding in 1 96 1 . He' s incred�ly active . He chairs all the
executive committee meetings . ae ' s involved right down to
every aspect of policy . " Added e WWF ' s Dr. Anne Schi
otz , "The Duke of Edinburgh de�otes perhaps one-fourth of
his time to the WWF-he is remarkable . "
The WWF i s best-known fof l its efforts to conserve four
animal species, all of which we¢ in vastly better condition
in 1961 than they are today . Twol of these , the panda and the
African black rhinoceros , are ne extinction, and two others ,
the African elephant and the Indi�n tiger, are rapidly heading
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in that direction.
At numerous times during the past 33 years , the WWF
has been made aware , often through reports it has itself com
missioned , of the approaching extinction of various species .
In each case , it has suppressed , sometimes brutally so , the
information . Three of the more notorious instances include:
The "Black Ebur Report. " In 1 972, WWF founder Sir
Peter Scott commissioned a Nairobi-based big game hunter,
Ian Parker, to look into the lucrative and burgeoning illegal
trade in animal products such as elephant tusks and rhino
hom . Among other things, Parker found that the family of
Kenyan President Jomo Kenyatta were notorious traders in
illegal products , and that his daughter Margaret was the sec
retary of a company which sold rhino horns and elephant
tusks to the Far East , a trade which had probably done more to
decimate Kenya' s large animals than any other single cause .
Parker also named many of Kenya's most prominent "conser
vationists" as poachers .
Within hours of turning his report over to Scott , Parker
was picked up , taken to the Kenyan Special Branch ' s notori
ous Langatta Road station , beaten for three days and told to
shut up about what he had written or his wife would be killed .
The report , then the most comprehensive inquiry intoAfrican
wildlife slaughter ever conducted, remained suppressed until
17 years later, when Irish filmmaker Kevin Dowling un
earthed it to use for his scathing expose of the WWF, "Ten
pence in the Panda ," for Britain ' s Independent Television
network .
At almost the same time that Parker was being beaten ,
then WWF-International President Prince Bernhard be
stowed on Kenyatta his specially created "Order of the Gold
en Ark," for "saving the rhino . " Bernhard was well aware
that vast numbers of animals had disappeared during Ken
yatta' s tenure , because he had received-----even signed for
a copy of the Black Ebur Report . When word leaked out that
Bernhard possessed this devastating report , WWF Director
General de Haes claimed that this was not a WWF corporate
affair, that it was merely Bernhard ' s "private investigation . "
The Phillipson Report. I n late 1 989 , Oxford professor
John Phillipson completed his internal audit , commissioned
by the WWF, of the organization' s effectiveness . Phil
lipson' s 252-page report, excerpts of which are made public
here for the first time , was a scathing indictment of WWF' s
outrageous incompetence and blundering , or worse. It con
cluded that what the WWF had adopted as its special mis
sion-saving individual species-was what it was least good
at. Upon receiving a copy of the report, Philip immediately
sent a secret memo to Director General de Haes, directing
that Phillipson be urged to tone down his findings or, failing
that, that the report' s key findings be suppressed .
Operation Lock. Under this code name , in 1 987 , the
WWF authorized a lavishly funded "emergency effort to save
the rhino . " The premise of this extremely secret operation
was to organize infiltration , from a base in South Africa, of
the continent' s wildlife smuggling rings in order to stop the
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animal slaughter. By all accounts , a vast amount of informa
tion was gathered . Once again, nothing was done with it,
except to suppress it.
Of course , as many conserwationists noted at the time,
trying to stop wildlife poaching"at the source" was a ridicu
lous proposition , akin to trying to stop the world ' s drug trade
by rounding up local pushers , while leaving the bankers who
finance the trade and launder ilts hundreds of billions , un
touched . The center of trade in illegal wildlife products was ,
as with the drug trade , the British Crown Colony of
Hongkong .

Saving the animals?
Let us review some of the WWF ' s most highly publi
cized , as well as lucrative , efforts to save individual species .
Counterposing these efforts by what might seem at first to be
merely a gang that can't shoot straight, to the most sensitive
mission WWF has ever launched , Operation Lock, lays bare
WWF ' s true purpose .
The panda. At the time of its formation in November
1 96 1 , the WWF proclaimed that it had the answer to what it
claimed was the threatened extinction of many species:
"There is only one hope for them-symbolized by the love
able giant panda. He was saved from extinction because man
acted in time . Now the panda: is the emblem of a world
crusade to beat the 20th century death flood-the World
Wildlife Fund . "
I
The WWF claimed that "scientific breeding" had saved
the panda, an approach which now must be applied to all
other species. After raising money off the symbolism of the
cuddly mammal for 23 years , thlt WWF suddenly discovered
that it, too , was an endangered species. In 1 987 , Philip
launched a new appeal for still more millions to "save the
panda. "
The WWF' s efforts , which included "relocating" thou
sands of poor Chinese peasants out of their homes in the
pandas ' "range ," and building an expensive laboratory in
an attempt to breed pandas , were appraised by consultant
Phillipson. After noting that WWF had spent 4,493 ,02 1
Swiss francs on eight projects since 1 980 , Phillipson ob
served that "despite a staff of 43 (23 allegedly science
trained) , panda breeding has not been a success and research
output negligible . . . . The laboratories, equipped at a cost
to WWF of SFr 0 . 5 3 million , are essentially non-functional .
. . . A lack of proper advice , inadequately trained staff, and
poor direction have resulted in a ' moribund' laboratory . . . .
The obvious conclusion must be that WWF has not been
effective or efficient in safeguarding its massive investment.
. . . WWF subscribers would be dismayed to learn that the
capital input has been virtually written off. "
Finally , wrote Phillipson , "Itmust be accepted that WWF
activities in China are largely in disarray . . . . The policy of
widening WWF involvement to cover other interests has, in
my opinion , been counterproduc1ive and , in view of the virtu
al cessation of support for all forms of panda research,
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amounts to an abrogation of responsibility for the much pub
licized 'Panda Program . ' "
After 30 years of raising money off the animal , Prince
Philip was forced to admit in 1 990 that the panda was "proba
bly doomed . "
The elephant. A study by noted animal population ecolo
gist E. Caughey in 1 988 concluded that there were 3 million
elephants in Africa in the early 1 950s . By all accounts , there
was little or no decline in elephant numbers during the coloni
al period, that is, approximately up to the "Winds of Change"
policy enunciated by British Prime Minister Harold MacMil
lan in 1 960 , almost contemporaneous with the founding of
the WWF . The first systematic field survey , done in 1 976
by the Scottish Kenya-based conservationist lain Douglas
Hamilton , found 1 . 3 million elephants alive at the time .
Throughout the 1 970s and most of the 1980s , the WWF
stoutly maintained that there was no "elephant crisis," fight
ing the efforts of various conservationists to ban trading of
the animals' valuable ivory. By the time the "Year of the
Elephant" was declared in 1 988-89 , the WWF maintained
that there were 750 ,000 left , a number that mounting evi
dence forced them to revise downward to 650 ,000 . However,
a survey done in 1 988 by the former WWF president in
France , Pierre Pfeffer, who was forced off the board, found
that there were only 400 ,000 left . That number has dropped
still further, till various experts interviewed in the 1 989 Brit
ish film "The Elephant Man," spoke of the great beast' s
looming extinction .
Once again, the WWF had done its bit . In 1 963 , WWF
International Chairman Peter Scott, in a report to the Ugan
dan Parks Board, recommended the "culling" of 2 , 500 ele
phants . The job was contracted to game hunter Ian Parker,
who massacred 4,000 hippos while he was at it . Scott had
recommended the slaughter on the malthusian premise that
"overpopulation" required the killing of many individuals in
order to "save the species . " In reality, as it later emerged ,
Scott wanted to create a valuable mahogany plantation in the
forests where the elephants fed, and they were in the way .
While Parker shot the elephants , WWF directors made a
tidy profit from the business. Scott tipped off fellow WWF
founder and Prince Philip' s Extra Equerry, Lord Aubrey
Buxton , that the slaughters were to happen . Buxton , chair
man of Survival Anglia, makers of some of the world' s lead
ing "nature documentaries ," and on whose board Scott also
sat , arranged to film the slaughter.
In the early 1 970s , the bloody Ugandan dictator Idi Amin
was installed in power by British intelligence , and main
tained there until 1 97 9 . The British government watched
benignly as Amin slaughtered thousands and thousands more
elephants .
Today , there are fewer elephants left in Uganda than
Scott had ordered Parker to kill in one drive .
In 1 97 5 , the African Wildlife Leadership Foundation ,
founded by U . S . WWF President Russell Train, contracted
with Parker to kill virtually all the elephants in Rwanda,
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on the basis that the Rwandans ¢ould not protect both the
mountain gorilla and the elephant; so the elephant had to go.
One of gorilla expert Diane Fossey ' s assistants later charged
that the elephants had been killed because the land they lived
on was ideal for the production of pyrethrum, a natural "non
polluting" insecticide . Within a few years , an artificial substi
tute for pyrethrum was found and production collapsed . Now
cleared of trees , the slopes where the elephants had lived lost
their topsoil through erosion , whik! the rivers backed up with
sediment and flooded .

The slaughter continued
In 1 986, former Rhodesian bush fighter Clem Coetzee of
Zimbabwe was awarded the WWF Conservation Award by
Director General de Haes for overJ eeing a campaign in which
44 ,000 elephants were killed . This was necessary, said the
WWF, "to protect the environment" of Zimbabwe' s "over
crowded" national parks . De Hae$ lauded Coetzee ' s work as
"exemplary and a model for all Africa. "
'
While other conservation groups worldwide were
screaming about the plight of the elephant and calling for an
ivory trade ban , the WWF was still maintaining things were
fine . When the WWF belatedly r�g the alarm bells in 1 989,
the "Year of the Elephant ," their iassistance to the elephants
of Uganda was most curious . Wittt funds raised through tear
jerking campaigns "to save Nell the elephant ," the WWF set
up a camp to rescue the beleagueted behemoths , into which
the standard extensive paramilitary gear was flown . This
camp was near the Mountains on the Moon on the Rwandan
border, despite the fact that virtually all of Uganda' s ele
phants were in Murchison Park, nearly 1 ,000 miles away .
But it was from precisely this area that the Rwandan Patriotic
Front was to invade Rwanda a short time later.
The black rhino. The WWF was launched in London
with a special "shock edition" of the Daily Mirror on Oct. 6 ,
1 96 1 . Virtually the entire front page of the newspaper was
given over to a banner headline , "Doomed-by Man ' s Folly,
Greed and Neglect ," and to a giant picture of a black rhinocer
os . Only 1 00,000 "short-sighted and likeably ugly rhinos"
like Gertie , as she was christened, who stood there with one
of her infant calves at her foot, slllrvived in the wild , Mirror
readers were told . And they were dwindling fast. If the rhino
were to be "saved" in the troubled times ahead, the whole
African herd would have to be "sCientifically managed . "
Support from the Mirror' s ! working-class readership
poured in . Widows sent their pension money , and children
their pennies saved up for school . In all , £45 ,000 was collect
ed , a huge sum for the time . The WWF thus obtained "a basis
for its financial security , " and it was off and running . Yet it
spent virtually nothing on saving rhinos until almost 10 years
later, and sponsored only two rhino projects in its first two
decades! Behind its trumpet blare of concern for the rhino,
the WWF had by 1 980 spent only 1 1 8 ,5 3 3 tax-sheltered
Swiss francs , out of more than $ 1 1 0 million raised, to "save
the wild black rhino ," whose pop�lation in the meantime had
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declined by 95 . 5 % . And when the WWF finally did sponsor
"rhino projects ," the rhinos invariably died , or at best were
sent off to zoos or, more frequently, private game farms .
Today the black rhino is virtually extinct in the wild .
Exemplary of the WWF' s work for the "likeably ugly
beasts ," is a sampling of the rhino projects scathingly criti
cized by the Phillipson report, chronicled below .
In 1 965 , a Kenyan resident gave the WWF SFr 36, 300
to move six white rhino from Natal , South Africa to Meru
Game Reserve in Kenya, which , according to the WWF

From 1 961 until the present, the
WWF has presided over, and in
many cases organized andfinanced,
the systematic slaughter and near
extinction qf the most prominent
species under its self-appointed
control. And, under cover qf concem
for the animals, it used substantial
portions qf the several hundred
million dollars it has raised to
date, tofinance the slaughter qf
human beings.

Yearbook 1 965-67 "was felt to contain the right sort of
habitat. "
Said Phillipson: "The project was ill-conceived and inde
fensible in conservation terms; the Southern White Rhino has
never, at least in historic times, occurred in Kenya: More
over, there is no evidence that the Northern White Rhino ever
roamed the lands which now constitute the 87,044 hectare
Meru National Park . The assumption must be that in the mid1 960s WWF was either scientifically incompetent, hungry
for publicity, greedy for money, or unduly influenced by
scientifically naive persons of stature . "
Phillipson concluded, "The program came to an abrupt
end in November 1 988 , perhaps mercifully in that it removed
a constant source of embarrassment. Insurgent Somali poach
ers shot all the remaining white rhino in an act of defiance ,
an unfortunate end for the rhino but no doubt a welcome
relief for concerned conservationists . Project 0 1 95 is not a
project that WWF should look back on with any pride . "
Nor was Project 9 1 7 , i n which 8 5 "surplus rhino" from
Natal were shipped into Mozambique; all of them died .
Nor was the Lake Nakuru National Park rhino project in
Kenya. Half of all the money the WWF spent on Kenya has
gone into what it calls "the protected area management" of
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this park . Originally set up as a bird park, with hundreds of
thousands of flamingos and many other varieties of tropical
birds breeding on the lake and its environs , WWF decided
by the late 1 980s to tum it into a rhino park in which to place
the last of the Kenyan rhinos . Seventeen black rhino were
translocated, and penned in behind an electric fence . Soon it
became obvious that the project was a disaster. As Phillipson
remarked with biting irony:
"The logic behind the choice of Nakuru as a site for
the release of black rhinos remains something of a mystery .
About one-third of the park is a lake and another third is open
grassland, quite unsuitable in the normal course of events ,
as rhino habitat . . . . Nakuru was a daft place. What price
walking safaris for birdwatchers now that there might be a
rhino around the next bush? The park was , after all , created
for the birds . "
WWF Director General d e Haes was notorious among
his staff for his reported statement that he "couldn't give a
continental f* **" about the rhino; But if the WWF has not
been saving endangered species, as it clearly has not, then
on what has it been spending its hundreds of millions of
dollars? A look at the WWF ' s "Operation Stronghold ," and
its sister, "Operation Lock, " two more "save the rhino" gam
bits , gives the answer.

Operation Stronghold
Funded with 1 million Swiss francs and coordinated with
Operation Lock, Stronghold was nominally to enable the
Zimbabwe Department of National Parks and Wildlife Man
agement to save the 700 black mino left in the Zambezi
Valley , the last major population in the wild in Africa. Chief
Game Ranger Glen Tatham toured the United States , an
nouncing that, with WWF ' s help ,. he and his rangers "were
going to war" against the poachers !allegedly coming over the
border from Zambia.
On Nov . 1 0 , 1 98 8 , Tatham and two of his assistants
were brought before a court in Zimbabwe and charged with
murder. It was alleged that they hd set up a sting operation
against poachers , who , when they approached the meeting
place, had been shot dead from ambush without warning by
the accused . It soon emerged in a parliamentary debate that
Tatham and his men had killed 70 poachers since early 1 987.
A law was rushed through parliament, the Protection of Wild
life (Indemnity) Act , which gave game guards immunity
from civil and criminal prosecution for killings or woundings
carried out in the course of their duties . Ten parliamentarians
opposed the bill on the grounds that it would "legalize mur
der . " As one of them , Mica Bhebe , put it, "We are giving
people a blank check to kill people . "
Official figures show that between July 1 984 and Septem
ber 1 99 1 , some 1 45 "poachers" were killed . Of the 84 killed
in the Zambezi Valley , most were shot from a helicopter paid
for by WWF and manned by WWF contract employees .
According to the Game Department' s figures , of the 228
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people killed or taken prisoner, only 107 guns were recov
ered. Given that another 202 individuals were recorded as
having fled , some badly injured, some of whom would have
lost or been unable to carry away their weapons , this means
that Tatham et al . failed to recover weapons from three
quarters of those killed , taken prisoner, or driven away . This
raises the question of whether those targeted by the guards
were in fact armed poachers at all . According to sources
interviewed by the British film crew which made Ten Pence
in the Panda, several of the dead were in fact associated with
the military wing of the African National Congress .

And what happened to the rhino?
From the moment that the project was agreed to in Febru
ary 1 987 , the WWF ' s aim had been "to translocate rhinos
captured in the valley to safer areas elsewhere . " Drugged and
immobilized , the rhinos were shipped off to privately owned
game farms in Zimbabwe , elsewhere in Africa, and to the
United States and Australia. In other words , the WWF paid
to slaughter human beings , in order to destroy the last living
rhino herd in the world. The reason for the "relocation" be
came quickly clear, aside from the immense profits it generat
ed for private , WWF-associated interests . It emerged that the
International Monetary Fund (IMF) , then dictating a "re
structuring" of Zimbabwe ' s economy, had mandated that a
beef ranching business be set up in the Zambezi Valley , in
the rhino range, to provide beef to the European Commis
sion . After the rhino had been "relocated ," squads of animal
exterminators moved into the valley and killed scores of
elephants and 5 ,000 buffalo to make way for the IMF-man
dated beef ranch , which soon collapsed into bankruptcy ,
leaving large debts and no rhinos .
Operation Lock
In late 1 989 and early 1 990, a scandal broke into the
British and European press which threatened to cause im
mense damage to the green oligarchs at WWF. One of
WWF ' s most secretive operations , code-named "Operation
Lock," ostensibly an aggressive attempt to save the endan
gered rhino by sending an elite squad of British Special Air
Services (SAS) operatives into southern Africa to penetrate ,
expose, and neutralize the illegal wildlife smuggling cartels ,
had gone badly awry.
A million pounds sterling had disappeared, and it ap
peared that the SAS team had started dealing in the very
products , in particular rhino hom and ivory , which it had
been sent to stop. There were also , as in Operation Strong
hold , whispers of rising death tolls of "poachers . "
WWF hastily prepared its own version of the matter. In
1 986, they said , Prince Bernhard and the new head of the
WWF's Africa Program , John Hanks , became alarmed while
on a tour of Africa, at the rapidly dwindling rhino numbers .
The two cooked up the notion of sending a team of elite
trained sabotage experts and killers , SAS men , to Africa to
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deal with the problem by unorthodox means . Prince Bern
hard, unbeknownst to WWF , put the £500 ,000 or more he
received from the sale of a valuable painting into the project,
and off it went . It was completely secret, so the story goes ,
from the WWF headquarters in Gland , Switzerland, even
though Bernhard was at the time president of the Netherlands
WWF and two other national WWF organizations .
The SAS team, which had been or�anized into a company
named KAS Enterprises Ltd . for th¢ purpose , was led by
Col . David Stirling , the legendary founder of Britain' s SAS
regiments during World War II , and the veteran of dozens ,
if not hundreds of special operations all over the Mideast and
Africa in the postwar period. Stirling chose the intials to echo
those of his earlier Capricorn Africa Society (CAS ) , whose
purpose had been to "preserve apartheid in a sugar coating ,"
in the words of Kenya governor Sir Philip Kerr. Capricorn ' s
treasurer had been Mervyn Cowie , tne architect o f the Ken
yan Park system and controller of me Mau Mau , while its
chief propagandist was Elspeth Huxley , the wife of Julian
Huxley ' s cousin Gervas .
Curiously, the most detailed reve'ations about Operation
Lock, which obviously relied on internal WWF documents ,
came from the newsletter Africa Confidential, widely regard
ed in Africa and elsewhere as an MI-o asset, and which had
been founded in Stirling' s flat in London .
The issue , as defined by Africa Qonfidential and its edi
tor, who left the newsletter at this time and authored a series
of exposes on Operation Lock in the British and Dutch press,
became: Who in the WWF bureaucracy knew about this cra
zy , if deadly , scheme and when? Waf> this another "offline"
operation by Bernhard, as the "Black Ebur Report" suppos
edly had been , or was this official WWF policy?
It soon emerged , contrary to the li¢s that the WWF leader
ship and its Director General de Haes spread , that the entire
operation from the beginning was official policy, and that a
WWF project description-later called a "mistake"-explic
itly called for the purchase of arms . FiJes existed in the Gland
international office titled "Anti-Poaching Units ," which op
erations had indeed been funded by WWF .
Though scandalous , the various exposes missed the point
of Operation Lock.
First, as anyone familiar with Africa ' s parks is well
aware, the main "poachers" are usually the guards them
selves , often financed and armed by the WWF. Second , the
man whom Bernhard (again , accordmg to the received ver
sion of events) approached to carry out this delicate "save the
rhino" work, was a man who had not only founded the SAS
and who had extensive covert operations experience in Afri
ca, but who had been the "Gold Stick" at the coronation of
Elizabeth II as queen in 1 952 . Though an Anglo-Catholic
educated at the Benedictine monastery at Ampleforth con
temporaneously with Lord Buxton, fhilip' s Extra Equerry ,
and with others of the WWF crowd, Stirling was chosen for
the extraordinary honor, coveted amCl>ng all British peerage ,
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to be the personal defender of the body of the queen , the head
of the Protestant Church of England. And , as do all the men
of SAS as well as MI-5 , MI-6 , and the Life Guards , he had
sworn his loyalty not to the British state , but to the person of
the monarch .
Throughout the postwar period, Stirling had carried out
dozens of the most sensitive political-military operations for the
British Crown. A Scottish aristocrat, he was close personally
to the Queen Mother, Elizabeth Bowes-Lyon, herself of the
very cream of the Scottish aristocracy . The aging Stirling chose
as the operational officer for his KAS company, Lt. Col. Ian
Crooke. Crooke was also a legend. Decorated with the rarefied
Distinguished Service Order for his service during the Falklands
campaign, he was the hooded "man on the balcony" who com
manded the SAS team which stormed the Iranian Embassy in
London in May 1 980, and whose picture was flashed round the
world. His brother Alastair was a British consular official in
Islamabad, Pakistan, reportedly in charge of arming the Afghan
mujahideen. Crooke' s number two man in Operation Lock,
Nish Bruce, was reportedly the most highly decorated British
soldier in the Falklands fighting. (Curiously, WWF founder
Lord Buxton' s daughter was in the Falkland Islands "birdwatch
ing" just as the fighting broke out.) Others on the team had
extensive service in Northern Ireland, and were specialists in
hunting down IRA men.
Thus the unit pulled together to "stop poaching" com
prised some of the very elite of the British special forces .
Crooke was the head at the time of the 23rd SAS Regi
ment, the part-time SAS unit which is used , as are dozens of
"private" security firms in London such as Stirling ' s , for
operations sanctioned by Her Majesty' s Government, but
ones which "HMG" prefers to deny . That Operation Lock
was official government policy is obvious: The chain of com
mand in the WWF led to Prince Philip, the royal consort, and
Stirling even admitted to the press that he was in close contact
with the British Ministries of Defense and Foreign Affairs .
One SAS member familiar with Operation Lock reported
that there were regular toasts to the Queen Mother in SAS ' s
favorite pub , while another, himself a Lock participant, stat
ed in writing that among Lock' s consortium of financial back
ers was the Queen Mother. Another subscriber to Lock was
Laurens van der Post , the tutor to Prince Charles and at the
time Mrs . Thatcher' s chief adviser on Africa policy .

What was KAS really?
Stirling was a curious choice to save Africa ' s wildlife .
H e was very close to , among other well-known traffickers in
wildlife, the Unita organization of Jonas Savimbi , who in
1 988 admitted that his men had killed some 1 00 ,000 ele
phants in order to finance their war against the MPLA govern
ment in Luanda. Furthermore , internal KAS documents
showed that Stirling ' s company planned to make a profit out
of trading in the very ivory, rhino hom , etc . which they
had ostensibly been sent to Africa to stop. Under Crook' s
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command , 25 SAS veterans set up a fortified headquarters in
Pretoria with sophisticated computer equipment and import
ed (illegally, due to the embargo then on against South Afri
ca) large amounts of highly sophisticated weaponry. But, if
they weren 't saving the rhinos� what were they doing?
Zimbabwean Minister for National Security Sydney Sek
erayami had an idea . According to the Dutch paper de Volk
rants of Aug . 24 , 1 99 1 , he "plainly stated in public that he
suspected KAS of being a cover for the destabilization of
southern Africa . " Numerous other governments , including
wildlife officials in Kenya, Tanzania, and Zambia were sus
picious of the Lock men , and refused to work with them.
Rowan Martin , director of resiearch in Zimbabwe ' s wildlife
department, declined to cooperate with Crooke , who flew
from Johannesburg to see him because Crooke was "vague
about his sponsors and the objectives of his mission. " It also
seemed odd to Martin that "they seemed more interested in
military technology than wildlife . . . . They hinted at some
pretty irregular methods . "
South African Military Intelligence , evaluating the "anti
poachers" as obviously an elite British intelligence unit, sent
their own man in to infiltrate the Lock crew . Crooke managed
to work out liaisons with Namibia and Mozambique, and
with elements of the South African special forces and intelli
gence community . Then in a war against the African National
Congress (ANC) , South West African People' s Organization
(SWAPO) , and the majority.,ruled front-line states , some
South Africans viewed the paramilitary training capabilities
of the British as an asset.
From an operational headquarters in Bophuthatswana' s
Pilanesberg Park, and i n numerous other parks such a s Etosha
in Namibia and in the game parks in the KaNgwana homeland
on the South Africa-Mozambique border, the KAS crew
turned out "anti-poaching units . "
One such unit which CrookJe ' s men trained , and the politi
cal circumstances in which it operated, is of particular in
terest.

The 'third force'
From before Nelson Mandela' s release in 1 990 until the
present, well over 1 0 ,000 black South Africans have been
killed through black-on-black! violence . Observers have at
tributed much of this murder and mayhem to the agent provo
cateur actions of a mysterious "third force , " which is neither
the ANC , nor its Zulu-based !Inkatha Freedom Party rival.
The third force , by attacking each of the rival groups in
tum-which then blame each other-keeps the deadly vio
lence going . Such activity must be gridded against the work
of Crooke' s unit in Namibia.
After being taken from the Germans following World
War I, South West Africa became a protectorate of South
Africa. In the 1 980s , as the SW APO guerilla force of Sam
Nujoma waged war against the; South African-backed , white
dominated government of the aountry , South African special
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forces trained the notorious "Koevoet," Afrikaans for "crow
bar," black special warfare units , whose savagery was notori
ous . Crooke and his crew retrained the Koevoet men as "anti
poaching units . " Simultaneously , they set up liaison with
the then-minuscule "stock theft unit" of the South African
Police .
In late June 1 992 , shortly after the notorious Boipatong
massacre of June 1 8 , in which 39 were killed and many more
injured by mysterious "third force" assassins , a joint task
force of ANC intelligence , the Goldstone Commission (an
inquiry into violence) , and a special police unit raided the
premises of the British-owned Gold Fields firm. There , to
their surprise , they discovered a "stock theft unit" of 40 men ,
mainly re-trained Koevoet veterans from Namibia. Ac
cording to the South African Weekly Mail of June 26-July 2 ,
1 992, "The African National Congress says i t has witnesses
who will testify before the [Goldstone] commission on the
unit' s role in the Boipatong massacre . "
Gold Fields was chaired b y Robin Plumbridge , an Oxford
graduate and a Trustee of the South African Nature Founda
tion , the WWF' s South African affiliate . As the Weekly Mail
put it, "The presence of a 'third force' on a British-owned
mine will have major international repercussions . "
Though £ 1 million had been spent, "As one of [Operation
Lock's] employees himself put it , there is no proof that the
[project] ever even saved one single rhinoceros ," according
to the Dutch newspaper de Volkrants .

Population controller John Hanks
The story that Prince Bernhard and John Hanks ran Oper
ation Lock as a rogue operation out of their back pockets is
nonsense , but it is clear that Hanks did play a key role in the
affair. His career and specialties help shed further light on
the operation . Hanks had gotten his start in the conservation
business cutting up elephants in an abattoir in Zambia, where
elephants were butchered to feed the workers in southern
Africa' s mines . He spent some time in Rhodesia where , ac
cording to his own account, he worked for military intelli
gence . In the mid- 1 970s , he became the chief parks officer
of the National Parks Board at Pietmaritzburg in Natal .
But his overwhelming preoccupation from 1 976 on , was
with human population control. In numerous speeches, he
railed about how "Durban will [soon] be worse than Bom
bay . " The problem, he said , was that "African women are
among the world' s most prolific breeders , with the average
woman bearing 5 . 2 children . " With all these mouths to feed ,
"demands are being placed on our natural resources which are
not sustainable and can only lead to chronic environmental
degradation . " In 1 977 , he called for a "national population
control policy ," and the liberal use of contraception, abor
tion , and sterilization .
In 1 979, Hanks became the first director of the Institute
of Natural Resources in KwaZulu, founded with a grant from
the K.E. Taeubner Management Trust, named for a member
EIR
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of the 1 00 1 Club . He continued to s ecialize in population
matters , and became an executi� member of the Family
Planning Association of South A ca. In 1 986, he became
the head of the Africa Program of the WWF.
When Operation Lock was exposed in 1 990 (at least cer
tain aspects of it) , it caused a bit cj)f a stink , and Hanks was
forced to leave the WWF. He issued a statement on Jan . 4 ,
1 990: "My own involvement i n the project ceased when
Prince Bernhard ' s funds had beeni exhausted in late 1 989 . I
am aware that similar operations are continuing , but I am no
longer involved in any way . "
H e took u p the post o f executive director o f the WWF's
South African branch , the South African Nature Foundation ,
which Prince Philip called "an elegant solution" to the embar
rassment of what to do with him . ltIowever, the Dutch paper
de Volksrant reported on Aug . 24 , 1 99 1 , "He still works on
operations like Lock, together with some of the former Brit
ish soldiers who also took part in the original project . "
Indeed , a s a n internal KAS situation report of Jan . 1 8May 3 1 , 1 989 marked "Secret" stated , "KAS should seize
this opportunity to become the leading expert on all forms of
anti-poaching training throughout · Africa � " The document
furthermore noted that "the experiflnce gained so far in SWAI
Namibia has proved invaluable . "

1jri

Who are the poachers?
The nominal purpose of Operation Lock and Operation
Stronghold was to "stop poacher� . " But as the case of the
1 20-square-mile Ngorongoro Cq.ter in Tanzania demon
strates once again , it is usually the rwWF which is paying the
poachers .
In the late 1 950s , WWF found�r-to-be Dr. Bernard Grzi
mek of the Frankfurt Zoo took an �nimal census in the N gor
ongoro Crater, claiming to find . that wildlife was disap
pearing . This Grzimek blamed on the Masai pastoralists ,
who herded their cattle across the area, but who rarely killed
anything except the lions which l¢tacked their flocks . As a
result of the hysteria Grzimek and his allies kicked up , in
particular around the associated �ollywood film "Serengeti
Shall Not Die !" the Masai were banned from entering vast
areas of the national park around the crater, their traditional
territory .
In 1 964, some 1 08 rhinos had been individually photo
graphed and given an identity, the �ost carefully documented
population in Africa. A WWF program was set up to "save"
them. Despite the WWF-financed . game guard program, by
1981 there were only 20 left. Not oQe poacher had been caught
by the three anti-poaching teams in years. In that year, an
eyewitness wrote to the offices of the African Wildlife Leader
ship Federation in Nairobi, sheddiQg some light on the disap
pearing rhino herd. The WWF-finapced game guards , she re
ported, had shot dead two large �e males and wounded a
female, "all in broad daylight. " Shq concluded, "Isn't it fairly
obvious what is going on in the cra�r?"
Special Report
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The British royal family's po�icy
at work: mass death in Rwanda

by Linda de Hoyos

Before April , Rwanda had an approximate population of 7 . 2
million . As of September, up to 1 million people have been
killed inside Rwanda . According to estimates supplied by
the U . S . Agency for International Development (AID) ,
2, 576,000 people are displaced inside Rwanda, including
1 . 3 million in the former French Safe Zone in the southwest
corner of the country . Another 2 , 223 ,000 people are refugees
outside of Rwanda-l ,542,000 in Zaire, 2 1 0,000 in Burun
di , 460 ,500 in Tanzania, and 1 0 , 500 in Uganda . That is ,
5 ,799 ,000 people , or 80 . 6% of the population, have been
killed or uprooted .
The RPF is ruling from the capital city of Kigali over an
emptied country . Water and electricity systems are de
stroyed . Up to 50% of health employees and teachers have
been killed. The Ugandan shilling is now the currency of
choice. Food production is at 66% of the normal , with the
country receiving less than 75% of its aid requirement.
Rwanda has been obliterated , torn to pieces , its trauma
tized and emaciated population scattered to the winds . As
EIR has documented (Aug . 1 9 , 1 994) , the destruction of
Rwanda is the handiwork of Ugandan dictator Yoweri Mu
seveni and Lady Lynda Chalker. The destruction of Rwanda
begins not with the April 6 , 1 994 murder of President Juvenal
Habyarimana, but with the British-backed invasion of Rwan
da by the top echelons of the Uganda Army in October 1 990 .
According to one source in Kampala, 95 % of the RPF
was in the Uganda Army . And Museveni ' s National Resis
tance Army (NRA) , itself trained by the British , Americans ,
and North Koreans since Museveni took power in 1 986, is
the source of supplies and money for the RPF. The leaders
of the RPF are identical to the top echelons of the Ugandan
Army: Ugandan minister of state for defense was the RPF ' s
David Tinyefuza; Paul Kagame , current defense minister
of Rwanda under the RPF, was head of intelligence and
counterintelligence in the Ugandan Army; the RPF ' s Chris
Bunyenyezi was the former commanding officer of the
NRA ' s 306th Brigade , notorious for the atrocities committed
against Uganda' s Teso .
Museveni also had a hand in the Oct . 23 , 1 993 coup
against Burundi President Melchior Ndadaye , whose elec
tion had ended 3 1 years of Tutsi military rule in Burundi .
According to some sources , Museveni planned the coup in a
meeting in Entebbe which included the RPF ' s Paul Kagame .
Two coup ringleaders , Major Bucokoza and Lt . Paul Kama48
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na, were in Kampala, openly carousing with Ugandan offi
cers , from late October 1 993 to February 1 994 , and, ac
cording to Burundi sources , they' are both now with the RPF.
The attempted coup in Burundi resulted in the murder of
President Ndadaye , and the mas$ slaughter of up to 100,000
Hutus and Tutsis in fratricidal warfare .
Museveni is not acting on his iown . His links to the British
royal family run through two iQterlinked personages: Lady
Lynda Chalker, Minister of Overseas Development and a
favorite of Lady Margaret Th tcher, and Tiny Rowland,
chairman of Lonrho, who reportedly introduced Chalker to
the higher echelons of London society . The on-the-ground
British case officer for Museveri i is reportedly one William
(Mike) Pike , editor of New Visicm, a daily financed by Row
land . Pike is believed to report d irectly to Chalker.
Chalker was the first foreigner to meet Museveni once he
took power in Kampala. Museveni and Chalker have been ·
"very luvvie-duvvie ," as one British source put it. A British
East Africa expert further conjplained that Lady Chalker
"spends a lot of time , a disproJXllrtionate amount of time , in
the Horn of Africa and Uganda. " Soon after the RPF victory
in Rwanda, Chalker visited Uganda for a four-day tour hosted
by Museveni , before tripping o�er to Goma, Zaire , to view
the refugees . On the latter experi�nce, Chalker told the press,
"Of course , when one comes fate to face with death . . . in
their hundreds , or as in Goma , �n their thousands , I feel it.
But I don't allow it to affect my judgment . "

�

Museveni, the marcher ."rd
On Dec . 1 1 , 1 992, Africa Analysis reported that the min
utes of a meeting which took place in late 1 992 at the State
House in Entebbe had reached Kenyan intelligence . The min
utes showed that Ugandan President Museveni was prepared
to give full logistical and political support to insurgencies
aimed at the governments in Rlwanda, Kenya, and Sudan.
Attending the meeting were Museveni , Col . John Garang of
the Sudan People ' s Liberation Atmy , unidentified command
ers of the Rwandan Patriotic Front (Ugandan Army) , and
representatives of the armed wing of the Kenya Democratic
Party opposition to Kenyan Pre Sident Daniel arap Moi .
The meeting points to Museveni' s role as the British
marcher lord in East and Centra� Africa. The immediate goal
for the British royal family is to use Uganda, which was first
leveled by the British-sponsorecjl barbarian Idi Amin ( 1 972EIR
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79) and has now become the major British financial and
political outpost in the region , as the springboard for recolo
nization of the region. The gameplan is: Destroy Rwanda
and Burundi , turning the remains into satellites of Ugandan
(British) domination; destroy Kenya by overthrowing Presi
dent Moi and instigating tribal warfare; and seize mineral
rich eastern Zaire .
According to Africa Analysis, "Museveni told the RPF
commanders at the Entebbe meeting that he would do his
utmost to stall the Arusha peace talks in order to buy time for
them to build sufficient firepower to storm Kigali . " That
mission has now been accomplished .
On Kenya , Lady Chalker has worked to create a tribally
based opposition to Moi , with the armed wings of these
operations supplied by Museveni . Chalker has repeatedly cut
British aid to Kenya, and informed Moi in February 1 992, in
what she called "very frank , straight talks ," that "the only
way to come to grips with the security problem in northern
Kenya is to deploy troops under U. N . coordination . "
Uganda i s arming the rebels in Zaire . The British are now
demanding that the troops of the former Rwandan govern
ment move deeper into the interior of Zaire , away from the
mass of Rwandan refugees. According to an Oct. 2 report of
U . N . Special Representative to Rwanda Shahryar Khan, this
may require "an international operation under Chapter 7 of

the U . N . Charter-which allows for use of force"--on Zair
ean soil .

Strongman behind the SPLAI
Uganda is the major source of supply for John Garang ' s
SPLA . The remaining SPLA stronghpld i n Sudan i s Nimuli ,
near the Ugandan border, which is sUpplied from the Nimuli
park on the border with Sudan and Kidepo Valley park in
northern Uganda. Kidepo is also the site for SPLA training
and the SPLA headquarters . According to Ugandan sources ,
food , gasoline , and supplies are st<l>red for Garang at the
Mbuya military barracks , and the s�plies are delivered by
the NRA 4th Division .
Museveni has attempted to procure sophisticated weap
ons for Garang . In August 1 992 , Museveni ' s private secre
tary , Innocent Bisangwa-Mbuguj e , and Ugandan Ambassa
dor to the United States Stephen Kapimpina Katenta-Apuuli
were arrested in Orlando , Florida, for illegally attempting to
buy 400 TOW anti-tank missiles and 34 TOW launchers for
$ 1 8 million. The weapons were boun� for the S PLA , through
the border towns of Nimule or Kaya in northern Uganda. In
spring 1 994 , a Nigerian commercial p lane developed engine
trouble at Lanark, Cyprus , while carrying missiles reportedly
from Israel to Uganda.
Museveni and Garang are old school buddies, both trained

MAP 6

Rwanda i nvasion routes

KEY TO MAP 6
The 1 990 RPF/Ugandan army invasion of Rwanda was staged
in the Gorilla park of Uganda on the i border of Rwanda and
Zaire 1 . It proceeded through the Voicans park in Rwanda 2,
directly opposite the Gorilla park in Uganda.
The Akagera park in Rwanda 3, bordering Kenya and with
in a few miles of the Ugandan border; was the other invasion
route.
Although the 1 990 invasion failed, �he Uganda military and
RPF continued to control large areas of the Volcans park of
Rwanda, and used that park as a base for raids farther into
Rwanda.
The RPF also held parts of the Virunga park in Zaire 4,
which borders both the Volcans park Of Rwanda and the Goril
la park of Uganda. Periodic efforts by the Rwandan military to
flush out the Uganda guerril las thrOlligh shelling both parks
were unsuccessful , and vehemently condemned by interna
tional conservation agencies including the World Wildlife
Fund. The WWF manages the "Gorilla protection program"
within the tri-border Virunga, Gorilla, and Volcans parks. The
WWF program was initiated j ust mpnths before the 1 990
Ugandan invasion .
The UgandalRPF invasion of April 1 994 came largely
through the Akagera park.
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at Dar Es Salaam University in Tanzania, where the cuniculum
had a definite Maoist bent. Tiny Rowland is a mutual friend.
Speaking on a British Broadcasting Corp. newscast in Nairobi,
Kenya in March 1 993 , Rowland declared that he is a member
of Garang' s SPLA and had been since 1984, reported the South
African Weekly Mail. As the Weekly Mail explained, "Southern
Sudan has an undeveloped oil industry and Lonrho is interested
in a project to bring oil out in a pipeline leading through Ken
ya-where Rowland has important interests-to Mombasa,
instead of through the Red Sea port of Port Sudan as the Khar
toum government has planned. "
The SPLA i s advised b y Dr. Mansur Khalid, a former
foreign minister of Sudan , who is now employed by the
United Nations Development Program (UNDP) in Nairobi ,
Kenya. The UNDP officer in Uganda, who is also reportedly
involved in support operations for Garang , is one Hans Fare
lius , a former Protestant missionary . Farelius is reported to
have moved to Kampala in 1 989 from Uppsala, Sweden .
In Uppsala, he aided Museveni , who came to Sweden for
retooling in 1 985-86, before taking power in Entebbe .
Unlike the rest of Africa's leaders , Museveni has not
come under pressure to democratize . Says one London
source: "The British are very much behind this government.
You know there is no condition at all on democratization .
The President doesn't even pretend [to be] for this, and he is
still a darling of the West . "

Chronology
Rwanda-Uganda genocide
1986: Yoweri Museveni comes to power in Uganda, after
a five-year guerrilla war. Museveni ' s benefactors during the
guerrilla war included Tiny Rowland, chairman of the Lon
don-Rhodesia Corp. (Lonrho) , and Moshood Abiola, the Ni�
geria magnate operating on behalf of ITT .
1989: Leaders of the Ugandan Army , including the cur
rent vice president of Rwanda, Paul Kagame , are sent to Fort
Leavenworth U . S . Army Command and Staff College.
August-September 1990: Rwandans of Uganda Army
group in southwestern Uganda are led by Ugandan Maj . 
Gen . Fred Rwigyema in preparation for invasion of Uganda .
Oct. 1, 1990: Rwandan Patriotic Front section of Ugan
dan Army invades Rwanda through Akagera Park .
Oct. 27, 1990: Cease-fire , as RPF is repelled by French
paratrooper force from the outskirts of Kigali.
1991: RPF invades again, coming through Virunga Park,
seizing the town of Ruhengeri, causing mass exodus of over
200,000 refugees . RPF then pulls back , occupying the entire
eastern portion of the Virunga Park , from where it sends
continual artillery barrages onto the Rwandan plain .
50
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1992: As RPF incursions dontinue , Habyarimana gov
ernment begins organizing militias in the countryside; begins
to raise military from 5 ,000 troops to 40,000 .
February 1993: RPF invades Rwanda, taking control of
a chunk of territory in the north � killing 40 ,000 Hutus. Mass
exodus of refugees from the area.
June 1, 1993: Melchior Ndadaye is elected first Hutu
President in Burundi, in first national elections .
August 1993: Arusha Accotds , negotiated between Hab
yarimana government and RPF l under U . S . and British aus
pices , grant RPF 50% of commander and officer posts in
Army and 40% of the troops , artd seven cabinet posts .
September 1993: U . N . sends peacekeeping force to
Rwanda to oversee implementation of Arusha Accords .
Oct. 23, 1993: Attempted coup in Burundi by Tutsi
dominated military. Ndadaye: is murdered, with up to
1 00,000 Hutus . More than 700.000 Hutus flee Burundi . In
ternational press gives no notic¢ .
December 1993: RPF moves 600 troops into Kigali un
der Arusha Accords .
January 1994: British Ikfense Department African
strategists are reportedly moved off their concentration on
Angola and put on Rwanda .
March 1994: Another slaughter of Hutus in Burundi , up
to 40 ,000 killed.
April 6, 1994: Plane carrying Rwandan President Hab
yarimana and Burundi President Ntaryamira is brought down
by three rockets , killing all on board . Mass killings by Rwan
dan government troops erupt in Kigali; RPF begins invasion
from Virunga and Akegera Parks .
April 19, 1994: U . N . peacekeeping troops (2,500 Bel
gian forces) withdraw .
May 1994: U . N . imposes arms embargo on Rwandan
government, as mass slaught r continues throughout the
country .
June 21, 1994: France gains U . N . approval to send
troops to Rwanda. French troqps set up Safe Zones , nearly
'
clashing with RPF forces.
July 12, 1994: 1 million R� andans flee to Zaire .
July 15, 1994: RPF is in �ffective control of Rwanda,
with exception of French Safe Zones .
July 22-27, 1994: Lady Lynda Chalker, British Minister
of Overseas Development, visilts Uganda .
July 29, 1994: President Clinton pledges U . S . humani
tarian aid operation to Rwandan refugees , to be carried out by
U . S . military . A survey taken by the group Doctors without
Borders in the first week of August shows that 80,000 people,
at least, had died in the Zaire camps since mid-July-8% of
those in camps .
Aug. 22, 1994: French tro(i)ps leave protected zone .
Sept. 29, 1994: Relief workers from U . N . High Com
mission on Refugees , Doctors without Borders , the German
Red Cross , Oxfam, Concern " Assist, and Care Australia,
and from Sweden and South �orea begin to pull out of the
Rwandan refugee camps in Za_re .

f
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West Africa: war
against Nigeria
"A confrontation is looming in Nigeria that could exceed
even the catastrophe of Rwanda," a signal editorial published
in the London Independent threatened on Aug . 29 . "There are
10 times more Nigerians than Rwandans and many millions
more in Nigeria' s neighboring countries who depend on its
economy . If Nigeria explodes, the repercussions will affect
all of West Africa. "
Among its "crimes," Nigeria exercises full control over
its own parks . Nigeria also permits hunting with a license and
agriculture in its parks . More to the point, Nigeria, under Gen .
Sani Abacha, has drawn a line against the rapacious looting
of the country by the International Monetary Fund (IMF) . The
Independent is promoting the former cash dispenser to U gan
da' s Museveni , Mooshod Abiola: "Nigeria has been ruled by
its soldiers for all but 1 0 years of its independent existence .
The soldiers have prevented the break-up of the country but
have achieved little else . . . . They have also become identi
fied with the northern Muslim elite , which might fight rather
than be ruled by a southerner such as Abiola. "
The Independent was speaking for Minister o f Overseas
Development Lady Lynda Chalker. In February , Chalker

South Africa in the
British crosshairs
On April 26 , EIR received information of a plot to kill South
Africa's Nelson Mandela, soon to become the first black
African President of South Africa. According to a European
based source , the information , subsequently corroborated ,
was that "big , big money was coming out of Great Britain"
to arrange the assassination . Asked who specifically was
providing the money , the source replied: "Look for the
friends of Henry Kissinger in Britain . "
The objective o f such a plot, the source stated, i s t o "kill
two birds with one stone . Obviously , the murder will be
blamed on the extremist Boers and white supremacists . This
would instantly cause a civil war. This would give the pretext
for the declaration of martial law . "
An EIR investigation showed that the operation against
Mandela was centered in the Hollinger Corp. , whose board of
directors includes Lynda Chalker booster and former Prime
Minister Margaret Thatcher, Henry Kissinger, 1 00 1 Club
member Conrad Black , and Peter Lord Carrington . Both
Kissinger and Carrington had been on the scene in South

r
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threatened Nigerian leaders that Britain would never lift its
sanctions against Nigeria unless it restored "democracy" (put
Abiola in power) , and reduced its "ehormous deficit" (bring
back the IMF) .
In Nigeria, the point man for th� World Wide Fund for
Nature is Chief Salay L . Edu . Chief Edu and his son Aboya
mo are members of the 1 00 1 Club . The Edus are from the
Tho tribe of southeastern Nigeria, whose attempt to secede
from Nigeria in 1 967 led to the Biafran war.
In 1 989, Chief Edu hosted Prince Philip in a visit to the
wetland area bordering Niger, a tour �uiring a new airfield .
In 1 990 , Edu hosted Prince Charles in a visit to the site, to
view migrating birds from Europe . The WWF wants to put a
park in the area. Chief Edu also happens to be the point man
in Nigeria for Royal Dutch Shell, a !financial moneybag for
the WWF . Shell runs 50% of Nigerill' s 2 million barre ls per
day oil production . Through this route , the Fund launched its
provocations . In a bid to cut off suppljes of foreign exchange ,
Shell organized a strike of oil work�rs , who demanded the
release of Abiola from j ail and a gov�rnment payout of $800
million in arrears Nigeria allegedly owes Royal Dutch Shell
and other foreign companies . "Shell js behind this strike ," a
well-informed London source told fIR . "The easiest thing
for them to do is to bribe the union with a payoff to provoke
such a strike . It is entirely political . Shell and the U . K .
Foreign Office want a civilian regime which will b e weak . "
The Abacha government, however; managed t o settle the
strike in September.

Africa to "negotiate" the pre-election deal with Zulu Inkatha
Party leader Mangosuthu Buthelezi .
Although the murder did not proceed, the South African
President remains in the crosshairs ; of British intelligence .
Without his statesmanship and his unflinching commitment
to a policy of reconciliation, it is liikely that South Africa
would be drowned in a civil war.
The corroborating signal that the plot against Mandela
was live , was the terrorist car bo�bings in Johannesburg
the week before the April 27 electiqns . The bombings were
·
designed to create an environment of terror and violence ,
stoking the climate for a hit on the new President. Military
intelligence sources in South Africa confirmed that the bomb
ings were not by the Terreblanche group but were the work
of professionals. In addition, on Apti1 29 , the London Daily
Telegraph reported that British SAS operatives were running
a good deal of the South African "extreme right-wing" terror
ist capability . Among the 32 bombing suspects held by the
South African police was one Kevin Conroy, who claimed
to have served with the SAS . He suddenly emerged in 1 993
as a leader of the AWB ' s Iron Guard and a right-hand man
of its leader Eugene Terreblanche. Most of the Iron Guards,
the Daily Telegraph noted , "had Jturopean accents which
ranged from those of Ireland , through Birmingham and Lon
don to Germany and central and eastern Europe . "
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Other Overt Criminal Acts

The WWF is out to balkanize
and depopulate the Americas
by Jeffrey Steinberg
The level of genocide carried out by Prince Philip' s World
Wide Fund for Nature against the people of Africa is unprece
dented in human history . And to fulfill their goals of driving
the world population below 1 billion over the next several
decades and restoring a new global feudal order, the British
Crown and the WWF are committed to the same genocide
against the Americas , Eurasia, and Australia.
As the following maps and charts will show , every pro
gram that the WWF carried out against Africa since 1 96 1 has
now been set in place in the Americas . For the moment, the
body count is smaller; but some crucial elements of the WWF
agenda are more advanced in North , Central , and South
America than anywhere else on the globe:
• Nowhere in the world has so much land been set aside
as nature preserves , animal preserves , and anthropological
reserves as in North America . The western third of the United
States is on the verge of being transformed into the world' s
largest protected area, taking vast reserves of natural re
sources , some of the Earth ' s finest farmland, and crucial wa
ter, transportation , and communication links out of service .
• In Central and South America, the WWF and Interna
tional Union for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN) have
established a precedent: "anthropological reserves . " These
are human zoos in which primitive tribes , like the Y anomami
Indians of the Amazon rainforest, are kept in a permanent
state of backwardness and are designated as "endangered
species," like the African elephants and rhinos. Seven coun
tries of Ibero-America have one or more anthropological

reserves . Brazil alone has 250 such "human game preserves. "
• Nowhere in the world dbes drug production and pro
cessing occur on such a large scale as in the Americas-and
much of this happens inside or adj acent to the WWF protected
areas . Areas capable of producing food have been trans
formed into giant coca plantations and cocaine-processing
centers in Bolivia, Peru , and Colombia.
In parts of the United States , national forests in the west
ern states house large marijuana plantations that produce an
estimated $50 billion a year in illegal pot.
• In almost all of these drug-producing areas , typified by
the Upper Huallaga River Valley in Peru , the role of "park
ranger" has been assigned to narco-terrorist gangs like the
Shining Path , which have carried out genocide against local
Indian populations . As in the case of the guerrilla groups
that are trained and housed in the large game preserves and
national parks of Africa, South America ' s narco-terrorists
for decades enjoyed the patronage and logistical support of
both the WWF and Soviet bloc intelligence agencies . Where
as the collapse of the Soviet Union largely brought an end to
communist support for guerrilla operations in Africa, the
support by Cuba for the narco-insurgents , eco-terrorists , and
indigenous-separatist groups continues .
Similarly, throughout North America, eco-terrorist
groups like Earth First ! , Sea Shepherd Conservation Society,
the Animal Liberation Front, and the Rainforest Action Net
work have been carry ing out 31 campaign of sabotage against
industry, modem agriculture, and the electric power grid.

KEY TO MAPS 7 AND 8

up by the U.S. Congress in October 1 994. The act set aside 8
million additional acres of land in southern California. The map
indicates the pre-existing set-aside lands ( 1 2 million acres)
and shows most of the 67 expansion areas, many of which
come out of public lands that were managed by the U.S. Bu
reau of Land Management. BLM land is often open to commer
cial uses such as mining , farming, grazing and recreation ;
however, most of these activities are now prohibited. Under
pending proposals and legislation, as much as 80% of the
state of California could be converted to forests, parks, and
wilderness preserves by the er1Id of the century.

The map of North America and the Caribbean (Map 7) shows
a proposal put forward by Joel Garreau in The Nine Nations of
North America (Boston : Houghton Mifflin Co. , 1 981 ). Garreau,
like the WWF and other advocates of "balkanization ," called
for the breakup of the United States, Canada, and Mexico into
smaller regions, defined by "common concerns."
The map of the Southwest United States and border areas
of Mexico (Map 8) shows the expansion of protected areas
under the California Desert Protection Act, which was voted
52
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MAP 7

' N i ne nations' of North America
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• See page 32 for
definitions of
protected areas and
sources.

•

Fulfilling a longstanding British Crown policy , efforts

are under way to "balkanize" North and South America into
autonomous zones that would destroy the sovereignty of ev
ery nation in the Western Hemisphere , including the United
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areas under
Desert Protection Act
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States . One of the most advanc
schemes , "Cascadia,"
would create a nature preserve en ompassing parts of the
Northwest of the United States an Canada. Large parts of
Cascadia would be off-limits to all uman beings.
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KEY TO MAP 9

North American protected areas
1 . Akwesasne Mohawk Reservation : One of several well-known
smuggling routes for guns and drugs on the U.S.-Canada border. Wildlife
reserves and game park are also prime routes.

2. Cree Indian claims: The Cree Indians want 1 million sq km � r two
thirds of the territory of Quebec as their homeland, if Quebec separates from
Canada. James Bay Hydro-Quebec power stations in contested area supply
substantial amount of power to all of Northeast United States.
3. Nunavut: On June 1 0, 1 993 Queen Elizabeth I I , with help from World
Wildlife Fund officials, establishes autonomous territory for I nouit Natives
almost seven times the size of England. The WWF, the Royal Commission
on Aboriginal Peoples, and Indigenous Survival International are working to
replicate the process elsewhere. Under the N unavut Act, the territory will
become an autonomous "nation" under Crown control in 1 999.
4. Cascadia : March 1 994, a campaign is launched in the Pacific North
west to turn millions of acres of the Cascade Mountains i nto an international
park. Human beings would be banned from the park, which extends across
the border between Washington and Vancouver. Area is the epicenter of
Earth First ! terrorist activities.
5. California Desert Wilderness: On Oct. 8, 1 994 the U . S . Congress
deSignates an additional 8 million acres of southern California to become
wilderness areas and national parks. Total area now exceeds 20 million acres,
larger than New England, and reaches the Mexican border.
6. Southwest: 1 991 , Earth First! terrorists attempt to blow up power
lines leading from a nuclear power plant in Arizona, hoping to cause a
meltdown.

...
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7. Papago Indian Reservation : Straddles U . S .-Mexico border at
Sonora and Arizona, providing easy smuggling route of guns, drugs, and
terrorists .
'"

8. Leclerc Botanical Gardens, Haiti : October 1 994, U.S. soldiers
break up a terrorist training camp. The Gardens, described as a "sacred site
of the native voodoo religion," are run by the New York Botanical Garden and
the Biodiversity Trust headed by Prince Charles. The Gardens are owned by
Catherine Dunham, African-American choreographer, a self-described "voo
doo priestess," and onetime supporter of the Duvalier dictatorship who now
backs Aristide.
Special Report
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Mexico and Central America
protected areas
1 . Chiapas, Mexico: The staging area for the separatist
insurrection launched on Jan . 1 , 1 994 by the Zapatista Nation
al Liberation Army, includes two large ecological parks along
the border with Guatemala. A longtime resident gave EIR the
following account:
A. Lagunas de Montebello National Park. ''That's where
it all began. Twenty kilometers south of the lagoons, but inside
the park, there is a little village called Tziscao. It's Zapatista,
with training camps and all. There have always been guerrillas
there. It's heavy jungle."
B. Montes Azu les Biosphere Reserve, 331 ,200 hectares.
"They found a guerrilla camp right there, and there are photo
graphs. Right on the border with Guatemala. On the western
edge of the reserve, about a third of the way up from south to
north , there's Segundo Valley, and the village of San Quintin.
They have an archaeological research station there, and also
guerrilla training camps. It's in the heart of the Lacand6n
Jungle."
C. Agua Azul Cascades National Park. ''There's a lot of
conflict in the area. The guerrillas take refuge there. The town
of Bachaj6n is run by the Zapatistas. They even guard the
Cascades and charge tourists to get there-they've taken over
56

the area. It used to be beautiful ; but it's destroyed now. Some
people say that Sub-Commander Marcos of the lapatistas
was trained nearby, just north of the archaeological zone of
Palenque."
D. EI Ocote Ecological Re$erve. "This is outside the Za
patista zone, but marijuana is g rown there. There's a little
island in the lake formed by the Malpaso Dam, across from
the village of Apitpac. They groIN it there. Also, there are a lot
of kidnappings and they hide the victims in the adjacent Las
Chimalapas reserve."
There are also more than 4(l,000 Guatemalan refugees in
the staging area, including meMbers of Rigoberta MenchU's
URNG guerrilla base. The cros$-border area has had intense
guerrilla activity for decades. In January 1 993, Menchu led a
march of thousands of refugees from Chiapas back to Guate
mala; food was airlifted along the way by C-1 30 transports of
the British Royal Air Force based in Belize. The same cross
border area also involves significant drug cultivation and trans
shipment from South America. Chiapas has Mexico's largest
oil reserves, and produces over half of the country's hydro
power.
In May 1 994, Teddy Goldsmith's magazine Ecologist en
. dorsed the uprising : "The revolt! . . . was a dignified reaction to
too much development. It arosle because people opted for a
more dignified form of dying."
The WWF, in partnership with the government and private
groups, coordinates "community development" programs in
these parks, including an effort 10 stop a proposed major highEIR
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TABLE 3

TABLE 4

Estimated protected area,
Mexico and Central America

Estimated protected area,
South America

Population
(millions)

Country

Total land
area
(thousands
km�

Belize

0.2

23

Costa Rica

3.0

51

EI Salvador

5.3

21

Protected
areas'
(thousands
km�

Protected
areas as
% of total
land area

Country

1 2.6

Argentina

41 .7

Bolivia

3
21
.2

0.9

Brazil
Chile

Guatemala

9.2

1 09

21

1 9.4

Honduras

5. 1

112

10

8.8

Mexico
Nicaragua
Panama

TOTAL

81 . 1

1 ,958

1 25

3.9

1 39

18

75

15

2.4
1 1 0.2

2,488

214

6.4
1 3. 1
20.5
8.6

excluding national lorests, where data lor this category are available
Source: IUCN, 1 992
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Colombia
Ecuador
French Guiana
Guyana
Paraguay
Peru
Suriname
Uruguay
Venezuela

TOTAL

Total land Protected ProtectecI
area
areas'
areas as
Population (thousanda (thousands % of total
km�
km�
(millions)
land area

32.3
7.3
1 55.6
1 3.2
33.0
9.6
0.1

2,767
1 ,099
8,51 2
757
1 , 1 42
272

0.4

84
21 5
407
1 ,285
1 64

3.1
1 9.7
302

1 87
91 2
1 7,801

0.8
4.3
22.6

1 56
1 00
1 ,064
1 61
350
38
1
.6
12
89
9
2
366
2,349

5.6
9.1
1 2.5
21 .3
30.7
1 4.0
1 .3
0.3
3.0
6.9
5.6
1 .2
40.1
1 3.2

excluding national lorests. where data lor this category are available
Source: IUCN, 1 992
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way linking Chiapas to the center of Mexico, because it would
go through the EI Ocote reserve. In July, the WWF sponsored
a workshop on this subject in San Isidro, Chiapas, with experts
from the Rockefeller Foundation, the World Forestry Council ,
and the British Council , the latter created under royal charter.

2. Belize: British Commonwealth member Belize is a
center for ecological activities spreading out across Mexico
and Central America. A trinational park is planned on Belize's
common border with Guatemala and Mexico. "Also known as
the Azul Triangle, this is a vast and mostly uninhabited region,
with numerous Mayan ruins," says the IUCN. In February
1 994, at the height of the Zapatista uprising, Queen Elizabeth
spent three days visiting Belize on the royal yacht Britannia.
3. Central America: At an Oct. 1 4, 1 994 summit, the
seven countries of the region formed the "Central American
Alliance for Sustainable Development," to protect forests and
endangered species, and promote environmental education.
The accord is widely viewed as a breakthrough in implementa
tion of the Eco '92 agenda.
In 1 992 the U.S. National Geographic Society and Cultural
Survival launched a pilot project to map overlapping ecological
zones and Indian areas across Central America. Project advis
er Bernard Nietschmann (University of California) concluded:
"States are expansionist. . . . They gobble resources, and they
repress peoples. . . . [Nicaragua] is a colonial creation im
posed on preexisting and unconsenting indigenous nations."
EIR
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There are four existing, and six planned, cross-border eco
logical parks. The most ambitious is the projected "Path of the
Panther," which would link up existing national parks into a
continuous "green corridor" running 2,500 km. from one end
of Central America to the other. Wildlite Conservation I nterna
tional and the Caribbean Conservation Corp. are coordinating
the project. The Path of the Panther, like some existing parks,
would make it impossible to build necessary great infrastruc
ture projects, such as a Second Panama Canal across the
isthmus, or a Pan American Railroad and Highway connecting
North America with the southern tip of South America.
4. Mlsklto Coast: The Miskito Cays Wildlife Refuge,
502,000 hectares, was established in 1 991 by Nicaragua. Its
purpose, as defined by the IUCN, is "to protect islands, reefs,
sea turtles and coastal wetlands, and the Miskito Indian cul
ture"-in that order. The WWF helped. create an "Indian" NGO,
Mikupia, to run the reserve in which the 1 5,000 Miskito Indians
now live; to "restore Miskito culture;" and to provide "eco
tourism" for foreigners. Its extension into Honduras is already
planned. The Miskito I ndians are a British fabrication. In the
1 600s, British pirates gave that name to the people living along
the northern and eastern coasts of what are today Honduras
and Nicaragua, who were mixed descendants of these pirates,
black slaves from British woodcutting gangs, and the semi
nomadic Indian inhabitants. The Misklto flag is modeled on the
Union Jack, and their primary economic activity from the 1 600s
until today has been contraband.
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South American protected areas
1 . Yanomami Reserve: In 1 991 the governments of
Venezuela and Brazil issued decrees designating a contigu
ous cross-border area totalling 1 7.8 million hectares as a pro
tected reserve for the Yanomami, a group of at most 1 6,000
semi-nomadic Indians. The Yanomami still live in a largely
hunting and gathering mode in the jungle, their life expectancy
averages about 30 years, and many practice infanticide and
cannibalism. The Yanomami project is designed to create a
buffer state nearly the size of Uruguay between Brazil and
Venezuela, abrogating national sovereignty and under supra
national control.
This cross-border park is a model of what the I UCN calls
Category VII managed areas, "National Biotic ArealAnthropo
logical Reserves," which they define as protected areas
"allowing the way of life of societies living in harmony with the
environment to continue undisturbed by modern technology."
As of 1 992, seven countries in Ibero-America had Category
VII reserves: Brazil, Colombia, Costa Rica, Ecuador, Mexico,
Panama, and Venezuela. In the case of Brazil, 250 such Indian
reserves had been established as of 1 994, and another 265
await official demarcation. This amounts to 1 0.5% of the na
tional territory, set aside for about 300,000 people, or 0.2% of
the total population.
The creation of the Yanomami reserve has been a person
al project of the British royal family for nearly 25 years. The
WWF's "human" division, Survival International , was founded
in 1 969 to lead the campaign. Princes Charles and Philip de
ployed personally to Brazil in 1 990 and 1 991 to promote the
project; the WWF ran an international publicity and pressure
campaign for the park; and the Overseas Development Au
thority's Lady Lynda Chalker was sent to Brazil in 1 990 to ram
it through.
In July 1 991 , Sir Walter Bodmer, president of the Human
Genome Organization , announced that the Yanomamis would
be the first tribe to have their genes frozen and archived in
London's Museum of Human Genetics as the first entry in a
planned "library" of genes of "peoples in extinction ."
2. Colombia: By 1 992, there were 253 Category VII "an
thropological reserves" in the country, with over 6 million hec
tares of Amazon territory locked up in such areas.

3. Ecuador: In 1 989, the WWF's local branch , Funda
ci6n Natura, demanded the government expand its national
protected areas system by creating more indigenous "bio
anthropological reserves." Mass protests by various indigenist
movements followed , and in 1 992 the government demar
cated an additional 1 . 1 million hectares in Pastaza province
as Indian territory. In June 1 994 London's Latin America
EIR
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News/etter hailed Ecuador's indigeno\Js-international ecologi
cal alliance as ''the shape of things to ¢ome" throughout l bero
America.
Fundaci6n Natura runs training Rrograms for staff at the
national protected areas, manages two protected forests, and
finances numerous ecological projects. Part of their money
comes from a 1 988 debt-for-nature $wap worth $1 0 million,
according to the I UCN. With international environmentalist
groups, they are deployed to shut down this country's oil indus
try. l n October 1 994, the UNDP proposed that Ecuador's Gala
pagos Islands in the Pacific Ocean be removed entirely from
national control, and placed under international supervision in
order to prevent ecological deterioration.
4. Upper Huallaga River Valley; Peru : The premier co
caine-producing zone of the premier cocaine-producing coun
try in the world, this valley is dense with ecological protected
areas, including the indicated Bial>o-Cordillera Azul and
Alexander von Humboldt national p�rks, which straddle the
Huallaga River and its drug-trafficki'19 corridor. It is also the
main remaining locus of the indigenjst Shining Path narco
terrorists, who maintain a symbiotic relationship with the drug
traffickers.
5. Apurimac Reserved Zone, Peru : In August 1 994,
Peruvian Army troops uncovered 300 mass graves containing
1 ,200 corpses of butchered Ashaninka I ndians, on the eastem
bank of the Ene River, inside the 1 ,669,290-hectare Apurfmac
Reserved Zone. The Ashaninkas had been strangled or
hacked to death after years of enslav� ment, by British-backed
Shining Path guerrillas operating in t � e park.
Beginning in 1 988, the narco-terrOrists had forced the un
cooperative Ashaninkas to work "fram sun-up to sun-down,
stripping them of their lands, their a r; mals, and their meager
belongings, subjecting them to . . . interminable sessions of
ideological indoctrination, watched , · tortured, and assassi
nated on the slightest allegation of 'treason' by political com
missars," according to the Peruvian daily La Republica. When
the Ashaninkas became ill from malnutrition or poor treatment,
they were simply eliminated as "human paraSites."
London has been the international logistical and propa
ganda base for Shining Path since at least 1 983, when the
Revolutionary International Movement (RIM) was fou nded
there. RIM, a terrorist international which includes Shining
Path , is committed to aiding "all indigenous peoples' strug
gles." In August 1 992, the British Home Office, operating
through its I ndependent Broadcasting Authority ( I BA), pro
duced and broadcast a "documentary" glorifying Shining Path,
which it then handed over to the narcQ-terrorist group for inter
national use in fund raising and propaganda. To produce the
report, two IBA reporters had accompanied Shining Path on
their rampages.
Continued on page 60
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6. Bolivia: This unpopulated nation is designated to be
come one large "eco-tourist" camp. The Noel Kempff National
Park, a wilderness area the size of West Virginia on Bolivia's
border with Brazil, is the centerpiece of a government-private
plan to bring in up to $1 billion from such "ecological tourism"
over the course of a decade. Foreign sponsors of the park
include: the Nature Conservancy, Wildlife Conservation Soci
ety, Conservation International , the New York Academy of
Sciences, and the U.S. government's Agency for International
Development. Plans are already under way to triple the size of

the park, making it one of the largest in South America.

7. Argentlna :The Argentil)le branch of WWF, the Funda
cion Vida Silvestre Argentina (FVSA) , is deployed to block the
construction of an oil pipeline in the Cabo Virgenes area in the
far south ; has proposed legislation which designates ecologi
cal crimes ; drafted legislation which was later approved which
severely limits the use of pesticides in agriculture; and has
targeted the country's significant nuclear and aerospace in
dustries for destruction.

KEY TO MAP 1 2

South American projects
The protected areas have become a major obstacle to the
construction of great infrastructure projects, which are the only
answer to the economic genocide ravaging Ibero-America.
The same obstruction of needed infrastructure projects
applies in North America, where the large tracts of set-aside
land in the western states block necessary water projects such
as Nawapa (the North American Water and Power Alliance) .
The following three projects are the most critical in South
America:

1 . The Pan American Railroad : This is a proposed con
tinental North-South line running down from North America
through Central America, cutting across the Darien Gap into
Colombia, and then running south from Bogota, Colombia, to
Santa Cruz, Bolivia, along the harrow strip of flatlands on the
eastern slope of the Andes. In S anta Cruz it would link up with
existing lines running to Sao Paulo, Brazil and Buenos Aires,
Argentina. The two most important trans-Andean spurs would
run from Iquitos to Chiclayo in Peru , and from Santa Cruz to
Arica, Chile.
These routes are blocked t)y environmental parks across
Central America, such as the proposed "Path of the Panther" ;
in the Darien Gap; throughout the eastern slope of the Andes;
an d along both trans-Andean reputes.

MAP 1 2

South American i nfrastructu re projects

Pan· American Railroad
New lines
- Existing lines
=

2. A new interoceanic canal: The world needs a new
sea-level canal capable of handling supertankers of up to
300,000 tons deadweight. There are two preferred routes:
one cutting through Panama just west of the current canal ;
another, known as the Atratd-Truando Canal, which runs
through the Darien Gap region bf Colombia, taking advantage
of existing rivers and lakes. They are both blocked by existing
and projected protected areas, including in the Darien Gap
and the "Path of the Panther."

3. River integration : The single most important infra
structure project for opening up the interior of the continent
to development and population� is the integration of the area's
three great river systems: the Orinoco, the Amazon, and the
Rio de la Plata systems.
When the 1 0,000 km route is completed, ships could sail
directly into every country in Sduth America, except for Chile.
Sixty-eight percent of the route is already navigable for
medium-sized ships and barges; another 28% requires rela
tively minor dredging, channel widening, and similar works;
major projects are required on bnly 4% of the route. Of these,
there are two major canals, which must be constructed : one
linking the Orinoco and the Amazon rivers in southern Vene
zuela, the other connecting the /Amazon and the Parana rivers
in western Brazil. Both fall in rotected areas.

p
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Other Exhibits

The royal plot to
splinter Australia
The cutting edge of the attempt to shatter the sovereignty of
the Australian nation is the "aboriginal land rights" move
ment, the local arm of Prince Philip' s international "indige
nous peoples" apparat. A glance at a map shows an almost
unbroken swath of territory in the center of the country run
ning from the continent' s northern coast to its southern one ,
in major portions of which one needs a permit from the local
aboriginal lands council to even set foot. Australia's 250 ,000
aborigines , approximately 1 . 5 % of the nation' s 1 7 million
population , at present hold 1 5 % of the nation ' s land, and
have filed claims for another 1 0% .
These massive holdings form the basis to carve out an
"aboriginal nation ," which would split Australia in half; this
has been called for by Australia's Uniting Church Synod , the
country' s most influential religious body; World Council of
Churches-tied liberation theologists; and the communist foot
soldiers of the aboriginal land rights movement. Such "sover
eign aboriginal republics" were called for at the fourth and

MAP 1 3

,

sixth conferences of the Communist International in the
1 920s and have been standard leftist demands since then.
Added to lands set aside under various "wilderness" or con
servation guises , the total land either now or in the near future
to be taken out of circulation , not 4 of which is shown on
the map , comprises at least 32 % of tlte continent.
On June 3, 1 992, the High Court of Australia ruled in the
case of Eddie Mabo v. Queensland that Australia's common
law recognized native title to land. The previous legal doctrine,
which went back to 1 788 and which hrut declared Australia terra
nullus (empty land) before the British arrived, was overturned,
potentially throwing the entire continept up for grabs .
In addition to private funding by those Anglophile Austra
lian bluebloods typified by the boards of the Australian Con
servation Foundation and WWF-Australia, the government' s
Aboriginal and Torres Straights Islanders Commission
(ATSIC) pours $2 . 2 billion per year into "aboriginal rights ,"
little of which benefits aborigines .
I n addition to the aboriginal-claimed land, vast chunks of
Australia have been confiscated under a myriad of "conserva
tion ," "world heritage , " or "wildern¢ss" designations . Over
1 . 2 million square kilometers of Australia ' s total of7 ,682 ,427
have been so designated. The federal Australian Heritage
Commission , like the Australian Conservation Foundation a
constituent body of the International Union for the Conserva
tion of Nature , reported 1 0 ,520 "conaerved sites" in 1 992; by
the time of their annual report for 1 992-93 , they had 1 8 ,000
such listings, with 1 ,576 more awaiting consideration.

Tota l l a n d
Protected and
Abori g i n a l land
Percentage P 8, A

..

Protected
areas of
Australia

7.682.000 km2
1 . 686, 000 km2
2 1 . 90 0

• Protected areas
c;J Aboriginal areas
* See page 3 2 for
definitions of
protected areas and
sources.
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WWF: Send Europe
back to the Dark Age
If Prince Philip and the WWF have their way , Europe in the
early years of the twenty-first century will be a throwback to
the feudal era of the Black Plague that preceeded the Golden
Renaissance of the fifteenth century .
In the last two years , the WWF and one of its corporate
affiliates , the Heineken Breweries of The Netherlands , have
produced a series of studies advocating the break-up of the
nation-states of Europe and a four-fold increase in the number
of nature preserves , game parks , and protected areas in conti
nental western Europe .
The Heineken study calls for redrawing the map of Eu
rope into 75 mini-states, with populations of 10 million peo
ple at the most. Each mini-state would be ruled by a member
of one of the existing European Royal Houses .
Board Chairman A. H. Heineken , the sponsor of the plan ,
is a longtime booster of WWF and IUCN efforts . For many
years , John Loudon , the former chairman of the board of
Royal Dutch Shell and the international president of WWF

WWF role model is
Cambodia's Pol Pot
Pol Pot , leader of the Khmer Rouge of Cambodia, has been
extolled as the ecological model by a key leader of the World
Wide Fund for Nature , Edward Goldsmith. During the Khmer
Rouge ' s brief four years in power in Cambodia, 1 975-79 , it
is estimated that 3 million people out of a population of 7
million , were either murdered or died of starvation and ex
haustion.
Writing in the London Guardian, journalist Patrick
Wright noted that Teddy Goldsmith , whose brother James
Goldsmith is a business partner of financier and LaRouche
hater John Train, was pursuing a "hunter-gatherer ideal" in
the early 1 970s . This led to the publication in 1 972 of the
"influential" book Blueprint for Survival. Wright' reports:
"Like others who have started out on the far side of an enlight
enment rejected as rationalistic , mechanistic , and wholly un
sustainable, members of this doomsaying circle were capable
of drawing bizarre and lamentable conclusions . They fore
saw a significant role for the police and the courts in supervis
ing the cataclysmic changes that were surely to come , de
scribed racial tolerance as a sign of cultural decline , and
62
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from 1 977 to 1 98 1 , had a seat on the Heineken board.
The plan has been embraced by Ecoropa, one of the
important WWF affiliates in Europe , founded b y the late self
described "universal fascist" D¢nis de Rougemont and Teddy
Goldsmith .
This year, WWF and IUCrjl issued a study called "Parks
for Life: Action for Protected Areas in Europe , " which called
for quadrupling the set-aside land in western Europe . The
scheme would shut down all pending plans for new rail sys
tems , water projects , and other vital East-West infrastructure
projects , because all of these interlinks would be cut off
by the parks . The blueprint is consistent with the Heineken
proposal , and calls for the nation-state system to be replaced
with a new political geography, based on "bio-regions . "
To make sure that this re-felildalization scheme i s success
ful , many of WWF' s wealthiest boosters , including a number
of 1 00 1 Club members , are reportedly buying up large tracts
ofland in areas designated as future parks and protected areas.
If Prince Philip and the WWF-IUCN apparatus run up
against resistance to these scbemes , they have a growing
Green Party movement across the continent to tum to as goon
squads. Europe ' s Green movement was created as the joint
project of the WWF and the former secret police agencies of
the Soviet bloc , particularly the East German Stasi (state
security service) .

even got around to commending Pol Pot's Khmer Rouge as
pioneers of decentralized rural society . "
Teddy Goldsmith knew his man well . Territory i n Cam
bodia under Khmer Rouge control in the 1 990s has come
under strict control of World Wide Fund for Nature man
dates, led by Pol Pot himself. In the Jan . 3 1 , 1 99 1 Bangkok
Post, journalist James Pringle filed this story on the mass
murderer:
"Pol Pot, the infamous leader of the Khmer Rouge , has
called on Cambodians to protect endangered species . He
means , of course , Cambodia' s diminishing wildlife , though
during the period of Khmer Rouge rule , the most endangered
species here was the human species . "
Putting words into action , Pol Pot issued a directive call
ing on Cambodians not to poach birds and animals and refrain
from killing them for any reason presumably including for
purposes of food consumption,
"One of the Khmer Rouge leader' s most trusted lieuten
ants , Ta Mok , who is known by Cambodians as ' The Butch
er' because of his extreme cruelty , is also now hot on ecology
issues and the protection of endangered species , " reported
Pringle .
"Anyone contravening Po� Pot's ' green' directive along
the northern border of Cambodia where Ta Mok operates is
brought before a jungle court and is normally sentenced to
four days' labor on constructing fencing for animal sanctu
aries . "
-
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WWF's eco-terrorist,
eco-fascist legions
by Rogelio Maduro
In addition to the extensive military and terrorist apparatus
set up by the World Wildlife Fund in Africa , the WWF has
directly spawned a global network of organizations to carry
out terrorist and proto-terrorist operations that include every
thing from economic blockades and public demonstrations ,
to terrorist violence and sabotage . Although WWF has at
tempted to remain at arms length from this eco-terrorist un
derground , public documents and eyewitness accounts show
that every one of the overtly "eco-terrorist" groups that
sprang up beginning in 1 969 was directly bankrolled and
steered by the WWF.
There are several phases to this operation . In the first
phase, 1 969-7 1 , the WWF spawned Greenpeace and Friends
of the Earth to initiate "direct action" against targets pre
selected by the WWF. During this phase, the proto-terrorist
activities did not usually involve the destruction of life and
property .
Beginning in the late 1 970s , during the height of the
activities of such underground terrorist groups as the Weath
ermen , the Baader-Meinhof gang , and the Red Brigades ,
the first generation organizations spawned splinter groups to
cany out far more violent "direct actions" that involved the
destruction of property and , in some cases , murder. Through
the WWF's enormous control over the free world media,
each of these successive escalations in eco-terrorism was
greeted with largely favorable press coverage .

The founding of Greenpeace
The most important of the international eco-terror organi
zations , Greenpeace , was created by the WWF in 1 97 1 in
Vancouver, British Columbia, a well-known center of British
Intelligence (L e . , British Crown) operations in the Western
Hemisphere . Early Greenpeace membership was comprised
of members of the Vancouver Liberation Front, an affiliate
of the Weathermen in the United States , of Maoists , counter
culturalists , and operatives of the Cadbury family-sponsored
Quaker action movement. The principal source of early
Greenpeace funding was the WWF, which purchased and
outfitted the original Greenpeace "navy . "
A series of more radical organizations was spawned from
Greenpeace , including the Sea Shepherd Society , Earth First !
and People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals/Animal
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Liberation Front. The leadership, funding , and logistical
base of these organizations are interchangeable . Susan
Pardee , for example , who is a mem�r of the Greenpeace
office in Seattle , Washington , is also Ii local leader of Earth
First ! and the Native Forest Network. he Seattle Earth First!
office is located within the Greenpeac� office .
As a result of this WWF effort, the United States and
other nations have increasingly fallen victim to a low-intensi
ty war being carried out by eco-terroqsts . This war is rarely
reported in the press . Acts of terror; sm take place in the
United States on a daily basis , inclrl ding firebombings of
logging mills and livestock auction buildings; the destruction
of farming , logging , mining , and fishibg equipment; and the
sabotage of biomedical research facili�ies .

t

Sea Shepherd terrorism
The case of Sea Shepherd ' s campa�gn against the whaling
industry is exemplary . Paul Watson , a member of the Van
couver Liberation Front who was ilnvolved in the 1 973
shootout with U. S. federal agents at the Wounded Knee Indi
an Reservation and who is a f(>unding member of
Greenpeace , created a more radical �plinter group in 1 977
called the Sea Shepherd Conservation Society . Watson was
bankrolled from day one by WWF-U S . activist Cleveland
Amory , head of the Fund for Animals, and by Britain' s Royal
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty tQ Animals. This money
was used to purchase a British fishing boat which was used
to hunt down the Portuguese whaling vessel Sierra.
On July 1 7 , 1 979 , Sea Shepherd rammed the Sierra off
the coast of Portugal . Portuguese Co*st Guard vessels cap
tured the Sea Shepherd and were gOin O hold it as security
until Watson paid for the damage caus d to the Sierra. Instead
atson sank the Sea
of paying the $750 ,000 repair bill "
Shepherd in the Portuguese port of Leiioes on Dec . 3 1 , 1 979 .
Shortly afterward , on Feb . 5 , 1 980 , a team of three eco
terrorists blew up the Sierra in Lisbon . An unidentified wom
an called the Lisbon office of UPI from Spain and stated ,
"The Sea Shepherd is avenged ! Make no mistake about it;
this was no accident; this was a deliberate act of sabotage !
The Sierra will kill no more whales ! , We did it for the Sea
Shepherd ! " On April 27 , 1 980 , the Is�a I and Isba II , two of
Spain' s five whalers , were blown up in the harbor of Marin,
near Vigo , Spain . According to Watson , the Spanish whaling
ships were blown up by the same three unidentified eco
terrorists who had blown up the Sierral two months earlier.
From this start, Watson' s Sea Shepherd has led a terror
campaign against the fishing and whaling ships of many na
tions . Watson takes credit for the sinking of several Icelandic
and Norwegian whaling vessels . In addition , Sea Shepherd
has rammed dozens of vessel s , cut nets , and otherwise car
ried out actions defined as piracy under international law .
Despite all of his actions and one driminal conviction in
Norway , Watson is a free man , unlHndered by U . S . law
enforcement agencies .

t
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The presently closing dynas tic cycle
This is the concluding section qf the ''presentation qf the case to theJurors .. by
.
Lyndon H. LaRouche Jr.
To judge the criminality of the accused, the evidence which
has now been presented to you should be sufficient. To decide
what course of action must be chosen to cure this crime , we
must focus now upon four additional, interconnected facts .
For many of you , these additional facts represent a diffi
culty which it is urgent that you surmount. That difficulty is
that although each of those points is a matter of historical
fact, it is a fact which conflicts with stubborn popular miscon
ceptions . Insofar as literate people of good will must share
some of the blame for the perilous situation in which humani
ty is presently situated, their ignorance or neglect of those
four facts is a contribution to the influence of those evils
which have caused the present global crisis of mankind . The
administration of justice in the case at hand depends upon
your willingness to examine the relevance of this additional
matter.
We have been mustered by the outcry from an urgent
crisis , not to punish some selected scapegoats , but to craft
a judgment which focuses upon curing the problem before
us . The duty to which we have been called by circumstance
requires , first, that the jurors understand the historical set
ting in which the crime has been committed: that these
horrors have arisen during the closing phase of a "dynastic
cycle" in european history , a cycle of approximately five
centuries .
To understand the characteristics of the presently ongo
ing collapse of the global political , monetary , and financial
order, one must situate the recent six centuries of european
civilization' s rise to global domination within the longer
span of similar, earlier cycles of rise and fall of formerly
dominant cultures. None of these cycles, including the pres
ent one , can be understood without first conceptualizing the
second and third facts and the mutual interaction of those
two facts .
The second fact to be taken into account is the special
nature of the human species , as the past six centuries of world
history have made most plain the differences between human
and animal demographies . Mankind is the only species which
can willfully increase its potential relative population densi
ty, a distinct power of the individual person shown most
directly and simply by the impact of valid , axiomatic-revolu
tionary scientific discovery of principles of nature upon the
64
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productive powers of labor. l As the heritage of the Renais
sance has shown, more brilliaJiltly than in any earlier portion
of history , the nature of mankind lies in the potential creati ve
mental powers of the individual person, a notion of man in
axiomatic opposition to what the modem British oligarchical
tradition has adopted as its empiricist definition of "human
,,
nature . 2
Only from the standpoint of that second fact, can the
significance of the third fact, (Jligarchism, be understood in
a practical fashion . It is the conflict between , on the one side ,
the Mosaic notion of man as in the image of God,3 and
the bestial view of man , inherent in oligarchism, that the
functional characteristics of history' S and pre-history' s "dy
nastic cycles" are rooted . The anti-Renaissance "Enlighten
ment" is to be recognized as a �onsistent, if modem example
of the same type of oligarchism which caused the fall of
Babylon and Rome .
The fourth among these crucial historical facts to be con
sidered , is the notion of what the achievements of modem

1 . See Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr" So, You Wish To Learn All Abvut
Economics? (New York: New Benjamin Franklin House , 1 984) , passim.
See also The Science of Christian Economy (Washington, D .C . : Schiller
Institute , 1 99 1 ) , pp. 6-26 , 24 1 -256.

2 . In other words, the empiricist hotion of man as presented by Henry
VIII ' s venetian marriage counsellor's, Francesco Zorzi' s Harmonia Mundi
( 1 525) , in the rosicrucian dogmas of venetian Paolo Sarpi' s english proteges ,
Francis Bacon and Robert Fludd, i n th� writings o f Bacon ' s Thomas Hobbes,
in the "social contract" dogma of John Locke, and of the English "Venetian
Party's" David Hume , Adam Smith , Jeremy Bentham, and in the utilitarian
ism of John Stuart Mill , et al . That �nti-Christian, empiricist doctrine of
"human nature" is otherwise known as the 1 7th and 1 8th centuries' Enlight
enment; this includes not only the V�nice-created, anti-Leibniz faction of
Voltaire, Maupertuis, Algarotti, Eu�r, et al . at Paris and Frederick the
Great' s Berlin Academy, but also Immanuel Kant and the 1 9th-century
Romantics and positivists generally .

3. On the reading of Genesis 1 :2�-2 8 , see Philo Judaeus, O n The Cre

ation, in Philo, Vol . I, F . H . Cols$ and G . H . Whitaker, trans . , Loeb

Classical Library (Cambridge: Harvaid University Press , 1 98 1 ) . The work
ing point referenced in this way takes into account the historical fact that
Philo, a contemporary of Jesus Chri � t and the Apostles, and a sometime
collaborator of the Apostle Peter against the Mithraic Gnostics of Simon
Magus et aI . , played a leading part iniresurrecting the Mosaic heritage, and
reflects the view of the Mosaic heritage found among the Christian Apostles,
including John and Paul.
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european civilization might be , if the impulse supplied by
the Renaissance were freed from the encumbrance of cohabi
tation with usury-based, venetian-style oligarchism . To that
purpose , one might focus initially upon the policy-changes ,
the "cultural-paradigm shift," which have led the planet
downward , especially during the past 30-odd years , to the
present verge of a global "New Dark Age . " The famous
aphorism runs , "Don 't throw out the baby with the bath
water": to rescue the accumulated achievements of the past
six centuries , out from under the collapsed rubble of the
London-dominated monetary and financial system , is pre
cisely the image the jurors might consider, in seeking a practi
cable decision of that quality which is consistent with the
curative principle of justice .
We now present a thumb-nail description of the present
"dynastic cycle . " That image supplies the benchmark con
ception to which the relevant facts of the matter are related
thereafter.

The origin, rise, and fall
4
of the British Empire
The breaking economic and financial crises now gripping
the entirety of this planet reflect the close of an approximately
500-year cycle in european history .
This cycle began in the aftermath of the temporary rout
of the vast maritime, political , and financial power of Venice ,
a rout caused by the mid- 1 4th century disintegration of what
is known to today ' s historians as the "the Lombard debt
bubble ," a collapse which immediately plunged all of Europe
into a "New Dark Age . " The new cycle , which came to the
surface during the 1 5th century , has been determined by
the emerging conflict between the two leading forces within
european culture during that century .
On the one side , there were the forces of the Golden
R(naissance, centered around such figures as Cardinal Nico
laus of Cusa and the 1 439-40 Council of Florence . On the
opposing side , was the reemerging power of the Venice
centered european aristocratic and financier oligarchy . From
the time of that council , especially following the war of the
League of Cambrai against Venice , at the beginning of the
1 6th century ,s all european history since the 1 5th century
within Europe and globally has been dominated by the cultur
al conflict between the radiated influence of the Renaissance
and the opposing , Venice-launched force of the so-called
"Enlightenment. "
During the very early 1 6th century, when the present
"dynastic cycle" was first defined, the strategic situation was
as follows.
The intellectual power of the Renaissance was the heri4. The following description of the current dynastic cycle is a summary
of the facts presented in Lyndon H. LaRouche , Jr. , "How Bertrand Russell
Became an Evil Man," Fidelio, Autumn 1994.
5. 1 508- 1 0 .
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tage of Nicolaus of Cusa' s founding �f the principles of the
modem system of nation-states and o modem science . That
influence is typified by the titanic int llects of Leonardo da
Vinci, Erasmus of Rotterdam , and Raffaello Sanzio .
Through the failure to resolve the isspes within Italy itself,
the modem nation-state was establisbed first in France , by
and under King Louis XI ( 146 1 -8 3 ) .
uis Xl ' s success fos
tered movements for establishing sirhilar forms of nation
state in England and in Spain , in w�ich the Oratorian and
other Renaissance networks of Leonai-do , Erasmus , and Ra
.
phael contributed in important ways .
The ensuing , admittedly unstable alliance among Queen
Isabella's Spain , Henry VII ' s Tudor England, and the heritage
of Louis XI in France ,6 formed aroun the Vatican the back
bone of the anti-Venice alliance , the
ague of Cambrai . At
the very point in that war that Venic was about to be con
quered by the allies , its vast and evil surious power broken
forever, Venice succeeded in corruptirt some of the allies; the
League of Cambrai was dissolved . VeQice used the breathing
space it obtained so , to use corruptio once again , to break
up the alliance among France , Spai , and Tudor England.
This was accomplished by Venice' s se of the trollop Anne
Boleyn to tease King Henry VIII , craz¥ by Anne ' s persisting
sexual harassment, into measures whiCh created a virtual per
manent state of warfare among France , Spain , and England,
from 1 527 until the British cultural subjugation of France in
the aftermath of the 1 8 1 4 Congress of Vienna.
Thus , the presently closing , 5()(».year cycle of history
began .
Admittedly , throughout the history of its existence as a
political and financial entity , Venice always attempted to
take over as much as possible , especially of payments , from
any nation into which it could sink its diplomatic and financial
claws. That consideration, and Venice ' s intent to keep the
european powers at each other' s throats , represent the only
clear purposes behind the great influence which Venice exert
ed in England , from the time of Anne Boleyn ' s flirtations
with Henry VIII , until 1 582.
A change in this relationship of Venice to London came
in the aftermath of the 1 5 82 victory of Paolo Sarpi ' s radical
faction (the giovani) over Venice ' s traditionalists (the vec
chi) ; Sarpi' s majority faction sought to shift the base of the
venetian oligarchy' s operations from the strategically vulner
able Venice itself, to a new venetian maritime power in the
northern protestant countries , while the minority concentrat
ed upon operating from within the factions of the nominally
Catholic Counter-Reformation regions , to the south . Sarpi ' s
faction chose London a s the future headquarters o f a "new
Venice of the North . "

f
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6 . For the edification of any carping criti<$: The differences in policy
between Louis XI ' s nationalism and Charles VIII ' s (of France) reversion to
pre-Renaissance dynastic games, need not be reviewed in the context of this
summary.
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what misleading term , "British 1 9th-century philosophical
radicalism , " or, simply, "radical empiricism . " Typical expo
nents of this radical venetian dogma are : political-economist
Adam Smith; Jeremy Bentham , founder of the British foreign
intelligence service and coordinator of the French Jacobin
Terror; Shelburne-selected historian Edward Gibbon; and the
famous plagiarist of venetian G iammaria Ortes ' s published
writing on population control , Thomas Malthus .

Jeremy Bentham (1 748-1832), one of the leaders of the "Venetian
Party" in Britain, founded the Britishforeign intelligence service .

Out of a bloody transitional struggle during the last two
decades of Elizabethan England , the accession of the Sarpi
(e . g . , Cecil) faction ' s candidate , James VI of Scotland , to
the English throne as James I, was the first formal step toward
developing a London-centered "new Venice" as a global mar
itime and financial power like the imperial maritime power
which Venice itself had enjoyed in the Mediterranean littoral
during most of the 1 2th , 1 3th , and 1 4th centuries .
By the late 1 7th and early 1 8th centuries , especially from
the accession of William of Orange in 1 688-89 , the term
"Venetian Party" was freely and widely used to describe the
Liberal Party of England and the United Kingdom. This new
form of British rule was not something autochthonously de
veloped by the English people; it was imposed from the top
down , by a combination of trickery , treason , and bloody
force . With the defeat of the Tory opposition to the Venetian
Liberals , during the final years of Queen Anne , English sov
ereignty was crushed when the Mr . Welf also known as
Georg Ludwig of Hanover, an asset of the Antonio Conti who
was then Venice ' s chief spy , ascended the newly established
British throne as King George I .
From the 1 760s rise to power b y William Petty , the Sec
ond Earl of Shelburne , the East India Company potentate
placed immediately above the throne , Venice ' s agents com
pleted the intellectual retooling of the British Liberals for the
tasks of creating a worldwide British Empire . This retooling
was represented chiefly by what is known today by the some66
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I n 1 8 1 4 , Britain' s Venetian Party completed its immedi
ate goal of France' s political subj ugation . It then prepared
for its next imperial objectives : by the crushing of Britain ' s
former allie s , Metternich ' s Holy Alliance , through subver
sion by British agent Mazzini ' s radical terrorists , and by
London ' s reliance upon the treasonous corruption of certain
factions within the United States for the reassimilation of
the United States under British domination . Except for the
United State s , the combined result of the revolutions and
wars of the 1 9th century , and two world wars during the 20th
century was : every one of the major transatlantic competitors
of British power which had been standing proudly at the
beginning of the 1 9th century , was either destroyed by war
and revolution , or reduced to a servile state of political cor
ruption , as was post- 1 9 1 8 France of the Third Republic .
Through U . S . A . political factions prominently associated
with Theodore Roosevelt' s or Woodrow Wilson ' s legacie s ,
even the United States often played the part of an American
dog on a British geopolitical and cultural leash .
As we must recognize from the documented samplings
of prominent persons and financier interests rallied around
Prince Philip ' s "Allgemeine SS, " his World Wildlife Fund
backers , the British monarchy is not a secretion of the people
of the United Kingdom. The current status of the Welf monar
chy of Britain is that of "Primate among Parasites" for a
truly international oligarchy , an oligarchy which knows po
national loyalties , but which uses the British monarchy as its
doge, much as the great princes of the so-called Habsburg
Reich coddled or killed even members of the royal family
through instruments such as the Geheimpolizei of von Kau
nitz and Metternich . Look at the physical evidence today:
Britain ' s imperial conquests manifestly have not been for the
interest of the British people; the conquests have ultimately
unified virtually all among the surviving royal , princely , aris
tocratic , and financial nobility of Europe (and beyond) into a
single international oligarchy , a body of parasites which the
currently reigning British doge serves as Primate .
As long as credible potentially contending powers exist
ed , the London-centered international oligarchy did not dare
suppress entirely the institutions of nation-state and scientific
progress . They hated those institutions , but they dared not
evade them as long as potentially credible adversaries exist
ed , lest the reigning Welf party ' s feral oligarchs themselves
become materially weak strategically in the face of their
intended prey . It was only after the 1 962 Cuba Missile Crisis ,
about 30 years ago , when the Soviet Union signed on to
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the nuclear-weapons condominium prescribed by Bertrand
Russell , that the oligarchy dared to unleash its desire to ruin ,
and then eradicate the institution of the nation-state , scientific
progress , and reason itself, through such "New Age" ven
tures as "post-industrial ," anti-science utopianism and the
rock-drug-sex counterculture .
The result of the introduction of that mass "cultural-para
digm shift" during the past 30 years , has been to bring the
entire planet to the present verge of a collapse into large-scale
economic and political disintegration . Since 1 964 , following
the assassination of President John F. Kennedy and the emer
gence of the ruinous Harold Wilson government in the United
Kingdom, there has been an accelerating , global collapse of
the rate of physical-economic growth in scale and productivi
ty of output and essential basic economic infrastructure , per
capita and per square kilometer. For the United States itself,
as measured in those physical units , negative growth has
prevailed continuously since the early 1 970s , accelerating
rapidly since 1982. Meanwhile , post-Thatcher Britain is a
rubble-heap of formerly industrialized ruins , where the activ
ity of financier saprophytes -is called "privatization . "
The delusion of "periods of prosperity" i n North America
and Europe during the past 20 years , is premised on a combi
nation of outrightly faked statistics and, more significant, the
fact that the financial system, for which the data is reported ,
has been de-coupled increasingly from the real economy of
production and trade .
The inevitability of the early collapse of the present glob
al monetary and financial system is fairly summed up in the
following three paragraphs .
The present terminal sickness o f the global financial sys
tem is marked by the phenomena of highly leveraged, out
of-control markets in so-called "derivatives . " Marked by this
lunatic speculation, the financial system is operating like
a vast, play-money casino , operating from dusk to dawn
according to a blending of "game theory" with those outer
limits of lunacy known as "chaos theory . " The bubble of
speculation so devised hangs by the thread of an income
stream taken from the real economy , an income-stream
which is a tiny fraction of the nominal financial income im
puted to investments in the bubble itself. In a word, the
system is already bankrupt, if any competent standards of
audit-transparency were in force.
To postpone the implosive bursting of the bubble , an
increase of the original income-stream taken out of the real
economy must occur. However, the very existence of the
bubble is already contracting the real economy at an acceler
ating rate . To increase the rate of income-stream from the
real economy , means to attempt to lessen this week' s instabil
ity of the bubble by measures which worsen that same insta
bility during the immediately ensuing weeks .
There are ominous similarities to the popping of the Lom
bard debt-bubble during the middle of the 1 4th century . This
is a system which is axiomatically designed to self-destruct.
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The destruction will occur either bec.use sensible govern
ments step in to put the world' s present central banking sys
tem and financial markets into government-conducted fi
nancial bankruptcy reorganization , or� if governments lack
the political will to take those rational . measures , the bubble
will burst inevitably in a manner which resembles, mathe
matically , a chemical , nuclear, or thermonuclear explosion ,
except that this will be an implosion defined functionally by

a reversed-leverage chain-reaction .
The reason this situation has been permitted to develop,
is that the most powerful of the ensconced political potencies
of this planet, the international oligarchy , threatens to destroy
anyone , any nation which is considerecl a threat to the contin
ued growth of this financial bubble , or Ii threat to the continu
ation of the "New Age" cultural paradigms . Thus , the likely
course of events , is that matters will become worse until the
point is reached , as was the case after the mid- 1 4th century
debt-bubble crash , that the oligarchyt is perceived to have
lost enough of its financial and political power that remedial
actions are not altogether disallowed . :
So, we may view the now-ending l<mg-cycle in its proper,
axiomatic political terms . On the one s�e , there is the upward
impulse , the not-entropic impulse , supplied by the principles
of nation-state and investment in fostering and employing
scientific progress . On the opposing $ide , there is the anti
nation-state , anti-science , and pro-usury , entropic impulse,
supplied by that international oligarchy which was formerly
centered in Venice . As the influence of the latter has in
creased , at the expense of the political power of the former,
the entropic impulse within the society tends to predominate ,
increasing the power of the oligarchic faction by weakening
the power of its opponent.
So, the interaction of the opposing axioms of the two
conflicting tendencies defines the cycle . This cycle is now
emerging in its end-phase as a prospective , imminent disinte
gration of that British "Venetian Party" dynasty which has
reigned nearly five centuries , from the !sex-crazed Henry vm
to the imminent fall of the House of Windsor.

Oligarchism
Until the emergence of modern Europe during the 1 5th
century Golden Renaissance , for as f� back into history and
pre-history as our know ledge reaches . more than 90% of the
households of each and all peoples subsisted upon a more or
less brutish form of rural labor. As the case of the Delphi
cult's oligarchical Sparta illustrates the point , the prevailing
state of actual or virtual serfdom paralleled , and all too often
coincided with the evil of outright chattel slavery. Those
forms of society , often described as the "asian model , " are
the paradigm for what we have identified here as oligarchism.
Consider one typical case of an oligarchical form of soci
ety: a state premised upon a confi!Nration of four castes ,
estates , or classes . In this type , the hquseholds in a serf-like
condition are at the bottom. At the i top is a collection of
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ruling families, to such effect that the collective power of
this oligarchy to govern the state lies in the relatively less
mortal , corporate form of the family institution, rather than
the highly mortal individual member of that household . 7
Proximate to the oligarchy as such is a priest-caste, such
as the early chaldean pagan priest-caste and its "magician"
successors , or the priesthood of the Delphi cult of Gaia
Apollo-PythoniDionysius. Below both of these , but above
the serf-caste and slaves , the plebeians: craftsmen, mer
chants , and so on .
The most influential relatively recent codification of an
oligarchical form of society is found in the notorious "social
ist" Code of the pagan Roman emperor Diocletian , the model
for the modem "eugenicists" and other radical "environmen
talists . "
In contrast to modem platonic culture and Christianity ,
oligarchism, such as that of the Darwins , Huxleys, and Har
vard University ' s B . F. Skinner and Hermstein , allows no
strict distinction between mankind and the beasts . The gener
al tendency , often enough a codified practice of rigid oligar
chical societies , is to treat the separation of the upper from
lower classes as a distinction between an inferior and superior
animal species . The oligarchical division among ruling and
inferior castes is defended, often explicitly , by the apology
that these distinctions are the product of natural , biological ,
genetic distinctions . 8
That is the so-called "asiatic model" of oligarchism which
was transmitted from Ishtar's Mesopotamia and Moloch' s
Tyre into the european forms o f oligarchism echoed b y the
House of Windsor today .

Plato and the Christian revolution
In known history , the first clear attempt to break with this
oligarchical system , is seen in the maritime power of those
Ionian city-state republics which certain forces in Egypt
sponsored against the canaanite maritime power of Tyre ,
and against the spread of the babylonian model of empire
generally . With Solon ' s reforms at Athens , the contrast be
tween Solon' s laws and Lycurgus ' s law for Sparta serves to
the present-day as the best choice of benchmark of reference
for the difference in principle between political good and
political evil in european history to date. 9 The chief precursor
7. The Roman pagan law ' s notion of paterfamilias is exemplary of the
nature of this distinction. The venetian family ' s fondo is an echo of the
Roman law of paterfamilias; it is the trustees of thefondo, not the biological
members of the nominal family , which exert the authority of paterfamilias.

8. The oligarchs , like the British aristocrats or U . S . self-styled "patri
cians," often apply the rules of thumb borrowed from breeding of cattle and
dogs to the mating practices of their own progeny. Considering the deca
dence shown by today' s litters of heirs from such aristocratic and wealthy
families, one must say fairly that the intellectual qualities ostensibly pro
duced by such breeding-practices are scarcely awe-inspiring.
9. Friedrich Schiller, "The Legislation of Lycurgus and Solon" ( 1 790) ,
George Gregory, trans . , Friedrich Schiller: Poet ofFreedom (Washington.
D . C . : Schiller Institute , 1988), pp. 273-305 .
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of modem science and also the modem alternative to the
oligarchical model of society ,! is the writings and influence
of Plato and his Academy at Athens .
The pre-foundations of the Imodern european nation-state
are found in the Apostle Paul 'ls mission to the gentiles . Al
though Christianity was within the context defined by Moses
worship , the Pauline mission broke from the ethnic bounds of
Roman-captivity Judaism to prkctice Jesus Christ's message,
that all persons are in the ima*e of God , and thus each and
all set above all beasts , by virtlJe of that capacity for generat
ing and receiving those qualities of valid axiomatic-revolu
tionary discoveries of principle which are typified by great
Classical forms of works of art and by physical scientific
discovery in the tradition of Aato , Nicolaus of Cusa, Leo
nardo da Vinci, Kepler, and Le!ibniz today . The same princi
ple was reemphasized with �at clarity by the Christian
platonist Augustine , who is the! central figure of the organiza
tion of a western european Christianity freed of the gnostic
corruptions rampant in the eas�rn empire .
Although that principle was always embedded in Chris
tian faith , it was not efficiently incorporated in the doctrine
of statecraft until the work of Cusa and other key figures of
the 1 439-40 Council of Ferrar$lFlorence . Until that Renais
sance, western european socie� was governed by an imperi
al , oligarchical notion of law. Earlier Christian efforts to
change that were assaulted with infuriated great force by the
feudal oligarchies which saw Ij.ttempts to elevate the mental
and political condition of the lower castes as a threat to the
oligarchical order. Nowhere on this planet, until that Renais
sance, did a nation-state exist, or was a society dedicated to
the general promotion of increase of the productive powers
of labor through a scientific culture .
The case of the young relvolutionary United States of
America is a crucial demonstration of the introduction of that
Christian principle to the orderilng of society' s secular affairs .
The Federal U . S . A . of the l 790 Census shows that, even
that recently, over 90% of tbe population subsisted from
rural occupations . However, at that time , the literacy , the
productivity , and the standareJ of living of the Americans
were each already more than twice the level existing in the
United Kingdom. That Ameridan "Latin farmer," is typified
by his literacy in the political lracts of such writers as Tom
Paine and Alexander Hamilton; those are texts beyond the
capacity of the relatively less literate , typical present-day
U . S . high-school graduate , ev¢n many university graduates.
The potential basis , in morals and literacy , for a great upward
transformation in the condition s of family and national life
were already visible during the late 1 8th century. The benefits
are traceable in the changing i composition of employment
and real incomes of the U . S . workforce over the span from
1 790 into the mid- 1 960s , unti) the pestilence known as the
"New Age cultural-paradigm �hift" was unleashed upon our
:
society .
This U . S . example illustra¢s the unprecedented achieve-
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ments of the Golden Renaissance ' s establishment of the new
norms of nation-state and scientific and artistic development
for all of the population . We see the breaking-down of the
oligarchical class-barriers which had kept mankind morally
beneath its birthright for so long .
Plato ' s contribution to the principles of human knowl
edge was indispensable for making this possible . In the ex
emplary case of his famous Parmenides dialogue , he presents
a pedagogy for demonstrating a fully intelligible principle of
human creativity lying outside and absolutely above the level
of mere deductive arguments such as those of Parmenides ,
the sophists , and Aristotle. This principle , which appears in
Classical forms of poetry , drama, music , and painting as the
principle of true metaphor, enables us to define the act of
creativity as a mental object, an object not dependent upon
the mere senses , an object rendering intelligible to us those
forms of mental activity through which we are able willfully
to generate , and to assimilate valid axiomatic-revolutionary
discoveries of principle respecting universal lawfulness of
the universe.
This mental object, so defined , is the object to which we
must refer when we describe the individual person as "in the
image of God ," or, the same thing, "possessed from birth
with 'a divine spark of reason . ' "
It is this power to receive and impart conceptions which
are valid , axiomatic-revolutionary discoveries of natural
principles which has enabled mankind to increase willfully
the productive powers of labor, per capita, per household,
and per square kilometer, in such a way as to increase the
potential population-density of the human species by more
than three decimal orders of magnitude above the level possi
ble for "primitive hunting-and-gathering" modes . In this and
other expressions , this creative-mental practice of the indi
vidual is the source of the "not-entropy" of all relatively
successful modes of society , as distinct from those cultures
which are inherently doomed, dead-ends .
The demonstrated superiority of the culture flowing from
the Golden Renaissance over any other culture which ever
existed, expresses the power unleashed by forms of statecraft
and scientific and cultural progress consistent with the under
standing that human creativity is a fully intelligible concep
tion , the only empirical basis for the notion of the person as
in the living image of God the Creator.
In principle , we may look into the eyes of any child, of
any parentage , and see that mental object existing behind
those eyes , so to speak. That is seeing one ' s fellow-human
as "in the image of God. " Once we have seen that, we could
tolerate no longer a policy which degrades any household
into a state of beastly slavery or serfdom. It must be our
passion , that these children shall be developed in their minds
to receive and impart valid conceptions of creative-mental
discovery in art, in science , and in technology of productive
practice . It must be our passion , that society must be orga
nized to such effect that this right to live as a truly human
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being ought, is a universal right, around which society as a
whole must be organized.
As Augustine shows, it is the method of Plato informed
by Christianity , which is the basis for public morality: politi
cal , economic , and otherwise . The Ohristian is freed from
the piggishness of racialism and class, prejudice , freed from
self-degradation to the likeness of a mere beast. Whoever has
glimpsed the evil of early history , shoUlld recognize as hateful
and mass-murderous , anything like Prince Philip' s proposal:
to return the world to a state of affairs in which any other
view of man but as in the image of God ' s creative nature
were to prevail as the law among nations .

The interaction
For more than five centuries , the oligarchy has hated the
Golden Renaissance as the gods of Zeus' s pagan Olympus
hated playwright Aeschylus ' Prometheus . Bringing "fire ,"
the knowledge that the individual person' s gift of creative
reason casts him in the living image , of God , menaces the
power of those olympian tyrants who would be considered
immortal gods by foolish men and women . To bring the
utmost rage to the features of a true oligarch, threaten to
educate the cognitive potentials of his serf.
In the old oligarchical model , the peasant is regarded as
just an animal . The oligarch puts the peasant in a field, in a
stall, just as he keeps "other cattle . " The peasant-animal
grows food , just as a cow produces meat and milk. So many
cows (or peasants) , so much food , as long as the pastures are
1
not overcrowded ! O Just so, wild game is raised in forest
preserves of the princes and dukes: The prince ' s park rangers
kill off the extra venison when the game-herd becomes too
numerous . So , Prince Philip uses precisely that image to
describe the methods he employs to manage the size of the
11
human population , worldwide .
To understand this issue of oligar¢hism adequately, one
l O . What we have identified here are the ' philosophical assumptions
underlying the anti-Colbert Physiocratic dogma of figures such as that asset
of Abbot Antonio Conti' s salon, Dr. Fran"ois . Quesnay. Except as Adam
Smith extended Quesnay ' s dogma respecting a cultural labor to manufac
turing labor, all of Smith ' s notions of morality lUld political-economy were
either copies of the views set forth by Quesnay by 1 75 8 , or copies of the
influence of those members of Conti' s salon from which Quesnay derived
his . With those modest qualifications, Smith was a Physiocrat, and a com
plete oligarchist. Quesnay' s views were informed by missionaries' reports
on the principles of China' s oligarchical model. ln both Quesnay and Smith,
and with all venetians of the 1 5th through early 1 9th centuries , human
creativity was flatly denied to exist at all , and excluded from consideration
in respect to efficient factors of social change. Vtnice ' s oligarchical philoso
phy was , and remains, the bestialization of mankind.

�

1 1 . In an Oct. 27, 1991 appearance on French nati!Jnal television, Prince
Philip walked the interviewer through the p�s on the way in which the
prince 's crowd arranged the mass-killing of 4:xcess populations of wild
animals inhabiting the "protected" areas of the Africa wild-game preserves.
Then, in response to the interviewer' s obvious question, the prince replied:
"This is the same principle for man; only , for $S, our protected area is the
entire Earth. The principle is really the same . " :
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should compare experience within western Europe and the
Americas with the problems which development faces from
within the cultures of Asia.
At the same time that the european oligarchy represented
by the House of Windsor does everything its tyrannical arro
gance dares to venture , aided by the International Monetary
Fund and World Bank , in virtually crushing out of existence
any possibility of scientific and technological progress in
developing of the so-called Third World , there is also a pow
erful internal resistance against progress from within the pop
ulations of the developing sector, as in Asia. The success of
oligarchies from within these developing nations in pre
venting the improvement of the quality of life of their poorer
strata, depends to a large degree on strong resistance to
change from within the ranks of those same poorer strata.
Indeed, in all human history, few tyrannies could have per
sisted for as long as they did , but for such culturally deter
mined complicity among the victims .
So, in the fight against chattel slavery within the pre
Civil War U . S . A . , the African-American civil rights leaders
adopted the expression , that literacy matching european
Classical standards is the essential difference between the
free man and the slave .
The mechanism by which the serf is motivated to defend
the forms of enslavement he suffers , is more readily under
stood by examining similar forms of self-degradation com
monplace among U . S . left-wingers , such as anarcho-syndi
calists or other culturally illiterate populists . The oligarchical
intelligentsia is aware of this mechanism and relies upon it
as the chief means by which the victims of oligarchism are
induced to assist in putting on one another' s chains each
night. To gain insight into the psychological origins of oli
garchism, and to understand the tricks on which the modem
oligarchy has most relied to control the serfs , one must muster
insight into the self-degradation ofthe mind of the populists
or analogous cases among the victims .
There is a profound principle involved here , but the point
is of crucial relevance .
Insofar as the individual person ' s world-outlook is more
or less limited to emphasis upon an associative form of interac
tion between his or her emotions and sense-objects , that per
son tends to share the misanthropic misconception of "human
nature" one meets in Zorzi, Sarpi , Bacon , Hobbes, Locke,
Adam Smith , Jeremy Bentham, et al . For those unfortunates,
the reality of one ' s own existence is imagined to begin with
earliest recollections of sense-experiences , and to end when
the senses go silent . Anything beyond that he attributes to an
Orphic after-life in Hades . A poor wretch like that, if he is
of an academic bent, readily accepts those disgusting 1 759
utterances which Smith later resurrected for his 1 776, Physio
cratic dogma of the so-called "Invisible Hand" :
Nature has directed us . . . by original and immediate
instincts . Hunger, thirst, the passion which unites the
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two sexes , the love of pleasure , and the dread of pain ,
prompt us to apply those means for their own sakes ,
and without any consideration of their tendency to

those beneficent ends which! the great Director of Na
12
ture intended to produce by them .
Matters are entirely differtnt with any person who is
aware of the efficient use of his own and others ' creative
mental powers . In mathematic$ , for example , our scientific
knowledge of that subject-matter begins by our replicating
the discoveries of such as Pythagoras and Plato, reliving
in one ' s own mind, as studen�, their mental experience of
discoveries from thousands of years ago . It is the same with
every other discovery mastered lin a similar way . The student
whose mental powers are develloped in that way , is keenly
aware that the practical benefit!; of modem mathematics in
corporate , as presently efficient principles of work, ideas
generated by individuals now deceased many centuries , or
even millennia. Such a student ttecognizes that the distinction
which sets mankind above the beasts is the discovery and
perpetuation of those valid ideas which are the accumulated
sum-total of human knowled$e to date , all acquired and
transmitted through the agency of this mental-creative
faculty .
Such a student has access to a realization that one ' s own ,
brief mortal existence is an opwrtunity for a participation in
all of human existence , taking from the distant past and giv
ing to the far distant future . Th s is the ground on which that
student finds his vast moral �uperiority over the populist
"practical man" who knows onl� the fruit of his sense-experiI
ence and blind passions .
When the oligarchs reduce � large portion of humanity to
the status of talking cattle , as !they did to slaves and serfs,
they not merely suppress the hulnan potentials of the victims .
They also dehumanize them by transforming them into "regu
lar guys" of the reduced status to which they are relegated.
The fate of peoples , nations � and the outcome of a person
al mortal life is determined by processes which span , ulti
mately , the entirety of human existence , past and future.
From the past, we inherit the �ccumulation of ideas devel
oped by others before , and th� condition of man-improVed
(or worsened) conditions of lif�. The outcome of our having
lived as a person lies with our posterity . The crux of the
matter, on both accounts , is out self-governance by selection
of those ideas which guide 11$ to act upon the course of
history , as we encounter all humanity , all history , while it
passes through our mortal timel
The individual who lives with that awareness of ideas ,
and his or her relationship to uch a realm of ideas , is the
truly adult human being . The vjictim of oligarchical thinking
is relatively infantile , or wors , morally as well as intellectually .
i

i

�

�

�

1 2 . Adam Smith , The Theory of th MoraI Sentiments. ( 1 759) .
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The person who is morally degraded from a person of
ideas , to a mere "practical man" of "my personal experi
ence ," flees from his or her contributing responsibility for
the outcome of human history, for the general welfare of our
posterity . 13 He or she flees into the virtual reality worshipped
by the fan of "soap opera. " For him or her, everything is a
matter of an empiricist's pairwise interactions among persons
in the "here and now . " The empiricist's preoccupation with
his or her personal affairs , so defined , rules him. He is too
busy with such pairwise interactions in his pitiably tiny here
and now to assume moral accountability for the outcome of
his generation' s having lived . He flees from the big issues
into the microscopic realm of what he calls "my affairs ," and
"my personal morality . " He can tolerate any great crime
against humanity with self-assured moral self-satisfaction ,
as long as he is not caught in such personal offenses in the
very small as stealing or adultery . Thus , do such immoral
persons smugly , and obscenely call themselves "Christians"
while endorsing Adam Smith' s thieving , mass-murderous
dogma of "free trade . "
The most commonplace evil practiced by small people is
smug confidence in the moral-indifferentist practice of such
small-mindedness . It is upon this consenting wickedness in
the smugly self-righteous oppressed that oligarchical rule
finds the democratic consent to the most monstrous tyrannies .
So, until now , have oligarchs fooled most of the people most
of the time , and some of the people all of the time . So,
victims of serfdom or the like may be induced to commit
treason against their own humanity .

The mechanism of the cycle
The clearest model of the way in which dynastic cycles
function is the cycle now closing . Never before has the not
entropic impulse for increase of potential population-density
even approached the vigorous growth accomplished through
the Renaissance-launched institutions of nation-state and sci
entific progress . On the opposing side , whenever technologi
cal stagnation is imposed upon society for an extended peri
od, the result must be an entropic collapse in the potential
population-density . It is the interaction among the two con
trary impulses , the not-entropic and entropic , which is the
cause of dynastic cycles such as this one .
From approximately 1 5 1 0 until the mass-recruitment to
the oligarchical "cultural-paradigm shift" which surfaced
during the 1 964-68 interval ; european civilization was fair1 3 . On this, contrast the Preamble of the U . S . Federal Constitution to
oligarchical parody found in the Constitution of the Confederate States of
America. The U . S . Constitution' s intent is thus shown, by the "general
welfare clause ," to be the adoption of Gottfried Leibniz' s principle of natural
law , and a rejection of the immorality of Locke ' s oligarchical "social con
tract" dogma, which Locke embedded in the colonial law of the Carolinas.
The Confederacy, like Locke, was an expression of oligarchy in the evil
tradition of Lycurgan Sparta, in contrast to the tradition of Solon and George
Washington represented by President Lincoln.
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ly characterized as of a dual character. The successes of
that civilization , as it spread throughout the world, were
derived from the not-entropic impact of the combined princi
ples of the nation-state and scientific progress . At the same
time , the civilization was being fatally corrupted , top-down,
by the entropic , oligarchical element which came to be
centered in the "Venetian Party ' s" British monarchy . Then,
coinciding with the assassination of President John F.
Kennedy . the oligarchy on top elected to begin the final
phase of total destruction of the not-entropic institutions of
nation-state and scientific progress . Under the impact of that
latter, most recent phase of this long cycle , the global system
as a whole has been brought to the Iverge of self-disinte
gration.
If we could resuscitate the heritage of the Renaissance ,
freed of the discarded encumbrance of the Venice-fostered
Enlightenment, the result would be a unimodal , not-entropic
form of cycle-free economic and related recovery .
The leading institutional problem is replacing the incur
ably bankrupt present global monetary and financial system.
The measures of physical-economic recovery required are
either well-known or readily identified . The use of state credit
to finance both governmental and pIlivate concerns in the
development of urgently needed programs of repair and
expansion of basic economic infrastructure , in the public
sector, will provide , as it has done numerous times before ,
the stimulant for rapid growth of the entrepreneurial private
sector in agriculture and industry .
The crux of the matter is to replace the existing monetary
and financial systems , based on privately controlled central
banking systems , by the kind of system of national banking
which tradition associates with the name of U . S . Treasury
Secretary Alexander Hamilton. The implied life-death strug
gle between private central banking ! systems and national
banking , becomes now the key to whether civilization as a
whole recovers from this crisis , or descends into the most
menacing "New Dark Age" in history .
The oligarchy has brought about its own destruction.
The successful indoctrination of its own ranks in the cultural
paradigm causing this present collapse , has produced, as
the present generations of that oligarchy , a stratum bereft
of the capacity to recognize its own folly, incapable of
defining alternatives to the doom nQw threatening us all .
For some portions of that oligarchy , it is nonetheless clear,
that as long as the utter depravity represented by Prince
Philip is allowed to continue to dominate the oligarchy as
a whole, the imminent doom of civilization is assured. So,
the coming fall of the House of Wilildsor is inevitable , in
one way or another.
For the rest of us , the task is simply to throw out the
dirty , oligarchical bathwater, without; losing the baby in the
process . The point of the exercise is to: know which is which.
The point, therefore , is not to permit oneself to be degraded
into smallness of mind .
Special Report
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Clinton fonns Korean energy
group in historic treaty
by Kathy Wolfe

Washington and Pyongyang have reached agreement on the
text for a treaty on the nuclear redevelopment of North Korea,
President Bill Clinton ' s chief negotiator Assistant Secretary
of State Robert Gallucci told a Geneva press conference on
Oct . 1 7 . "This agreement is good for the United States , good
for our allies , and good for the safety of the entire world ,"
President Clinton told a White House press conference on
Oct . 1 8 , announcing he had approved the draft and instructed
Gallucci to sign the treaty in Geneva on Oct. 2 1 .
The United States is already forming an international
consortium, the Korean Energy Development Organization
(KEDO) , to supply two light water reactors costing $4 billion
to Pyongyang, Ambassador Gallucci told the National Press
Club on Oct . 1 9 during a stop in Washington. KEDO includes
South Korea, Japan, China, Russia, Germany , and the Unit
ed States , many of whom will contribute their technology .
"These reactors will be largely financed and constructed by
the Republic of Korea, with help from Japan," using long-term,
low-interest loans , Gallucci said. "I expect the Republic of
Korea to bear the lion's share of the financial burden," he said,
noting that the reactors will be South Korea's own model , a key
demand of Washington's Seoul allies.
"He's been out of town ," State Department spokesmen
Mike McCurry joked on Oct . 1 9 , dismissing carping by
Bushleague Sen . Robert Dole (R-Kan . ) that the deal would
cost U . S . taxpayers billions.
North Korea' s fear of immediate draconian "special in
spections" by the nuclear cops of the British-run U . N . Inter
national Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) have held the nego
tiations on edge since an initial August Washington
Pyongyang accord. In retaliation , Pyongyang had been balk
ing at opening up its dilapidated economy and closed society
to the South , by accepting Seoul ' s advanced reactors , techni
cians, and enhanced contacts .
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In exchange for agreeing to embrace the South , Pyong
yang won the promise that sig&ificant economic cooperation
will begin before expanded L<\:EA operations . "It's a crucial
step toward drawing North Korea into the global communi
ty ," Clinton said . "The United States and North Korea have
also agreed to ease trade restrictions and to move toward
establishing liaison offices in each other' s capitals . "
South Korean-North Korean summit talks will now re
sume , especially with the expected investiture of Kim Jong
il as full leader in Pyongyang , Ambassador Gallucci told the
National Press Club . "The agreement in a separate paragraph
specifically provides for the D ; P . R . K . (North Korea) to pro
ceed with the South to resume North-South dialogue ," he
said .

World hails accord
"This is good news," a seni�r Korean-American who has
recently traveled to North Kor¢a said on Oct. 1 9 . "I hope this
will progress to peaceful and friendly relations between the
U . S . and North Korea. The U . S . is trying to help North
Korea renew its nuclear ProgrllID as a big brother helping his
little brother. I am so happy about it. I only wish now for
peaceful relations between the :u . S . , North Korea, and South
Korea .
"North Korea and South I Korea should now sit down
together in a roundtable discussion to solve their problems ,"
he said . "Thank you , " he told �e Schiller Institute, the inter
national organization headed qy Helga Zepp-LaRouche, "for
helping the development of peace in Korea. Perhaps you will
be very important in this . "
South Korean President Kfm Young-sam, in a speech in
parliament on Oct. 1 8 , warml� praised the U . S . -North Kore
an agreement and urged the North to resume dialogue with
South Korea immediately . "A turning point has been created
EIR
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for South and North Korea to seek reconcilation and coopera
tion ," he said . Kim said his government would make efforts
to achieve "epoch-making progress" in its relations with the
North . "South-North dialogue should be resumed as soon as
possible . We have always opened the door to dialogue , " he
said . "We expect North Korea' s new leadership , which will
be in place in the near future , to enter dialogue and cooperate
with us on the road to unification and in seeking peace on the
Korean peninsula and national co-prosperity . "
Russia and Japan warmly welcomed the accord. "We
greet any progress which could help solve the problem,"
Russian Foreign Ministry spokesman Mikhail Demurin said
Oct . 1 8 . "We are ready to help . Moscow is happy to help ,
perhaps by providing reactors to North Korea . "
Japan "must extend appropriate cooperation ," Kozo Igar
ashi , chief government spokesman , told a Tokyo news con
ference on Oct. 1 9 . Foreign Minister Yohei Kono said the
agreement also "reduced a major obstacle" to new normaliza
tion talks between Tokyo and Pyongyang .
South Korean President Kim said of particular impor
tance was North Korea' s agreement to let the South supply
the reactors . This will involve trips by South Korean experts
and shipments of raw materials to North Korea, which offi
cials said would naturally lead to economic cooperation and
other exchanges . Despite attempts by the New York Times
and other establishment media to portray the South Korean
President as hostile to President Clinton and to the accord,
Kim went on CNN on Oct. 1 1 to stress that his good relation
ship with Clinton and America is the centerpiece of South
Korean diplomacy.
"From the start of the negotiations , we have consulted
closely with South Korea, with Japan , and with other interest
ed parties," Clinton stressed at the White House on Oct. 1 8 .
"We will continue to work closely with our allies and with
the Congress as our relationship with North Korea develops . "

U.N. inspections 'not urgent'
Ambassador Gallucci , despite the badgering of media
morons as to whether North Korea is about to blow up the
world, made perfectly clear that there is no problem with
having Pyongyang put off IAEA "special inspections" until
construction of the new reactors , and thus full normalization
of relations , has begun. "One of the things that wasn't urgent
in a technical sense , was the conduct of the special inspec
tions ," he told the Press Club on Oct. 1 9 . "We 're talking
about inspecting two radioactive waste sites. These sites
aren't going anywhere , and the half-life of their radio-nu
clides are in thousands of years, and so we 're not too worried
about that situation changing technically . "
The bulk of Ambassador Gallucci's press conference was
an exhaustive list of all the plutonium-based reactors and
reprocessing activities which North Korea has agreed to shut
down , including an agreement by Pyongyang to ship the
plutonium fuel rods now in its cooling pond out of the country
soon. While EIR does not agree that sovereign nations should
EIR
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be dictated to regarding their energy programs , the lengths
to which the administration has gotten North Korea to go on
"non-proliferation" should quiet honest critics .
KEDO within three months will also begin supplying
North Korea with heavy oil, Gallucci added, to make up for
the shut nuclear plants . The United States will begin oil
shipments , and then the other KEDO cquntries will phase in,
shipping enough oil to supply 250 me awatts of electricity .
This will continue until the new reactors come on line , for
five years or more if necessary . State Department spokesman
McCurry pointed out that the agreement meets a "critical
energy shortage in the D . P . R . K . that has had some impact
on their economic infrastructure" in the winter months ahead .
The IAEA nuclear police for their part were the only
ones unhappy with agreement (other than London , which
remained silent) . "As and when we get the text, we will
carefully study it, and we will require guidance from our
board of governors and the [U . N . ] Secprity Council regard
ing its content, " spokesman David Kyd said. "Prior to that
we will not be making any comments:' He said the IAEA
Board of Governors would hold a special meeting soon to
consider the agreement.

g

Pyongyang situation stabilizing
"We are quite confident that normalization of bilateral
relations will certainly make a significant contribution to
greater peace and security in Asia and the rest of the world,"
North Korean Vice Minister Kang Sok-ju told reporters in
Geneva on Oct. 1 8 , praising the accord.
Kim Jong-il , heir to longtime North Korean President
Kim Il-sung , is expected to be formally invested with the full
powers of his father in North Korea on or about Oct. 25 , a
reliable diplomatic source told EIR on Oct. 1 9 . Kim Jong-il
made his first public appearance in three months on Oct. 1 6
at a mass memorial service o n the final lOOth day o f mourning
for his father, flanked by Defense Minister 0 Jin-u and Pre
mier Kang Song-san , number two and three in North Korea' s
hierarchy , and other leaders .
Some demands by North Korea whlch stalled the Geneva
negotiations , demands now dropped , the source said, may
have been made to time the accord wlth Kim ' s investiture,
which could not occur during the mOU1Jling .
One expert said the accord is a sign that Kim Jong-il has
stepped into the shoes of his father. " Threats of war seem
remote and a basic frame has been set for dialogue," said Cha
Young-koo , senior fellow at the Korea Institute for Defense
Analysis . "I think the Geneva accord would help strengthen
Kim Jong-il' s position in North Kor¢a as this signals the
inflow of badly needed foreign funds . "
The United States and South KOnla are likely to cancel
joint war games this year to ease tensions on the Korean
Peninsula, a Seoul Defense Ministry spokesman said on Oct.
1 8 . The exercises , which normally inv�lve tens of thousands
of U . S . and South Korean troop s , are vlewed by North Korea
as a rehearsal for invasion .
International
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Reality returns after
German elections
by Rainer Apel
The elections for national parliament in Germany on Oct. 1 6
seemed to confirm Chancellor Helmut Kohl ' s bid to run for
another four-year term in command of the German govern
ment: His three-party coalition of Christian Democrats
(CDU) , Christian Social Union (CSU) , and the liberal Free
Democrats (FDP) defeated the three-party opposition of So
cial Democrats (SPD) , Greens , and Party of Democratic So
cialism (PDS) by a margin of ten seats . This should suffice
to form a new government based on the same three parties
that backed the coalition government for three consecutive
terms before-since October 1 982.
The CDU gained 34 . 2% of the national vote , the CSU
7 . 3 % and the FDP 6 . 9 % ; the SPD gained 36.4% , the Greens
7 . 3 % , and the PDS 4 . 4 % . Chancellor Kohl ' s three-party alli
ance won , therefore , only by a margin of 0 . 4% . This would
have given Kohl no majority , or if at all , only a one-seat major
ity in the Bundestag, the national parliament , but the peculiari
ties of Germany ' s election laws prescribe that if a party wins
at least three seats in direct voting in election districts , the
seats are counted no matter what percentage the party may
have gained nationally . For the CDU , this meant that it gained
an extra 10 seats above those it gained by its share of national
voter percentages; the SPD gained six additional seats by that
rule. The PDS , the party of the former communists in East
Germany , gained parliamentary status under the same rule ,
because it won four seats in Berlin , although it failed to cross
the mandatory 5% hurdle, the minimum share of the national
vote which the German election laws prescribe for any party
receiving parliamentary status .
The 4 . 4% which the PDS won in the elections was there
fore counted as if it were above 5 % , and so, the party gained
30 seats in the Bundestag . This reflects , first of all , that
the PDS is a broad-based, highly disciplined party cadre
organization in Germany ' s east . And-unlike the other two
minor parties in Germany ' s parliamentary establishment, the
Greens and the FDP , which live on borrowed votes from the
bigger parties-it is able to secure its seats in the Bundestag
by the PDS candidate winning even over the "big" parties '
candidates i n several districts .
This also means that the PDS , a party with rabid ecolo
gist, extreme anti-industrialist , and other subversive views ,
which act as a mouthpiece of the Germanophobe Anti-Defa
mation League and of certain Germanophobe circles in the
foreign intelligence communities of Russia and Britain, will
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have options to cause chaos and disruptions .
The PDS influence is inc¢ased beyond that role by the
SPD , which , after the June 1 � elections for state parliament
in Saxe-Anhalt , showed no s�ruples in forming a minority
coalition government with the Greens , based on support from
the PDS against the CDU tHere . In another eastern state ,
Mecklenburg-Prepomerania, 'Which also held elections on
Oct . 1 6 , along with the national elections , the SPD is about
to consider a minority govemment there as well with no
coalition partner, but backed by the PDS , against the CDU .
Socialist sentiments in large sections of the SPD have made
that possible , and one may see very soon that this alliance
will also come together in the Bundestag on a number of
select issues .

The economic challenge
The main , immediate challlinge to Kohl is not the strength
of the parliamentary oppositi�n but rather the reality of the
economic depression . The short-term effects of the depres
sion have been bought off Iby the German government
through tricks , such as the graJllting of special budget conces
sions to the farming sector and medium-sized industries , and
tacit agreements with the banks and industry to postpone
corporate bankruptcies and iqdustrial mass layoffs (as they
occurred this past spring) , or large-scale turbulences on the
monetary and stock markets ot1Germany , until after the Octo
ber elections.
This "bribe" tactic collapsed days after the elections ,
when the DAX , the German $tock market in Frankfurt, re
sponded to leaks about majdr losses for the Volkswagen
Corp . in derivatives trading operations and related problems
for Deutsche B ank, and dropPed by more than 4% in three
:
days .
The chancellor could , na�rally , march ahead with his
l O-seat majority in the national parliament and launch an
economic policy that moves against financial speculation and
favors the creation of new jobs through corporate investments
at low interest rates. This is Ian approach U . S . economist
Lyndon H. LaRouche has recommended, and aspects of that
have been voiced also by othet politicians and institutions in
Germany .
Kohl-no man of economic policy expertise himself
will , however, feel the pressure from the same banks and
industrialists with whom he $truck the "get me reelected ,
then we ' ll see" deal . Central aank governor Hans Tietmeyer
has already expressed the wisH to see "more budgetary disci
pline" in the new government policy.
Should Kohl heed such c�ls , Germany will not be able
to reduce the staggering jobless rate of more than 7 million
citizens (out of 45 million G�rmans of working age) who
don 't have a job or at least re tular employment. Continued
mass unemployment, which �s especially dramatic in the
eastern regions of Germany , � ill offer the PDS a chance to
agitate against Bonn .
I
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Russia voyage is
latest Windsor fiasco
by Mark Burdman
The visit of Queen Elizabeth II and Royal Consort Prince
Philip to Russia during Oct. 1 7 -20 was supposed to have
been a historic occasion , the first-ever visit of a British mon
arch since the murders of the Romanov czar and his family
by the Bolsheviks . Top figures in the powerful "Privy Coun
cil" of royal advisers were speaking privately of a new era of
Anglo-Russian strategic cooperation around the globe . But
things are not working out according to their designs .
On the eve of departure , the Oct . 1 6 London Sunday
Times published the latest set of reminiscences from Prince
Charles , in the form of extracts from a soon-to-be-published
book. Authorized by Charles personally and authored by
leading media figure Jonathan Dimbleby , the book contains
further details of his bizarre marriage to Princess Diana,
including the revelation that he had been forced against his
will , by "authoritarian" father Prince Philip, to marry Diana
in the first place. This means that the massively promoted
1 98 1 "fairy tale"-like betrothal , witnessed by hundreds of
millions of people around the world, was a fraud .
Britain was suddenly rife with discussion that a divorce
was in the offing , thereby raising thorny questions about
Charles ' s ability to accede to the throne , given the historical
precedent forbidding a divorced man to be king . Intense
debates are ongoing in Conservative Party circles about
whether Prime Minister John Major should push for a di
vorce . In the House of Commons , Labour Party MP Paul
Flynn scored the monarchy as "discredited and dying . "
Then, on Oct. 1 8 , the second book about Diana by her
friend Andrew Morton, entitled Diana: Her New Life, was
previewed in the French magazine Voici. Morton quotes
Diana about her loveless marriage: "I am the biggest prosti
tute in the world. They exploited me . They abused me . For
years , I was a prisoner of the royal family . " Italy' s Corriere
della Sera spoke of a "Diana-Shock" hitting the Windsors;
Holland' s well-informed De Telegraafspoke of the "nadir of
the House of Windsor."
British Foreign Secretary Douglas Hurd told a British
radio interviewer on Oct. 1 6: "I am worried about the way in
which chattering people concerned with headlines and mass
circulation do chip away at our institutions in this country ,
of which the monarchy is perhaps the most important and , in
a way , the most vulnerable . . . . I don't believe all this
nonsense about a republic knocking on the door or the House
of Windsor being besieged like the Romanovs . " But, he
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added, "I am worried about a sort of knock, knock, knock
which has helped to undermine in this country , though not
abroad , many of the institutions of this country . We have to
stop that . "

A series o f no-shows
When the royals arrived in Russia, tbings only got worse .
Russian Foreign Minister Andrei Kozytev refused to return
to Moscow for the queen ' s visit. Kozyrev stated that he was
angered by the "extremely negative reaction" of Douglas
Hurd, who is accompanying the queen , to Kozyrev ' s diplo
matic mediation efforts in the Persian �ulf. Kozyrev chose
to stay in New York, to confer with U . S . Secretary of State
Warren Christopher on the Iraqi matter.
Prime Minister Viktor Chernomyrciin was absent both
from the Russian delegation meeting th� queen at the airport,
and from the official banquet at the Kremlin on Oct. 1 8 .
Chernomyrdin stayed at his holiday resc;>rt i n Sochi. O n Oct.
1 8 , a Russian media conduit close to the Yeltsin entourage
put out a story that Chernomyrdin woulcJ be resigning . Presi
dent Boris Yeltsin personally , as well ;as his press spokes
man , along with Chernomyrdin , denied this.
One expert on Russia said he found the events around
Chernomyrdin to be "very weird and disturbing . " He said
that the impending crisis would be much more on the minds
of the Russians than the queen' s visit, and many leading
Russians would be angry that Her Maj¢sty "had been thrust
upon them . " Both Britain and Russia : were going through
parallel processes , in which it was beillg manifest that "the
system doesn 't work" in either country .
Another no-show was writer Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn, re
cently returned from exile , who was tdO busy "building his
dacha" to show up for a reception for dignitaries .
O n Oct . 1 8 , Her Majesty and the �oyal Consort were
scheduled to walk down Red Square . 'ale original plan was
that she would mill through cheering crowds . When she ar
rived, and got out of her limousine , qobody was in sight,
except for representatives of the same press whom the Wind
sors scorn as the "royal rat pack, " which has been publicizing
the scandals. Then , only a few tourists with foreign pass
ports , mainly from Great Britain , w¢re allowed into the
square by security guards . The British press snidely remarked
Oct . 1 9 that at least there was one stray dog in the square,
busily sniffing at Lenin ' s Tomb . As fQr the rest, a massive
security cordon prevented ordinary Russians from entering
the square . Russian officials let it be knCl>wn that the order for
the massive security cordon had come from Yeltsin himself.
A forlorn British diplomat told th¢ London Guardian:
"The arrangements were all finalized . , The Duke [of Edin
burgh] and Mrs . Yeltsin were to walk dcpwn one side , and the
queen and Boris down the other. The <)nly problem is there
is no one there for her to meet. " The Daily Telegraph reported
that Palace aides "could barely conce!al their anger. " The
London Independent labeled it "the Potemkin Walkabout. "
International
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Northern Ireland peace
one step closer
by Mary Jane Freeman
With the announcement of a cease-fire on Oct. 1 3 by the
Combined Loyalist Military Command (CLMC) represent
ing the militant Protestants of Northern Ireland, the possibili
ty for peace in that region is one step closer. A combination
of initiatives over the last months from various quarters in
the United States, the Republic of Ireland , and the Irish Re
publican Army (IRA) have created a geometry in which , for
the first time in 70 years , the British government must sit
down at the peace table , or, if they delay , be exposed for
their role in the last 25 years of terror.
From Belfast, Gusty Spence , spokesman for the CLMC ,
which is comprised of the Ulster Freedom Fighters and the
Ulster Volunteer Force , declared that as of midnight on Oct.
1 3 , a "universal cease-fire" would go into effect. Three days
earlier, Loyalists leaders had met jailed Protestant guerrillas
in the maximum security Maze prison near Belfast to get
their agreement to a possible cease-fire . The Protestants'
announcement followed the IRA cease-fire declared on Aug .
3 1 , which went into effect on Sept. 1 . Spence made clear that
the CLMC announcement is in response to and dependent on
the unbroken cease-fire of the IRA . "The permanence of our
cease-fire will be completely dependent upon the continuing
cessation of all natiopalistirepublican violence . The sole re
sponsibility for a return to war lies with them [IRA] ," he
said.
This condition echoes British Prime Minister John Ma
jor's hesitancy to accept the IRA cease-fire on its face .
Major's continuing excuse for balking at meeting with the
IRA ' s political party , the Sinn Fein , and its president, Gerry
Adams , has been that the IRA cease-fire did not include the
word "permanent. "
Within hours o f the CLMC announcement, President
Clinton welcomed the move. "I welcome today' s announce
ment by the CLMC in Northern Ireland declaring an end to
its campaign of violence. The cease-fire announcement by
the IRA on Aug . 3 1 and today ' s announcement by Loyalist
paramilitaries present the best hope for peace in a generation
in Northern Ireland," he said . Likewise , Ireland' s Prime
Minister Albert Reynolds lauded the move , saying , "It is my
hope and my conviction that there will never be political
violence on our island again. "
Much credit i s due to President Clinton for his efforts
to shepherd the Northern Ireland peace process . Back in
76
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December 1 993 , Major and Jteynolds released a joint docu
ment called the "Downing S�eet Declaration ," intended as
an outline for launching peace efforts in Northern Ireland.
But within weeks , a stalematb occurred when Major refused
to provide clarification on a pioint dealing with constitutional
reforms to the Sinn Fein . Twice this year, however, Clinton
overrode British and U . S . State Department opposition to
Adams' s entry into the United States , thus creating the cir
cumstances for him to gamer American support for the peace
process.
Both Clinton and ReynQIds challenged Britain to now
move the peace process forward. Clinton said that "the parti
es must now build on this histOric step forward and enter into
negotiations for a lasting settlement. . . . I look forward
to the next steps . . . including the Forum for Peace and
Reconciliation proposed by ppme Minister Reynolds and the
round-table talks convened by the Irish and British govern
ments with all involved par1ies . " Reuters reported, "Rey
nolds urged Britain to seize a� opportunity to end the guerrilla
war conclusively and bring tlIte political mentors of both the
Protestant extremists and thelir Catholic republican enemies
into peace negotiations . " Sinn Fein President Adams , who
just completed a two-week t�ur of the United States in sup
port of a "lasting peace in Jireland ," declared this a "very
significant step forward . " "l would call upon John Major
who has fumbled this peace rocess for far too long . . . to
commence peace talks ," he s�id.
Major's reaction was to herald the Protestant cease-fire
as "extremely good news" btlt to continue his set-piece ap
proach to activating the peac� discussions . He said his gov
ernment will study the implicjations of this new development
"in our own time and in our oWn way . Another very important
part of the jigsaw has fallen into place . "
The hope for peace i n Northern Ireland i s exhibited i n the
CLMC ' s statement released at the Belfast press conference.
"We are on the threshold of! a new and exciting beginning
with our battles in the futurt:l being political battles , fought
on the side of honesty , decency , and democracy . . . against
the negativity of mistrust, misunderstanding , and malevo
lence , so that together we can bring forth a wholesome soci
ety in which our children atid their children will know the
meaning of true peace ," it read.

p

,

Economic development is key
For this potential future to be realized, however, a coher
ent economic plan to both integrate the economies of the
north and south of Ireland , an� also with the whole of Europe ,
is crucial . The Clinton admlnistration is expected, within
days, to release the results of Ii study by an interdepartmental
committee coordinated by the National Security Council on
U . S . investment opportuniti�s . Parallel to this effort is the
"Delors Plan" of the Europe� Union, which includes sig
nificant proposals for all of It�land . This must be the agenda
at the late October summit bdtween Reynolds and Major.
,
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What will Haitian
'democracy' mean?
by Cynthia Rush
"I think the minute the last U . S . soldier leaves , the whole
country falls back into the pit again . " This statement, made
by an American Army sergeant stationed in Haiti as part of
the United States' 20 ,000-man occupation force , is one of
the most accurate assessments of the situation in that country .
A similar assessment has come from sources in the Domini
can Republic , Haiti ' s neighbor sharing the island of Hispan
iola, who told EIR that there is already a de facto state of civil
war in the country .
The weapons buy-back program set up by the U . S . mili
tary in an effort to encourage disarmament has failed. Forces
from the Lavalas movement which backs President Jean
Bertrand Aristide, reinstated by the United States on Oct. 1 5 ,
are heavily armed . As Associated Press reported on Oct. 1 9 ,
"The U . S . Army . . . i s concerned about all the weapons that
remain out there uncounted and unaccounted for. "
The decapitation o f Haiti' s Army , Aristide' s stated goal ,
is the other key factor contributing to this civil war scenario .
Angered by their forced subservience to the U . S . military
and by the international propaganda campaign portraying
them as a "gang of thugs , rapists , and murderers ," many
officers and soldiers have "melted away" into the population ,
taking their weapons with them. There have been several
unconfirmed reports that one Haitian lieutenant colonel,
Claudel Josephat, is secretly organizing a resistance move
ment in the area of Cap-Haitien . There' s little doubt that the
departure of U . S . troops , scheduled for sometime in 1 996 ,
could trigger a bloodbath-if it doesn' t break out sooner.
In the days leading up to and after his return , Aristide
repeatedly preached a message of "national reconciliation,
peace , and justice ," vowing "no to vengeance , no to vio
lence . " But contrary to the U . S . and European media reports
which have blamed military and paramilitary forces for vio
lence which erupted after U. S . occupation forces landed on
Sept. 1 8 , Dominican sources say it is pro-Aristide forces
which are responsible for this . Mob looting of warehouses ,
trashing of police stations , and lynchings and beatings of
alleged paramilitary agents or "attaches" which began once
U . S . troops arrived, have only intensified since Oct. 1 5 .

The agenda is disintegration
U. S. embassy spokesman Stan Schraeger described mob
scenes which have occurred since Oct. 1 5 as the normal
outcome of "returning power to the people . " Hardly . The
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Clinton administration may think they have Aristide on a
tight leash , but there is little doubt as to his policy outlook or
that of the British-run international oligarchy to which he
answers . The destruction of Haiti ' s bjl ack people , whose
numbers are deemed "excessive" by international bankers
and eugenicists , in an orgy of bloodletting and jacobin rage
will eradicate whatever vestiges of the nation-state remain in
this impoverished nation .
President Clinton has avoided wedding himself to this
genocidal policy. But by virtue of having ordered U . S . troops
into Haiti to enforce Aristide ' s return , he has few options
from which to choose . Some in his administration know, for
example , that if Haiti is to have a chance to survive , the
Army must remain a viable institution . Yet the Army is the
target of Aristide' s hordes , as well as of the Hollywood mafia
which has spent years and a great deal ·of money to portray
the Haitian military to the American public and Congress in
the most negative , lying terms . Many of Aristide ' s closest
followers , such as Catholic seminarian Sylvestre Pharius ,
state openly that "reconciliation i s a good thing , but first there
must be justice . "
That concept of justice was seen in the Oct. 1 6 incident
in which weapons were discovered in the car belonging to
Gen . Jean-Claude Duperval , the interim head of the Army,
who visited Aristide . Despite U . S . and government denials,
rumors spread that Duperval had intended to assassinate Aris
tide and mobs took to the streets branilishing machetes and
sticks shouting "destroy the Army . . . give us Duperval ,
we want to eat him . " Gangs of youth set up impromptu
roadblocks , searched cars , and called for dismantling the
police and military. According to one, international police
monitor, the practice of hunting down attaches became more
frequent after Oct. 1 6 . He said that people were being picked
arbitrarily from the crowd and chased, beaten , or killed .
The mob violence unleashed by Aristide' s supporters is
guaranteed to further bestialize a population already starved
by an international embargo and U . N . sanctions . The looting
of 1 ,000 food warehouses on which many Haitians depend
for their only meal has increased despemtion . U . N . agencies
report that half of Haiti' s preschool children suffer from mal
nutrition , and 500 children a day die from it. Yet in the city
of Gonaives , all but three or four of 300 warehouses were
looted and shut down, leaving close to 1 1 8 ,000 people with
out food .
The economic plans outlined by Aristide and the Agency
for International Development offer little hope for a solution
to Haiti ' s economic catastrophe . Aristide and his advisers
are committed to imposing the lunatic . free-market policies
demanded by the International Monetary Fund, privatizing
the state sector, and throwing the starving unemployed into
"temporary" make-work projects where they will earn pen
nies a day . As one wire service noted, lpriOrity in Aristide's
program will be given to slowing "Haiti' s high population
growth rate . "
International
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Israel-Jordan pact
a major breakthrough
by Hussein Al-Nadeem
The official signing of the agreement between Jordan and
Israel will take place in AI-Aqaba on Oct. 26. King Hussein
of Jordan and Israeli Prime Minister Yitzak Rabin will be
present at the ceremony , which will be attended by President
William Clinton as well, who will be conducting his first visit
to the Middle East as President of the United States .
This agreement comes as a major breakthrough in the con
text of deliberate British attempts to destabilize the whole
Middle East and the Persian Gulf through launching a new
"Desert Storm" and threatening the stability in Israel through
terrorist operations , such as the Oct. 1 9 bus bombing in Tel
Aviv .
The major issues settled in this agreement are water,
recognition of borders , and Jordanian land . Specific details
will come later on in the annexes of the agreement, yet the
main aspects were made public . Concerning the water issue ,
Israel has agreed to divert 1 00 billion cubic meters of the
water of Yarmuk and Jordan rivers to Jordan . At the same
time , Israel will return about 300 kilometers of occupied land
in the Araba Valley along its southern border to Jordan .
Both parties agreed that Israel will lease land in a farming
area that belongs to the Sonufer settlement, for a period of
25 years . Another area in the northern part of the Jordan
Valley , which previously was handed to the Israeli Electricity
Company , will also be leased by Israel for 25 years . The total
amount of land to be leased is reportedly 700 acres .
According to Asharq Al-Awsat, two dams on the Yarmuk
and Jordan rivers will be built, if funding on the order of
$ 1 20 million can be secured. The water from the Arab Valley
to be returned to Jordan will remain under the control of the
Israeli water company Makurut, which will operate under a
Jordanian license . Jordan will receive 1 5 million cubic me
ters of this water per year.

Anti-terrorist cooperation
Regarding security issues , according to the same Arabic
press source , the two countries agreed to cooperate against
terrorism, and to guarantee that no terrorist attacks would
originate on one party' s territory against the other. Neither
of the two countries will join a military alliance that would
constitute an adversary relationship regarding the other, nor
will they allow a third force to operate against the other from
their soil .
On the issue of refugees and displaced persons, both
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countries pledged to adopt a humanitarian approach . The
issue of the Palestinian refuge!es from 1 967 will be tackled in
four-party talks including Jordan, Israel, Egypt, and the
PLO . The 1 948 refugee problem will be discussed in the
multilateral talks .
Within one month of the final signing of the peace agree
ment , Jordan and Israel will open embassies in the other
country. The normalization of relations will include tourism,
free trade zones , joint projects , and parks , around the Dead
Sea and the Red Sea. On the Jerusalem question, Israel will ,
in conformity with the Washington declaration, accord a
special status to Jordan in the holy city .
Israeli Foreign Minister Shimon Peres, referring to the
leasing arrangement, characterized this agreement as an ex
cellent model which can be applied in a future peace agree
ment with Syria, while IsraeH Minister of Economy Shemon
Shtreet suggested that his government should recommend a
similar deal to the Syrians , offering to lease parts of the Golan
Heights for 99 years .
Syrian President Hafez AI-Assad , however, reacted to
such declarations in a press conference in Cairo together with
President Hosni Mubarak on Oct. 1 8 , saying: "This is our
land and we consider the mere talking about leasing it to
Israel as blasphemy . If anybody has the illusion that Syria
would lease land to Israel , he is mistaken . " Mubarak com
mented on the Israeli-Jordanian agreement saying , "We
should not give away Arab laild, because land is 'honor' and
this issue is not to be discussed . " He made clear in the press
conference that he will not at1lend the ceremony in Jordan.
Further criticism of the agreement came from the ten Pal
estinian "rejectionist" groupsi based in Damascus , who said
the recognition of a special Jordanian role in Jerusalem was
tantamount to violation of the PLO-Israel agreement, and
would provide legal justification for continuing occupation.

Assad still wants a deal
Although the negative reaction from the Syrian side was
immediate and harsh, it is olear that Hafez AI-Assad still
wants a peace agreement with Israel . While attacking Ar
abs-in this case , Jordan-for making a separate deal with
Israel rather than coordinating a unified Arab position, Assad
said he did not want to hinder the process.
The Israeli-Jordanian agreement, though expected to ma
terialize by year's end, came much sooner for a number of
reasons . First, Israel is thought to have felt public pressure
following the failed attempt to release Israeli soldier Nachson
Waxman, held by Hamas militants . Jordan was eager to pro
vide momentum to the peace process, to generate support
inside the country .
Also , pressure from the United States could account for
the quickened pace of event� . President Clinton' s presence
at the signing ceremony on qct. 26 will provide him with a
valuable foreign policy succeSs shortly before the November
elections .
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From New Delhi

by Ramtanu Maitra and Susan Maitra

Space program achieves key success
The perfect launch of the Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle
promises to make western missile-controllers fidget.

India got a needed break from the

creeping disillusionment over the
much ballyhooed economic reforms
and globalization of the Indian econo
my , not to mention the battering the
country' s image took with the break
out of plague in the garbage-infested
streets of Surat and elsewhere . The
break came in the form of a picture
perfect launching on Oct. 1 5 of the
Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle
(PSLV) , which injected the indige
nously developed remote sensing sat
ellite , IRS-P2 , into polar orbit.
This second demonstration rock
et, PSLV -D2 , was launched from Sri
harikota, the operational satellite/
launch vehicle range . The precision
with which the rocket performed is an
example of the maturity that the Indi
an space program has achieved .
The launching of the PSLV was
watched carefully everywhere and it
will doubtless bring little joy to the self
appointed controllers of missile pro
grams. A poignant anecdote related by
Economic Times science writer R. Ra
machandran after the launch pointed to
broader aspects of the success . Dr. Sat
ish Dhawan, former chief of the Indian
Space Research Organization (ISRO)
and the man who gave teeth to the Indian
space program at a difficult time, told
scientists witnessing the launch that
"some countries are going to be unhappy
with our achievement and happiness ,"
adding, "but that in no way should pre
vent us from feeling that we are now a
space power."
There is no question that the suc
cessful launch of the PSL V, the 44meter-tall , four-stage launch vehicle
that weighed 283 tons at liftoff and car
ried an 870-kilogram remote sensing
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satellite , has placed India on the front
line of space-related technologies .
PSL V can launch satellites weighing
one ton at an altitude of 1 , 000 km , and
probably can carry a bigger payload if
launched from elsewhere . It is expect
ed to be the future workhorse and is
considered a technology-model for the
much bigger Geostationary Satellite
Launch Vehicle (GSLV) , to be
launched by the year 2000. The GSL V
program was delayed because of the
international fracas initiated by the
United States in 1 99 1 over the agree
ment by Russia to provide the Indian
space program with cryogenic rocket
engines and related technologies , for
developing GSLV rocket engines in
digenously .
However, with the PSL V India has
a powerful rocket equipped with liquid
propulsion engines . The first and third
stages of the PSL V use solid motors ,
the second and fourth stages use liquid
engines carrying about 40 tons of liq
uid propellant . PSLV ' s huge first stage
carries 1 29 tons of indigenously pro
duced solid propellant hydroxyl-ter
minated poly�butadiene (HTPB) . The
use of an unsymmetrical dimethyl hy
drazine/nitrogen tetroxide combina
tion for the liquid-propelled second
stage is significant .
While the PSL V rockets will pave
the way for the GSL V rockets , which
in tum will send satellites to the geosta
tionary orbits and thus become com
mercially attractive , the concern of the
chanting gurus of the Missile Technol
ogy Control Regime (MTCR) is bound
to increase after the PSLV ' s perfect
launch . The Indian Army' s Agni mis
sile , among a few others, uses the first
generation SLY -3 rockets developed

by the ISRO and is the cynosure of
Washington. The United States has re
portedly pressured New Delhi to aban
don the plan to deploy the missiles be
cause , as Washington says (which is
likely to be different from what it be
lieves) , that would destroy the arms
balance in South Asia. The Indian gov
ernment, of course , denies it has been
subjected to bullying .
Besides the fact that the PSL V is a
much more powerful rocket than the
SLV-3 , and with a little effort can be
converted into an intercontinental bal
listic missile (ICBM)-although it is
altogether a different matter whether
the Indian government has any inten
tion to do so--what may worry the
West is the long firi�g (4,000 sec) of
the liquid apogee motor in the indige
nously developed INSAT-2 series of
satellites. The combined potential of
the PSL V solid motor and the reported
long firing satellite liquid motor have
some awesome potentials from a mili
tary standpoint.
The United States has already re
acted in advance by imposing an em
bargo on the ISRO and the Russian
supplier of the cryogenic engines and
related technologies . What Washing
ton has noticed is not the cryogenic en
gines but the precision with which
ISRO scientists have mastered the
PSLV technology; those nations with
missile capabilities will easily recog
nize the fact that just the first stage of
the PSLV can be reconfigured into
ICBMs. India' s independence in de
veloping the HTPB fuel is an added
concern for the control-wallahs .
The main challenge before ISRO
scientists is to make the space program
a commercial success . ISRO will have
to establish India as a major space
launch nation . As one scribe here
points out, it will be afocus of the bud
get-cutters , who ar� influenced by
western missile controllers one way or
the other.
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International Intelligence
Germany to probe
death of Barschel
The German government has ordered a new
probe of files of the former East German
communist secret service , the Stasi, con
cerning the mysterious death of former
Schleswig-Holstein Gov. Uwe Barschel in
198 7, announced Bernd Schmidbauer,
Chancellor Helmut Kohl's coordinator of se
cret intelligence affairs, in Bonn on Oct. 13.
As EIR reported last week, a new book
by former Israeli Mossad operative Victor
Ostrovsky, titled The Other Side of Decep
tion, charges that Barschel was murdered by
the Mossad because he threatened to make
public certain Israeli arms deals with Iran.
Barschel was found dead in the bathtub of
his Geneva hotel room; the German govern
ment at the time hastened to rule out any
foul play.
"Maybe Barschel was assassinated,
after all," Schmidbauer declared, announc
ing that he had ordered a search of all Stasi
files that are stored at the German Archive
of former East German files. Schmidbauer
is the highest-ranking government official
to comment on the affair to date. But his
statement has to be taken with a grain of
salt, since there is reason to believe that not
all the relevant files are stored in the official
Archive, and that many have been classified
"top secret" by the German and other intelli
gence agencies (both East and West), since
the end of 1989.

Archbishop sees 'plot'
behind Mexican murders
"There is a certain plot" behind the murders
of three leading Mexican political figures
in the past year and a half, Archbishop of
Guadalajara Juan Sandoval Iniguez told the
newspaper Siglo XX on Oct. 12. He was
referring to the assassination of his prede
cessor Cardinal Juan Jesus Posadas Ocampo
in May 19 9 3, of presidential candidate Luis
Donaldo Colosio of the ruling PRI party in
April 199 4, and of PRI Secretary General
Jose Francisco Ruiz Massieu in September
199 4.
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The archbishop noted that in ongoing
investigations, some things are coming to
light linking these murders. "I have always
thought that there are certain interests [link
ing] these deaths, " he said. He recalled that
earlier this year, he personally had handed in
information to the Attorney General's office
which he had received from members of his
parish on the Posadas Ocampo murder, but
has received no new information from the
Attorney General since then.

new ideology for the clash of civilizations, "
while the Chinese regime was holding back
from suoh cultural strife with the West. In
stead, th¢y will use Confucianism to address
China's ¢urrent ideological and moral vacu
um and outbreak of crass materialism.
A groundbreaking analysis of Confu
cianism'� positive historical role was writ
ten by E.{R correspondent and political pris
oner Mi�hael Billington, and published in
Fidelio Il1agazine (Summer 19 9 3).

Confucian association
founded in Beijing

Colombian police seize
dope tartel submarine

The 2, 5 4 5th anniversary of the birth of Con
fucius was celebrated with a conference in
Beijing attended by over 1,000 people from
18 countries on Oct. 5-8, the China Daily
reported. The conference resulted in the
founding of an International Confucian As
sociation, which will establish an interna
tional center for Confucian studies in
Beijing.
The conference was led by Li Ruihuan,
chairman of the Chinese People's Consulta
tive Conference and a permanent member
of the Chinese Communist Party's Politbu
ro. Li stated: "I am here to support the spread
of Confucianism, " and called Confucius "a
pillar of the traditional culture and the pride
of the Chinese nation. " Now, China has the
"responsibility to systematize Confucian
ism with the aid of a scientific approach and
to put Confucianism to use in current activ
ities."
Politburo member and Vice Premier Li
Lanqing said that there must be greater ef
forts to promote moral education among or
dinary Chinese, which he called "an impor
tant characteristic of Confucianism. " Li also
said that China must accept the positive as
pects of world culture.
Senior Minister of Singapore Lee Kuan
Yew, who was nominated as honorary
chairman of the new association, also spoke
at the conference.
The German daily Franlifurter Allge
meine Zeitung pointed out that various parti
cipants may have different policies in mind
when they speak of "Confucianism. " Lee
Kuan Yew, for example, may use it as "a

The seizure by Colombian police of a mini
submarine on Sept. 22, off the Caribbean
coast of S anta Marta, indicates that a serious
escalatidn has taken place in the trafficking
activitie$ of that country's narcotics cartels.
Although no drugs were found on board,
there was sufficient evidence to indicate that
the sub as a vessel of the cartels, and that
there ex.sts a factory that is producing an
entire s� marine fleet for the cartels.
At tIle same time , new evidence shows
that the femnants of Pablo Escobar' s Med
ellin Cakel have regrouped into the so
called Ah tioquia Cartel, with a consequent
resurge�e of violence in Medellin and the
surroumting area. At least 8 3 people were
murde� in a five-day period in mid-Octo
ber, sug¥ esting that a fight for control over
the new cartel is on.

i

+

Ecutiflor rejects U.N.
plan to limit sovereignty
i

The Penavian daily La Nadon re ported on
Oct. 8 tl1at Mario Salzmann, representative
in Quitoj Ecuador of the U .N. Development
Progra� (UNDP), has suggested that the
Galapagps Islands, which are part of Ecua
dor, be � laced under international supervi
sion in order to prevent ecological damage.
The Ecu doran government immediately re
sponded that the sovereignty of the islands
is "in n way negotiable, nor is it being
question d."
In aq official communique, the govern-
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ment emphasized that "the subordination of
the national Navy on Ecuadoran territory to
any international entity, as recommended
by Mr. Salzmann, aside from being uncon
stitutional, is unacceptable. . . . Only the
government of Ecuador can request the aid
of international organizations for temporary
assistance or provision of equipment, al
ways within the framework of the internal
constitutional order. "
In a preemptive move, the government
has increased the exclusion zone for fishing
off the islands' shores from 15 to 4 0 miles
and has stated that there will be no further
concessions made to foreigners for tourist
activities.

Rothschild accused of
being part of spy ring
The late Lord Victor Rothschild was the
"fifth man " in the KGB spy ring of British
intelligence's Kim Philby, Guy Burgess,
Donald Maclean, and Anthony Blunt,
claims a new book by Australian journalist
Roland Perry, who spent eight years
tracking down the "fifth man. " He told Reu
ters that KGB master spy Yuri Ivanovitch
Modin, while refusing to name Rothschild,
gave him many clues which led in the direc
tion of Rothschild: the fifth man had scien
tific training; he had built up expertise in
biological and nuclear weapons research; he
worked for Britain's MI- 5 during the war;
and he had a connection to Winston Chur
chill. "According to two MI- 5 sources, "
said Perry, "in 19 42 Victor Rothschild be
came MI- 5's security inspector, which al
lowed him into every major research center.
He knew in detail about all British (and often
U.S.) weapons developments. "
Rothschild, who died in 19 9 0, was a
member of the "Cambridge Apostles, "
along with the four other known spies. Bur
gess, Blunt, and Philby used his London
apartment during World War ll .
In 1986, British parliamentarians called
for an investigation into whether Lord Roth
schild had been a Soviet spy. Then-Prime
Minister Margaret Thatcher dismissed the
"speculation, " and Lord Rothschild strong-
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ly denied the allegations.
EIR published an expose of Rothschild
and his daughter Emma on Sept. 2 9, 198 9,
quoting Lyndon LaRouche: "To all intents
and purposes it would be perfectly fair today
to describe Britain's very influential and
powerful Lord Victor Rothschild as the
'fifth man' in the famous Philby case. " Em
phasizing Rothschild's promotion of Mos
cow ' s Gorbachov, and the backing of his
immediate circles for the legalization of
drugs, LaRouche concluded: "So, Mr.
Rothschild's circles' policies are very evil.
And he qualifies in every moral sense and
every connection, to be called the 'fifth
man' in the Philby affair, until a more likely
prospect turns up. "

U.N. book calls for
standing World Army
The United Nations is scheduled to release
on Oct. 28 a new book, Uncommon Oppor
tunities: An Agenda/or Peace and Equitable
Development, which calls for the creation

of a standing World Army and world food
system. The program was devised by the
International Commission on Peace and
Food, based in Napa, California.
According to promotional material , the
program offers daring ideas for the "transi
tion " from the Cold War to a new era. Prom
inent endorsements come from U.N. Secre
tary General Boutros Boutros-Ghali and
former Soviet President Mikhail Gorba
chov. The program "calls for a restructuring
of the U.N. on democratic lines; proposes
a shift from a state-centered, competitive
approach to national security to a global co
operative security system supported by a
standing World Army. "
The foreword to the book, by Unesco
Director General Federico Mayor, calls for
connecting such supranational armies with
food control: "Concerted action is necessary
on many fronts in order to untangle the tortu
ous connections between, for instance, de
fense spending and food security, for no
country can truly be said to be at peace while
the violence of hunger blights the life of its
citizens. "

• BRITAIN is " the source of all

troubles " in the Gulf, the Baghdad

Observer commented in an editorial

on Oct. 16. "In the past, the U.K.
played a dirty role � n the demarcation
of borders between its former colo
nies. . . . These 'issues are a time
bomb that can be detonated whenever
it suits its designs. " The paper ac
cused Britain of goading the United
States into action against Iraq.

• ISRAELI Deputy Foreign Minis
ter Y ossi Beilin on Oct. 16 denied
U.S. media report s that Israel had
broken off talks with the PLO, over
the kidnapping by Hamas guerrillas
of an Israeli soldier. "Israel never de
clared the suspens ion of talks with
the Palestinians, " , he told the Israeli
news agency Itim. "Such a suspen
sion would be a punishment to all
participants in the talks. There can be
no bigger prize tol Hamas than stop
ping the talks with the Palestinians. "
,

• MOROCCAJIf Prime Minister

Abdellatif Filali called for lifting
U.N. sanctions on Iraq , during a visit
to France on Octi 12. "I think that
following the application of nearly all
the Security Council resolutions,
which is what the U.N.'s own repre
sentatives are saying, there is no rea
son to keep strictly to this measure. "

• UGANDA'S ,President Yoweri
Museveni, a British puppet, warned
Sudan on Oct. 9. that the Ugandan
Army was ready to prevent any
spreading of the (:ivil war in Sudan
into Uganda. Ugahda is finding it in
creasingly difficult to feed the refu
gee streams from $outhern Sudan, he
said. Uganda h� strengthened its
troops along the border with Sudan.
• THE CHINESE People' s Daily

wrote on Oct. 121 that there will be
no changing cou�e with a change in
leadership-a si� n of the coming
succession, as ru�ors proliferate that
top leader Deng ' Xiaoping is near
death.

International
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North campaign: Bush's
insider is in trouble
by Nancy Spannaus

George Bush' s inside man is in trouble in his race for the
U . S . Senate in Virginia. That's Oliver North, who served
as Bush ' s flunkey during his stint at the National Security
Council , carried out illegal acts ranging from skimming of
funds to supervising the import of planeloads of drugs into
the United States , and who is a leader of the drive to return
the Bush-men to power.
Polls still portray North as running at least neck-on-neck
with Democratic incumbent Sen. Charles Robb for the Nov .
8 election . Also on the ballot is independent Republican
Marshall Coleman , who is being sponsored by sections of
the Republican Party who find North' s filthy career too much
to swallow . In early September North declared he couldn't
see how he could lose , but Senator Robb is accurate when he
says the campaign is coming "down to the wire . "
The reality i s that North' s sordid career of lying and drug
trafficking is beginning to saturate the Virginia environment.
One million leaflets from the Defeat that Son-of-a-Bush
Committee, buttressed by hundreds of radio ads , 1 1 bill
boards , and prominent displays of bumper stickers and pam
phlets , have helped create a political climate where North is
afraid to take questions from unknowns . A prominent article
in the Washington Post about an anti-Ollie song being played
in an ad by congressional candidate William Jones has accel
erated North's paranoia. The millionaire populist is now
playing the game of hiding from the press , claiming they are
distorting his record.
To the contrary , most of the media has covered up for
North 's real record of lying and crime , and it was Colonel
North' s own statements-such as denying that President
Clinton was his commander-in-chief-which got him in trou82
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ble . But North is desperate to recoup his image as the anti
Establishment hero . At this point, he' s afraid his $ 1 5-$20
million campaign budget may not be enough .

N o outsider
Oliver North never was an anti-Establishment outsider,
despite the beliefs of millions of American dupes. At the
National Security Council he was a flunkey for Bush, who
supervised his work on ho\\! to scrap the Constitution under
certain conditions , and HenlY Kissinger, who ran the Central
American Commission . He : continued to work closely with
Bush in his operations with the hostages and with the Contras,
operations which were pro\oiably treasonous to these United
States.
The detailed story has b�en told by the SOB Committee
in its pamphlet "Defeat Ollie North, That Son-of-a-Bush,"
and in numerous articles in the New Federalist. But a review
of North' s funders provides even more evidence of his role
as a cat ' s paw for certain seqtions of the Establishment.
North' s Contra operations were funded by some of the
wealthiest elite families in ",merica, families who also bank
roll the World Wildlife Fund and other institutions of envi
ronmentalism and genocide . As outlined in an extensive arti
cle which appeared in the Qct . 1 0 , 1 994 issue .of EIR News
for Loudoun County, these .amilies include:
1 ) Arthur Windsor Arundel of The Plains , Virginia, a
rabid environmentalist worth at least $70 million, who held
a least one special fundraiSer in Middleburg, Virginia for
North ' s Contra operation; I
2) Alice du Pont Mills qf northern Virginia, a multimil
lionaire funder of the mis$med "family planning" move-
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ment, who feted North at her estate; and
3) the Ohrstrom family, including Richard Riggs Ohr
strom and his sister Magalen Ohrstrom Bryant of
Middleburg , who are worth over $250 million and are on
the record as funders of the radical zero-popUlation growth
movement, and of North' s intelligence fronts .
There is myriad other evidence of North' s status as "in
sider." He was not only defended by the law firm of the
consummate insider Edward Bennett Williams , when he was
indicted, but he continues to have such a relationship to the
firm, that half of the contributors to his campaign for the
Republican Party nomination for Senate came from the law
firm of Williams and Connolly .
Also in on the ground floor of support for Ollie ' s Senate
campaign were many Bush insiders from Florida and Texas ,
including Martin Allday of Austin, Texas ; Robert Holt of
Midland, Texas ; John Whitney Payson of Hobe Sound, flori
da; and James Bastian of Miami , Florida.

Profiteer, not patriot
up until a couple weeks ago , the major media was giving
North an almost totally free ride , and opponent Robb had
hardly laid a finger on him . Finally , on the weekend of Oct.
1 5 ; the story of North' s Swiss bank accounts broke in the
Hearst newspapers .
The story dates back to 1 987 , when Special Prosecutor
Lawrence Walsh was looking into North' s "private" financial
dealings around arming the Contra army . What investigators
discovered, in addition to private contributions to North' s
"Enterprise" fronts , were two Swiss bank accounts . One was
the B . Button account, which was set up for the education of
North's children , and the other was the "Enterprise" account.
Both still exist, although they are "frozen . " Although the
Enterprise account is in the name of Albert Hakim and Gen .
Richard Secord, North is named as the sole beneficiary in the
event the other men were incapacitated.
When North was questioned about the Swiss accounts on
Oct. 1 7 , he said , "I had no interest then , I have no interest
now , and I will have no interest in the future in anyone 's
overseas bank accounts . "
Citing the fact that North' s home phone number and his
wife's code name are both still listed on the $200 ,000 invest
ment account, Senator Robb suggested that after the election ,
North should be investigated for perjury , since "I can find no
other way to explain the discrepancy . . . than that he lied . "
I n fact, North' s wife had consulted with Willard Zucker,
the financial manager of the "Enterprise" account, and
North' s own notes indicate he knew of that. He has also
failed to take any action over the last seven years to de-link
himself from the accounts by simply removing his name .
There are other indications that North may have already
profited from the Swiss bank accounts . According to the
Walsh report, the lieutenant-colonel had the use of an enor
mous amount of cash , which investigators believed may have
EIR
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come from withdrawals from these ac¢ounts . There were
"more than $ 1 million in unaccounted-fcj)r cash withdrawals
by Secord . " Nor would it be possible i to account for the
withdrawals , since North destroyed the ledger in which the
accounting was made.
In a statement issued Oct. 1 7 , Senator Rob�whose
own considerable wealth comes from his marriage to the
daughter of former President Lyndon B ; Johnson-asked if
North was a patriot, or a profiteer. Robb cited the Swiss bank
accounts and reports of skimming from the arms sales to Iran .
"But that story doesn't begin to tell the story of Oliver North' s
profiteering ," Robb said. "His illegal escapades have made
him wealthy . "

Honor, or dishonor
North has consistently argued that everything he did in
relation to Iran and the Contras was done to "save lives ," and
win the revolution against communism. ; To this end, he has
purchased TV ads with testimonials from hostages who were
freed, allegedly due to his efforts . The latest , released on
Oct . 1 8 , features former Beirut hostage David Jacobsen, who
says , "If it wasn't for Ollie North , I would never have seen
my family again . "
The ad i s a poignant emotional appeal , and considered
effective , especially coming as it does after a week of attack
ads on Robb' s alleged sexcapades and parties at Virginia
Beach . Both sets of ads , however, are based on lies .
As North' s boss Robert McFarlane has documented , the
total picture shows that, while North got three hostages re
leased , three more were taken. In addition , the collaboration
with the hostage-takers resulted in other untold evils , includ
ing the prolongation of the war between :Iran and Iraq . "You
do not save lives if you engage in negotiations over hostages ,
sell arms to terrorists , o r skim off money that belongs to the
federal government," Robb said in a statement on Oct. 1 9 .
"By negotiating with terrorists over hostages , you place ev
ery American overseas at risk . "
North also does not mention that, while h e was allegedly
seeking to defeat the communists , he was spending hundreds
of thousands of dollars on weapons he : was receiving from
the communists in East Germany and el$ewhere .
The drug charges
By far the most damaging charges of particular crimes by
North , however, have come from the SOB Committee . They
involve his having been on top of the Contra supply opera
tion , which brought planeloads of cocaine into the United
States, and led to millions of dollars of drug monies being
pocketed by these "patriots . " While the most detailed charges
have been made by Celerino Castillo , IS former agent of the
Drug Enforcement Administration, they are broadly backed
up by testimonies in an official Senate report, by North' s own
notebooks , and by information availabl� to this newsservice
going back to at least 1 986.
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North tries to dismiss the charges by saying that he' s the
most investigated man on the planet, and that the lack of an
indictment means he' s clean. But he has been stung suffi
ciently to issue a press statement, dated Oct. 5, on the SOB
Committee ' s accusations , which he erroneously claims to be
being promoted by Robb ' s campaign as well . I quote:
"These drug charges have been peddled by a gentleman
named Cellerino [sic] Castillo who was let go by the Drug
Enforcement Administration and whose tall tales have been
consistently denounced by the former and current heads of
the DEA (see the following statement by former DEA head
Jack Lawn) . Even Clinton ' s DEA disavows the scurrilous
remarks of Mr. Castillo. For once , at least , Robb disagrees
with Clinton on something !"
North is lying again . The charges are not coming just
from Castillo, and he has not been denounced. Mr. Castillo
has a disability pension from the DEA , having retired in
1 992 , and he has a record a mile long of reports on drug
running by Ollie ' s Contra pilots , going back to 1 985 . The
DEA has run a coverup operation from then on .
In fact, Castillo had a chance to respond to the North
defense on Oct. 1 9 , when he attended a luncheon in Merri
field , Virginia, which was being addressed by North' s broth
er. If Lawn honestly didn't see his reports , Castillo said ,
other officials of the DEA certainly did, as the testimony of
David Westrate , number three at the DEA , to the Kerry
Committee shows. North' s brother had to resort to the de
fense made famous at Nuremberg: Ollie , as a military man ,
was only following orders .
This claim doesn't sit too well with a lot of other military
men, who see Ollie North as having brought dishonor to their
calling. They insist that the oath Marines , and other military
professionals, take is to the U . S . Constitution, not their
"boss . " And in North ' s case , as his recent statement about
his commander-in-chief shows, it is not clear who he actually
thinks his boss was , or is .

Danger to the nation
Anyone who has looked at the matter closely , has to
realize that Ollie North represents a danger to the United
States as a whole , not only because of his atrocious record,
but also because of his current commitments to a virtual
insurrection against constitutional government. North is
committed to gaining power by any means necessary , from
feigning piety , to spending money , to intimidating or
avoiding opponents .
Once in power, North can be expected to show the same
respect for the constitutional responsibilities to our nation
and its future as he did before-none . He'll endorse free
trade , protect the big-time drug traffickers , carry out racist
policies , and threaten to incarcerate (or worse) any opponent
who gets in his way . It' s clear that many Virginia voters of
both parties realize this . It' s not yet clear that it' s enough .
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Oregon's Hemlock vote :
national tupling-point
Linda Everett
Euthanasia, in its many guises as death with dignity, physi
cian-assisted suicide , or the lIIi hilist notion of "life not worth
living ," thrives wherever n�ions face the grueling conflu
ence of economic collapse and cultural pessimism. The Neth
erlands is one example , witlh its twin calamities of health
care rationing and the "medical" treatment of mentally or
physically ill or elderly patients with lethal injections and
drug overdoses . On Nov . 8 , the people of the state of Oregon
are likely to vote for a statewide ballot initiative that would
make similar "medical" treatment legal there . Entitled the
"Oregon Death With Dignity! Act," ballot Measure 1 6 would
allow physicians to prescribe lethal drugs or suicide kits to
any "capable" adult resident of Oregon who has been diag
nosed as "terminally ill" and who requests the drugs to end
their life .
Oregonians will attempt 10 review the Death With Digni
ty Act and its reputed safegl$rds in Oregon' s 200-page vot
ers ' pamphlet. But it is ludi4:rous to believe that a proposal
that aims to destroy the undedying premise of western medi
cal science , namely , upholding the inviolability of human
life , can offer any safeguarli against abuse. Consider one
Measure 16 safeguard that clllis for physicians to determine
if a patient 1 ) has a terminal disease , 2) is capable, and 3) has
made the request for lethal drugs voluntarily . How do you
verify if the patient seeking $uicide is not depressed, if those
making the determination believe that a terminally ill pa
tient's wish to die is totally �ifferent from the suicidal intent
of those without terminal illness? Doctors Herbert Hendin
and Gerald Klerman, in the �anuary 1 99 1 American Journal
of Psychiatry, state: "95% of! those who kill themselves have
been shown to have a diagn sable psychiatric illness in the
months preceding suicide . " Most physicians are not trained
to recognize depression, bu� a league of pro-death doctors,
"ethicists ," social workers ,! and psychologists have pro
nounced that suicide for some is "ethical ," even "rational. "
Why bother looking for de ression? Those trained to treat
chronic pain know that whe individuals with physical prob
lems become chronically devressed , they believe their pain
has much increased and seeW relief. Under Measure 16, that
:
relief would be suicide .
What about "voluntary" �hoice for suicide? Hendin and
Klerman say that "the overvfhelming majority of the termi-
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nally ill fight for life to the end"-but that' s only if sick
patients can escape the pervasive "death-with-dignity" brow
beating that hospitals, nurses, chaplains , and social workers
often minister to severely ill patients and their families.
Where is the voluntary choice when the sick and frail elderly
are told they are a burden to society , and therefore society
has determined it needs to deny them certain life saving
or life-sustaining treatment? Oregon did just that when its
legislature and John Kitzhaber, now Democratic candidate
for governor, expanded the state' s Medicaid program to cov
er more of its poor by cutting out life-saving treatment for
some patients . Kitzhaber intends to cut $65 million out of the
plan once he' s elected . This is exactly the "choice" the Third
Reich gave its physically and mentally infirm patients .
Consider how many patients become "terminally ill"
when they are denied life-saving or life-sustaining treatment
by health insurers , hospitals , or nursing home cartels who
say it' s ethically inappropriate to spend resources on people
who are going to die soon . Of course , managed care plans
or health maintenance organization doctors have a financial
incentive to convince patients to accept the hospice way of
death instead of treatment. These same providers would not
be subject to civil or criminal liability under Measure 1 6 for
writing you a prescription for suicide .
The Oregon Medical Society says it is "neutral" on all
this . When EIR asked to interview OMS ' s president on how
he'd counsel doctors on suicide prescriptions if the initiative
wins , the OMS spokesman hung up the phone .

Patients not told of new medical relief
Under Measure 1 6 doctors are not allowed to record
deaths from physician-prescribed lethal drugs as assisted sui
cide or suicides . This totally undercuts society' S ability to
scrutinize if and where it has succeeded against major illness
es . The success of this initiative by the Oregon Right to Die
Committee (RTD) , one of several spawns of the original
Hemlock Society' s campaign to make physician-induced
death legal , depends on keeping people irrationally focused
on the possibility of a horrible death . While the nation gasped
for four years as Jack Kevorkian rampaged in Michigan , few
ever heard that there were several medical breakthroughs in
that short time that could have saved or helped most of his
victims . Fewer know that patients no longer must choose
between horrible pain or complete sedation , thanks to new
pain remedy techniques.
More importantly, the narrowly focused aim of achieving
the right to choose a "dignified death" precludes society from
fighting politically for the national commitment, resources ,
and research required to tackle unconquered medical condi
tions . The measure of dignity accorded patients is defined by
us , in society' s commitment to train and educate the medical
staff crucial to their well-being , especially in the misery of
their illness. A patient then, is not a burden, but a teacher to
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those seeking to improve the next generation' s health .
In contrast, the neo-malthusians and benthamites want to
shed those vulnerable populations like so much baggage.
Consider the nefarious Derek Humphry , who founded the
Hemlock Society five years after he "helped" his cancer
stricken wife of 22 years to die with a doctored cup of tea.
Through his second wife , Ann Wickett, we' ve learned the
quality of dignity the euthanasia movement espouses-when
Humphry walked out on her and the Hemlock group turn its
back on her when Ann discovered she had breast cancer.
After a valiant fight, she eventually gave up and accused
Humphry , et al . of pushing her into suicide . The ensuing
controversy was enough to move Humphry out of Hemlock
and onto the road selling hot tips on how to commit suicide
at $ 10 a head .

Euthanasia for anyone
After Hemlock' s initiatives in California and Washington
State were defeated , Hemlockeans scaled back their immedi
ate goal of doctors becoming directly involved in the killing
of patients , because it was too much "of the shock of the
new" for the conservative body of U . S . physicians . As Peter
Goodwin, president of the Oregon Right to Die , told Hem
lockeans last year, "Doctors need incremental changes , and
would agree with writing a prescription for lethal medica
tions , but would not give a lethal injection . " Thus, John
Pridonoff, executive director of the' Hemlock Society
U . S . A . , characterized Oregon' s Nov . 8 election as "the sin
gle most critical moment in the history of the right-to-die
movement . " That's because Measure 16 is the first "incre
mental" step , in a deliberate "step by step" approach to build
ing acceptance of euthanasia among medical professionals .
Hemlock' s aim was always euthanasia and physician-assist
ed suicide for anyone , at any time , anywhere . At their confer
ence last year, speaker after speaker called for euthanasia also
for those who are "hopelessly ill" with AIDS , Alzheimer's ,
Parkinson' s or Lou Gehrig' s disease , multiple sclerosis , se
nile dementia, or victims of stroke or quadraplegia.
Despite the inherent dangers of endorsing this monstrous
policy , the Oregon Democratic Party; the Republican Dor
chester Conference (a liberal group of Republicans); the Ore
gon Federation of Teachers , Education and Health Profes
sionals; the Oregon branches of the National Organization of
Women; and the American Civil Liberties Union support
Measure 1 6 . The Coalition for Compassionate Care, with
church groups , hospices, advocates for the handicapped,
Catholic hospitals , and the Oregon Ottholic Conference,
hope to defeat it.
Nurses who honor their duty to pro�ct their patients la
ment how quickly their patients decline and die once their
family and doctors tell them they're gilving up the medical
battle to save them. Is that what awaits this country if Orego
nians vote for suicide?
National
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Billington files to
vacate conviction
Imprisoned associate of Lyndon LaRouche,
Michael O. Billington, has filed a petition
for a writ of habeas corpus with the Virginia
Supreme Court seeking to overturn his con
viction on grounds that he was denied a fun
damentally fair trial. Billington was sen
tenced to 77 years in 19 9 0 in the Virginia
state prong of the "Get LaRouche" effort.
He has served three years in the federal
frameup, as well.
The violations described in the petition
include "a prosecution motivated by politi
cal animus and presided over by a judge
not indifferent to the cause, an investigation
typified by outrageous and illegal govern
ment misconduct, the Commonwealth ' s
systematic suppression o f exculpatory evi
dence, defense counsel' s abandonment of
his client, and external interference with pe
titioner' s right to effective assistance of
counsel. "
Among other things, according to the
petition, Billington was denied effective as
sistance of counsel when his lawyer, Brian
Gettings, abandoned Billington on the eve
of trial and attempted to have Billington de
clared mentally incompetent for insisting on
his right to a jury trial. Gettings then joined
with the prosecution and the Anti-Defama
tion League in promulgating the lie that Bill
ington was a member of a cult. Gettings' s
treachery was backed up by Judge Clifford
Weckstein who, as the petition documents,
was in the ADL' s pocket.

Hiroshima bombing still
being hotly debated
An editorial opinion column in the Washing

ton Post on Oct. 16 by the well-known writ

er on nuclear diplomacy, Gar Alperovitz,
strongly argued that the U. S. nuclear bomb
ing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki was unnec
essary. The question is being hotly debated
as the National Air and Space Museum pre
pares an exhibit commemorating the 5 0th
anniversary of the end of World War II that
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casts doubt on the conventional wisdom that
the nuclear attack would have "saved thou
sands of American lives. "
Alperovitz cites the 19 46 U.S. Strategic
Bombing Survey report which stated that,
in all probability, the Japanese would have
surrendered before Nov. 1, 19 4 5. A 19 46
study by the War Department Operations
Division came to the conclusion that "the
Japanese leaders had decided to surrender
and were merely looking for sufficient pre
text to convince the die-hard Army Group
that Japan had lost the war and must capitu
late to the Allies. " It judged that the entry of
Russia into the war would have clinched the
matter.
He also quotes J. Samuel Walker, cur
rently chief historian of the U. S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, that "The consen
sus among scholars is that the bomb was not
needed to avoid an invasion of Japan. . . .
It is clear that alternatives to the bomb exist
ed and that Truman and his advisers knew
it. "

New Age phone co. pays
percentage to greenies
A New Age phone company is paying 1%
of its customers' payments to Planned Par
enthood, Greenpeace, Amnesty Interna
tional, and similar zero-growth outfits. The
company, "Working Assets Long Distance"
(WALD), is sending out promotionals
boasting that every time its long-distance
customers make a call "we give 1% of your
charges to nonprofit action groups working
for peace, human rights, economic justice
and the environment. . . . Since 1986,
Working Assets has sent more than $3 mil
lion to hundreds of worthy groups like
Planned Parenthood, Greenpeace, Rainfor
est Action Network, Amnesty International,
and the Children' s Defense Fund. "
WALD' s promotional continues: "On
each month ' s bill, we give you background
information on two pending issues and the
names and phone numbers of political and
business leaders to contact. . . . If you call
on Free Speech Day--every Monday-we
pay for the call. "
Working Assets' board of political ad
visers includes: Jim Hightower, advisory

board chair and former Texas agriculture
commis�ioner; Pamela J. Maraldo, Planned
Parenthood Federation of America; Marian
Wright Edelman, Children' s Defense Fund;
David Brower, Earth Island Institute; Tim
Smith, Interfaith Center for Corporate Re
sponsibility; and Peri Jude Radecic, Nation
al Gay and Lesbian Task Force.

Psychologist blasts
' self-esteem' hoax
University of Michigan psychology profes
sor Hardld Stevenson attacked the premises
of the l'self-esteem" educational reform
movement in a commentary in the New York
Times � Oct. 11, and pointed out that
Americans seem to have no trouble requir
ing hard work and persistence in sports,
where co aches do not hesitate to point out
errors. B ut in education, he said, the "self
esteem'" movement has cause and effect
backwards, when it claims that a child can
only do well if he has positive feelings about
himself. In fact, Stevenson wrote, a child
feels positive about himself because he has
achieved something.
Stevenson cited a University of Michi
gan stuQy conducted between 1 9 9 0 and
19 9 2, which showed that 96% of fifth-grad
ers in T/iiwan and 9 0% of fifth-graders in
Japan eiuned mathematics scores higher
than the average of their counterparts in the
United States. At the 11th-grade level, the
figures 'fVere 86% for the Taiwanese and
9 2% for the Japanese. "Praise and certifi
cates, the currency of the self-esteem move
ment, are cheap, " he said. "More tangible
types of reform that rely on redesigning
schooling are expensive, difficult, and tirne
consumipg. "

Minrteapolis paper: ' Stop
anti-Clinton witchhunt'
The Minneapolis Star Tribune demanded an
end to tlhe senseless mudslinging against
Presidenk Clinton and First Lady Hillary
Clinton � n an editorial, "End the Witchhunt
against the Clintons, " on Oct. 12. The edito-
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Brififly
• DEFENSE Secretary William

rial recommends that the "High-minded
Whitewater prosecutors like Rush Lim
baugh, Iowa Rep. Jim Leach, and New
York Sen. Alfonse D'Amato " should read
the latest issue of Harper's, which has an
article by Arkansas reporter Gene Lyons,
who attacks the "insinuations," particularly
from the New York Times, on which much
of the Whitewater uproar is based. The edi
torial recaps the major allegations regarding
the Clintons' relationship to the Whitewater
real estate development and details Lyons's
debunking of them. "Perhaps as shocking is
Lyons' description of manipulations by a
bitter Clinton foe to help create and sustain
the perception of scandal. "
The Star Tribune editorial warned that
the damage caused to the nation by
Whitewater allegations has been huge, in
cluding the undermining of valuable policy
initiatives. "We look forward to a country
that can move forward politically again
with the President doing his j ob and the First
Lady contributing her talents, while j ournal
ists, politicians and talk show hosts assess
and criticize them fairly, minus the innuen
do, insinuation and falsehood. "

How EAI won contract to
run Hartford schools
A "conflict resolution " company has been
brought into Hartford,Connecticut to over
come resistance to having Education Alter
natives, Inc. (EAI) run the city's school sys
tem on a for-profit basis. According to a
source on the city council, which recently
signed a contract with EAI, an organization
called Plowshares, headquartered in Sims
bury, Conn., was brought in to conduct
"conflict resolution " seminars with city
leadership, including the school board and
city council, to bring together the opposing
sides on the issue of EAI. "They set up con
ferences and seminars and retreats where
the facilitators grab your mind and get you
committed to EAI," said the source. The
meetings were held in the offices of one of
the Hartford Insurance companies.
Plowshares claims to be a "human
rights " organization which has held educa
tion seminars in South Africa,Uganda, Ke
nya, Brazil, Peru, Nicaragua, and Mexico,
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tying together education, sustainable devel
opment, and justice. Trainees from South
Africa are working in the Hartford situation,
where they using the same line as they did
in Afric a: "We are moving from a situation
of least education to more education,"
through these innovations, and are helping
the community relate to the "outsiders,"
(EAI).
EIR has previously documented how
EAI not only falsified test scores in other of
its privatized public schools, but that it is
intimately tied into speCUlation in financial
derivatives through the Piper Jaffray bro
kerage.

Army Corps plan to flood
Missouri meets resistance
Almost unanimous opposition to a plan by
the Army Corps of Engineers to actively
induce flooding on the Missouri River by
releasing additional reservoir water in the
spring, and to cut off water early in the fall,
was expressed in three public hearings held
in Missouri in early October.
Outrage was voiced by top state officials
and hundreds of citizens. Democratic Gov.
Mel Carnahan was j oined by Republican
U.S. Senators Christopher Bond and John
Danforth, the Missouri commissioners of
Agriculture and Natural Resources, all of
Missouri's congressmen, and numerous lo
cal officials who condemned the Corps' plan
to flood valuable agricultural, commercial,
and residential land for the benefit of the
piping plover, interior least tern, and pallid
sturgeon. One witness after another de
scribed how tens of thousands of bottomland
farms' planting would be sabotaged in the
spring, while the heavy autumn barge traffic
would be drastically curtailed on the Mis 
souri and Mississippi between St. Louis and
Cairo, Illinois, because of low water levels.
The Corps proposal originated in 198 9 at
the urging of the then-governors of Montana
and North and South Dakota, who wanted
more water in the upstrearn reservoirs for
recreation. The Corps performed hundreds
of computer simulations, inputting "envi
ronmental " factors on a par with economic
factors, and produced the current proposal
at a cost of $12 million.

Perry arrived in China on Oct. 16 , the
first visit of a U.S. defense s ecretary
since ties were frozen in 198 9 after
the Tiananmen Square massacre. A
Pentagon official s aid that Perry
"thinks there are some hard problems
that need to be resolved with China,"
including issues of nuclear prolifera
tion, human rights, and tensions on
the Korean peninSula.

• CALIFORNIANS marched en

masse against a ballot initiative that
would deny all s oc ial s ervices to ille
gal immigrants on Oct. 16 . Some
100,000 people marched through Los
Angeles, includiQg delegations from
the Southern Cilristian Leadership
Conference, United Farm Workers,
Mexican American Legal Fund, and
the Asian-American Association.
The proposition's biggest promoter is
Republican Gov. Pete Wilson.

• TOWSON State College in Tow

son, Maryland is using tuition money
to celebrate the 150th birthday of
Nazi precursor Friedrich Nietzsche,
according to the Baltimore Sun on
Oct. 15.

• FBI DIRECTOR Louis Freeh

poked fun at "Gay" Edgar Hoover at
a recent charity dinner, saying: "I
never fly FBI planes to New York to
go to the . . . club, I never go in an
FBI limousine to 11 racetrack in Mary
land, and I don't have a friend named
Clyde. " Freeh was referring to Hoov
er's longtime aide and roommate,
Clyde Tolson, who, according to a
19 9 3 book, was also his homosexual
lover.

• SATANIC RITUALS may

be

practiced by a federal prison inmate
ruled a federal judge in Denver on
Oct. 14. "We go through the rituals,
too, you know ; like going to a
shrink," said Judge Edward W. Not
tingham. "It helps us deal with life. "
The j udge s aid that his ruling "does
not require priSOl) officials to accom
modate every fORn of Satanism, nor
does it necessarily require them to
allow each inmate to become a reli
gion unto himself. "
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Editorial
It's not a game
On Oct . 1 1 , the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences
awarded the Nobel Prize for economics to proponents
of Von Neumann and Morgenstern ' s lunatic game theo
ry . The timing coincided nicely with a free-fall collapse
in the Russian ruble . Admittedly the ruble has bounced
back, but such wild swings in a currency are indicative
of the mortal disease of an economy; and the Russian
economy is a showcase of the kind of economic games
manship which has just been honored in Sweden .
John C . Harasanyi of Budapest and Berkeley , John
F. Nash of Princeton University , and Reinhard Selten
of the University of Bonn are the happy recipients of
this year's prize . According to press accounts , the three
men adapted their theories of economics in large part
from studying chess and poker in order to figure out
how to win large fortunes on the stock market .
If you think that economics should be about the
ability of a society to maintain and expand its physical
infrastructure and employ its population productively
in order to guarantee an adequate standard of living to
its population , and future generations , you are behind
the times . According to ' these pundits it is not ex
panding productivity , not development of new techno
logies; no , it is outguessing the market . The most tragic
example of this lunacy put to practice is of course the
situation in Russia, as this has been reported in recent
articles in New Federalist newspaper, which are based
on information directly from Moscow and St. Peters
burg sources:
Infant mortality is soaring . The Oct. 1 3 Rossiskaya
Gazeta reports that Russia ranks third in the world in
suicide rates and first in abortions . While production as
a whole is declining at a 1 0-20% annual rate , the drop
in production in the machine-building industry is a stag
gering 40-50% per year. The number of partially or
completely jobless people will reach 1 0- 1 1 million by
the end of 1 994 , or 1 4- 1 5 % of the active population .
At a moment when i t i s self-evident that large
scale transport infrastructure holds the key to any future
recovery of the vast territories of Russia and the former
socialist bloc , the Central Asian Railroad company ,
which serviced Kazakhstan and four of the Central
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Asian republics of the old Sc>viet Union , ceased to exist
on Oct. 1 . Yet, the International Monetary Fund is
demanding another round of shock therapy from
Russia .
,
The Royal Swedish Academy issued a statement
which merely underscores lbe outrageousness of their
choice: "Everyone knows that in these games , players
have to think ahead to devise a strategy based on expect
ed counter-moves . Such strategic interaction character
izes many economic situatlons , and game theory has
therefore proved to be very useful in economic
analysis . "
Game theory allegedly . helps explain how people
come to make decisions in �rder to help planners opti
mize their choices . The serqinal work Theory of Games
and Economic Behavior,
John Von Neumann and
Oskar Morgenstern , was rst published in 1 944 and
has been revised since . According to the theory , every
thing boils down to playing a perception game . The
authors define a game as "lbe totality of rules of play
which describe it. " For them it is immaterial if one is
describing tic-tac-toe or International Monetary Fund
conditionalities ; checkers Qr Jeffrey Sachs ' s so-called
shock therapy .
Perhaps not so coincide,tally , not only is the theory
they endorse insane , but t'to of the three winners ap
pear to be personally eccenlric . According to his biog
raphy , John Nash suffered laD incidence of mental ill
ness in the late 1 950s . BedlUse of this , he was forced
to resign his position at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology . He transferred to Princeton , to which he
is associated as a "visiting research collaborator,"
where he leads a quiet life in the community nurtured
by friends and associates of the family . Reinhard Selten
describes himself as an "idehlistic member of the Espe
ranto movement. "
That the Nobel Prize i s awarded for quackery i s too
bad , but much worse , this iquackery is now dooming
millions of people to abject Iinisery as the world' s physi
cal economy continues to spiral downward . It is a mark
of the insanity of the time , that there is yet to be a
e-masters .
major outcry against the g
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DO YOU REMEMBER when Boris Yeltsin aimed
the Russian Army's tanks at the Parliament and started

•

in April, for high-level talks and seminars at the invitation of
the Universal Ecological Academy, of which he is a mem

shooting?

ber. His briefing, on return from Russia, became the first

DO YOU REMEMBER last December's vote for

got shows that there is still time to reverse the criminality

Zhirinovsky?

and descent into chao s in Russia, if we act now.

Were you shocked?

chapter of this Special Report, and the warm reception he

AND ACf WE MUST , for our own sake as well as

While you were shocked, EIR was acting. Informed by
nearly two decades of analysis of the Soviet Union by such
leading thinkers as American economist Lyndon LaRouche
and Germany's Gen. Paul-Albert Scherer, EIR's European
staff put together this report to warn western policymakers
that the countdown was on to what could be the century's
biggest strategic disaster.

Russia's. As LaRouche himself said: "Although w� are
focused upon the subject of Russia, only charlatans could
speak of the future of Russia without taking into account
explicitly the factors which are of immediately decisive
importance for each and all nations of this planet. Indeed,
the present crisis within Russia (as of all of eastern Europe)
is a relatively mild form of the catastrophe which is soon to
strike down every nation upon this planet. The way we

Then Lyndon LaRouche, released from confinement as a

treat the problems of Russia today is the mirror of the

political prisoner in January 1994, traveled to Moscow with

early- to medium-term future of China, of Japan, of North

his wife, Schiller Institute Chairman Helga Zepp-LaRouche,

America, and of western Europe. "
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